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ITEM #5A

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Mayor Greenlaw and Members of City Council
Erik F. Nelson, Transportation Administrator
July 3, 2018 (for July 10 Council Meeting)
Resolution to Adopt Revised Pathways Plan (2018)

ISSUE
The City of Fredericksburg has revised its Pathways Plan to establish and fulfill a policy goal that all
of its neighborhoods will have safe and convenient bicycle/pedestrian access to the rest of the
community. Once adopted, the Plan will also serve as a basis for seeking related funding from all
available sources.
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
On June 13, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on the draft Pathways Plan. The Commission clarified some terminology and recommended certain amendments, as follows:
o Integrate FRED transit more clearly (bus stop shelters, crosswalks to bus stops)
o Provide a section on wayfinding (signs, street markings) to ensure easy trail system use
o Note potential for environmentally friendly trail surfaces, such as pervious asphalt
o Reference other wheeled conveyances, such as skateboards and scooters
o Amend system map to show parks, civic spaces, and other destinations
Upon a unanimous vote, the Planning Commission recommended adoption of the draft document,
and incorporation into the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
RECOMMENDATION
That the City Council conduct a public hearing on the draft Pathways Plan and adopt the attached
resolution to formally include it as a component of the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
BACKGROUND
The City has aggressively pursued trails development both in conjunction with roadway projects
(Cowan Blvd. and Fall Hill Ave.) as well on independent alignments (Rappahannock River Heritage
Trail and Virginia Central Railway Trail). As a consequence, there are more than nine miles of paved,
ten-foot wide, multi-use trails in place – all of them being actively used. This network is a good
foundation, but the next step – identified as a City Council Initiative # 12) - is to provide connections and convenient routes that expand the potential for all citizens to be able to move about the
community on a bicycle or on foot. It is also imperative they be able to do so conveniently and safely.
A Pathways Steering Committee, composed of citizens and staff, spent several months revising the
City’s previous plan. This Committee held a public forum to introduce a draft document on March
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29, at the Dorothy Hart Community Center. This open meeting was well attended and provided a
range of excellent comments. In April, staff reached out to individual neighborhood organizations
and attended some of their meetings, as requested. Citizens could also peruse the draft document on
the City’s website and submitted comments by email and by phone. The Planning Commission public hearing continued this public participation process, which will conclude with the City Council’s
public hearing.
FISCAL IMPACT
There are both costs as well as economic benefits in having a comprehensive bicycle/pedestrian
network throughout the City. No immediate budgetary impacts are associated with adoption of this
Plan, but final action by the City will position staff to pursue all potential funding sources. Construction of substantial new trail facilities will entail the use of state and federal funds, but many other
projects, such as pavement markings for shared roadways, can be accomplished through local funding.
Attachments:
Pathways Plan (2018) DRAFT
Resolution
Map

MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution No. 18-__

SECOND:
RE:

Adopting Revised Pathways Plan (2018)

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

The City staff and a Pathways Steering Committee have examined and revised the City’s Pathways
Plan, with substantial public participation and careful attention to neighborhood needs.
This task addresses City Council Priority # 12 - to review the existing Pathways Plan and create a
new plan that enhances neighborhood connectivity with the larger community.
Pursuant to a public hearing, the Planning Commission recommended adoption of the revised
Pathways Plan at its meeting on June 13, 2018.
Therefore, the City Council resolves that
The revised Pathways Plan meets its goal to connect all neighborhoods and the overall community,
through safe non-motorized travel.
The City Manager is authorized to pursue all available funding to implement this revised Plan.
Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:
**********

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true
copy of Resolution No. 18- adopted at a meeting of the City Council held July 10, 2018 at which a
quorum was present and voted.
___________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council
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Part 1: Introduction
Bicycling and walking are fundamental modes of travel and a good transportation network
provides for them. Integrated bicycle and pedestrian accommodations ensure safe and
convenient access to the community, connectivity with the overall transportation system, and
independent mobility regardless of age, physical constraints, or income.
When people define the qualities that make Fredericksburg an attractive place to live and do
business, they often resort to phrases like “quality of life,” “small town atmosphere,” and
“sense of place.” These concepts are seemingly abstract, but they actually relate to a
community’s physical attributes. The historic sections of Fredericksburg include an
interconnected street grid, sidewalks, mixed land uses, and safe street crossings. All of these
factors provide opportunities for social encounter and exchange in public places, as citizens
attend to their daily activities.
Years ago, these routine opportunities for unplanned social interaction became diminished
when public spaces were given over more emphatically to the needs of automobiles. Streets
overwhelmed by vehicles sometimes made them dangerous to everything else. In recent years,
however, the City has accommodated bicyclists and pedestrians in a more integrated
transportation system. The intent has been to improve the environment in which bicyclists and
pedestrian travel, to achieve a safe, efficient, and balanced multi-modal network of streets,
sidewalks, and trails. Examples of this more comprehensive infrastructure include the provision
of multi-use pathways, introducing the concept of bicycles and vehicles sharing a roadway, and
the installation of traffic calming devices that enhance the safety of residential neighborhoods
without diminishing route options for motorized vehicles.
This revised Pathways Plan builds on Fredericksburg’s careful attention to making
neighborhoods safer, interconnected, and cohesive. The concentration of readily identifiable
neighborhoods in Fredericksburg makes full pedestrian and bicycle-friendly accommodations
throughout the community an achievable goal. By ensuring citizens are connected with a safe
and usable street network, integrated with safe routes for walking and bicycling, Fredericksburg
will retain its quality of life, its small town atmosphere, and its sense of place.
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Purpose and Scope
This plan provides the policy framework through which the City of Fredericksburg will
accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians in an integrated transportation system. The intent is to
improve the environment in which bicyclists and pedestrian travel, to achieve a safe, efficient,
and balanced multi-modal network of streets, sidewalks, and trails. Examples of this enhanced
infrastructure include the provision of multi-use pathways, bicycle lanes and signs, as well as
the installation of traffic calming devices, as appropriate, to enhance the safety of residential
neighborhoods.

Previous Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning
The City of Fredericksburg has formally supported trails development since adopting its 1981
Comprehensive Plan. The Canal Park Trail was subsequently established in 1983, but further
efforts languished as available staff time was directed toward an annexation of land from
Spotsylvania County.
In 1989, with annexation completed and a revised Comprehensive Plan (1987) in place, the
Fredericksburg City Council again endorsed the concept of a city-wide pathway system. The
Department of Parks and Recreation worked with the Planning Department to research, plan,
and design a multi-purpose trail network. During this process, trails planning moved beyond a
recreational focus to the notion that a trail system could also facilitate safe, non-motorized
travel within the community. Research showed that automobile travel typically excludes fully
25 percent of the population, those who are either too young or too old to drive or who do not
own a vehicle. Buses and railways are considered necessary components of a transportation
system, and it became clear that so were trails and sidewalks.
In 1996, the City Council adopted a comprehensive trails plan, called Fredericksburg Pathways.
This document conformed to Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) guidelines, which
committed that state agency to constructing substantial multi-use trails if the local government
had adopted a plan that made them part of an overall road project. The first tangible result of
this policy was the ten-foot wide asphalt-surfaced path incorporated into the design of Cowan
Boulevard, which was completed in 2003.
The new Cowan Boulevard Trail generated public interest for more bicycle/pedestrian facilities.
In January 2005, the Fredericksburg City Council authorized the Recreation Commission’s
Pathways Committee to review the 1996 plan and recommend revisions. As guidance, City
Council articulated the concept of connectivity, to ensure residents and visitors would be able
to travel between different sections of the City on streets, pathways, and sidewalks. The
committee completed a new Pathways Plan that year, again called Fredericksburg Pathways,
and City Council formally adopted it in January 2006.
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The 2006 plan guided a significant expansion of the City’s trail network that had begun with the
Canal Park Trail (1.6 miles in 1983) and been revived with the Cowan Boulevard Trail (1.75 miles
in 2003). New projects included the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail (1.6 miles) that
connected to both ends of the Canal Park Trail and created a loop that caused that trail’s use to
expand dramatically. The Virginia Central Railway Trail (2.7 miles) followed an historic railway
bed that linked downtown Fredericksburg to the City’s new Idlewild neighborhoods and has the
potential for future links with neighborhoods in Spotsylvania County. The Fall Hill Avenue Trail
(1.4 miles) connected the Canal Trail to Central Park and included another safe route across
Interstate-95, connecting jobs and neighborhoods. The overall trail network, not including
sidewalks, has grown to more than nine miles. The challenge at this point, is to make
connections across the many gaps that still separate some neighborhoods from their
community.
The Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (FAMPO) also engages actively in
bicycle and pedestrian planning. The FAMPO staff looks very closely at multi-modal options and
also completed a bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure study during 2017. Those study findings
were presented to the City Council in October of that year. The governing body received the
information and authorized the City staff to use the data to update the City’s own Pathways
Plan. This effort was handled by the Fredericksburg Pathways Steering Committee, which
consists of an interdisciplinary team of City staff (Public Works, Parks and Recreation,
Transportation, and Planning) as well as citizen volunteers who represent trail users, trail
builders, and trails advocates.

Benefits of Bicycle/Pedestrian Facilities
A variety of benefits accrue from pedestrian and bicycle facilities – some of them very
apparent, but others more difficult to quantify. Available facilities and the number of people
who use them, for instance, can be measured with reasonable accuracy. The corresponding
impact on traffic congestion and parking demand can be assumed, but is not so readily
determined. Even without clear statistical evidence, pedestrian/bicycle facilities are still
considered good for the overall health and fitness of users, good for the environment, and
important components of the overall transportation network.

Health and Physical Fitness Benefits
Contemporary lifestyles are not as physically active as they have been in the past. Health
professionals emphasize the connection between good health and physical activity and many
citizens seek recreational opportunities as part of their daily life. Walking and cycling are very
individualized activities and available trails allow citizens to pursue them as vigorously or as
4

carefully as they desire. Even moderate levels of walking or cycling provide excellent health
benefits.
Physical activity has also been shown to reduce the risk of developing chronic diseases as well
as to support healthy aging. A related aspect of overall health, however, is an assumption of
user safety. Pedestrian and bicycle facilities need to be designed to minimize conflicts and
reduce potential hazards, in order to ensure a high level of user comfort. Safety can be
addressed through facility design, but more users will also improve overall trail safety. As trail
use increases, the incidence of accidents decreases, as motorists and cyclists learn to
accommodate one another. More users also reinforce safety as trails become more fully
accepted as a component of the overall transportation system.

Environmental Benefits
As Fredericksburg and its neighboring jurisdictions plan and develop a regional transportation
network, they must conform to air quality standards specified in the Clean Air Act. In this
context, modes of travel that do not result in any vehicle emissions are a welcome
development. Deriving such benefits, though, requires concerted attention to how a
community is physically designed.
Livable communities will always have a convenient mix of characteristics that meet people’s
daily needs. Such places are characterized by a compact form that encourages walking,
streetscapes designed for pedestrians, connected streets, neighborhood parks and open space,
and a variety of uses and building types. Neighborhoods within a well-connected
bicycle/pedestrian travel network generate far fewer vehicle trips, with a corresponding
decrease in vehicle emissions.

Transportation Benefits
Lewis Mumford, the great urban philosopher, wrote:
A good transportation system minimizes unnecessary transportation; and, in any event,
it offers change of speed and mode to fit a diversity of human purposes.
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities can reduce automobile trips (unnecessary transportation),
provide links to rail and bus facilities (change of speed and mode), and make the overall
community more accessible to its citizens (with their diversity of human purposes).
There are two types of facilities within a comprehensive trails network. First are the wide multiuse trails on their own alignments. These routes mix cyclists and pedestrians, but keep them
separated from motor vehicle traffic. They are fully functional bicycle and pedestrian
alternatives to motor vehicle travel. Some of these off-road trails also provide welcome
5

recreational amenities, functioning as linear parks with both natural and historic points of
interest.
The second type of bicycle/pedestrian facilities are integral components of a street. There are
more than 100 miles of City streets that have sidewalks on at least one side of the right-of-way.
There are also many streets without any sidewalks. The existing pedestrian network is extensive
and provides a solid basis for growth and enhancement, but there is a compelling need to close
the gaps. The challenge is to figure out how best to provide bicycle facilities on existing streets.
A useable bicycle/pedestrian network requires that all potential connections be considered and
that they be made safe if implemented. Enhancing safety will include provision of traffic
calming features, clear signage and pavement markings, and physical barriers, when feasible,
between cyclists and vehicles. These steps are meant to ensure that bicycle/pedestrian links
will be used, and thus provide a true transportation benefit.

Quality of Life/Economic Benefits
A locality’s quality of life is defined by such things as sidewalks that connect different parts of
the community, safe street crossings, and convenient destinations for social activity. If points of
interest are added – such as historic sites, a vibrant downtown, and the Rappahannock River –
then the local quality of life becomes attractive to visitors and even investors looking to
establish or re-locate a business.
In this economic context, bicycle and pedestrian networks have proven to be a wise investment
for the communities that have created them. Studies such as The Impact of Greenways in the
Triangle (2017) demonstrate that bicycle/pedestrian facilities have a direct impact on a
community’s ability to attract jobs, promote tourism, enhance real estate values, and help
nearby small businesses be successful.
As an urban area, Fredericksburg is already a relatively compact community. Many destinations
are within walking or biking distance and the City’s most expensive homes are within an
attractive urban center. Some of the outlying areas, however, are somewhat isolated, cut off
from the community by busy roads as well as distance. A comprehensive trails network will
connect all city neighborhoods with their larger community.
An added economic benefit could be derived through savings associated with transportation
costs for City Schools. At present, operational and capital costs associated with school buses
constitutes approximately 4 percent of the school system’s annual budget. A program called
Safe Routes to Schools seeks to encourage alternative means of travel, to promote student
health as well as to save local dollars. This Pathways Plan identifies improvements to the actual
travel routes that could make a Safe Routes to Schools program feasible, but the program itself
will need to be a City/Schools partnership. Information on Safe Routes to Schools is found in
Appendix A.
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Walking and Biking Scores
Numerous studies show that walking and biking are growing in popularity. The clear implication
is that jurisdictions should pay attention to how they respond to this need. A 2013 study of the
hidden costs of suburban sprawl, for instance, found that rising Millennials and retiring Baby
Boomers constitute fully half of the U.S. population and are driving the demand for walkable
urban places. Another study (2015) by the National Association of Realtors found that 79
percent of the American population prefers walkable communities. That full percentage does
not actually live in fully walkable communities, but it represents the market demand and it is
strong and growing.
A private company called Walk Score developed a methodology to measure the walkability of
cities, towns, neighborhoods, and even individual addresses. It is an index of a location’s
efficiency for convenient travel options. Walk Score cannot be considered an exact science
because it relates to human behavior, but the index does provide useful relative comparisons
and has been enthusiastically embraced by the real estate industry. In addition to walk scores,
the company has expanded its analysis into transit scores and bike scores. The following table
shows the criteria associated with the various conditions.
Table 1 – 1: Walk Score Standards.
SCORE
90-100

WALKING CRITERIA
Daily errands do not
require a car

TRANSIT CRITERIA
World class public
transportation

70-89

Most errands can be
accomplished
without a car
Some errands can be
accomplished on foot

Transit is convenient
for most trips

BIKING CRITERIA
Daily errands can be
accomplished on a
bicycle
Biking is convenient
for most trips

There are many
nearby public transit
options
There are few nearby
public transit options
It is possible to get
on a bus

Some bicycle
infrastructure is
available
Minimal bicycle
infrastructure
Minimal bicycle
infrastructure

50-69
25-49
0-24

Most errands require
a car
Almost all errands
require a car

Walk Score has used its algorithm to calculate the walkability of cities large and small. New
York, for instance, has a Walk Score of 89. San Francisco’s Walk Score is 86. Washington D.C.
has a score of 77. The City of Fredericksburg has an overall Walk Score of 45, which reflects the
relative inaccessibility of several outlying neighborhoods. When Downtown Fredericksburg is
evaluated on its own, however, the Walk Score jumps to an impressive 90. Fredericksburg’s
Transit and Bike Scores have not been calculated, but the City would not be as competitive in
those categories as it is in walkability. As noted, these scores are based on an algorithm and
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may not fully represent a community’s actual conditions, but they are an intriguing window into
how communities nationwide are being defined according to market demands.

Planning Process Overview
In October 2017, the City Council directed the staff to develop an update of the 2006 Pathways
Plan. The City Manager turned that task over to the existing the Transportation Division, which
mobilized the Pathways Steering Committee. This committee began its review process in
November, by looking at the City’s existing Comprehensive Plan (2015) as well as FAMPO’s Bike
Share, Bicycle, & Pedestrian Study (2017). It began to review background chapters in January,
examined potential bicycle/pedestrian facilities in February, and began its public participation
process in March.

Public Participation
The Pathways Steering Committee consisted of City staff as well as several citizens. The City
built on this close citizen participation with a series of public meetings. The Committee hosted a
public forum on March 29 at the Dorothy Hart Community Center. Draft plans and maps were
available for citizens to examine and mark-up with comments and ideas. Five members of the
Pathways Committee were in attendance, to answer questions and discuss various aspects of
the plan with another 18 members of the public.
During April and May, staff received input from neighborhood groups and individual citizens
who called or e-mailed. The Planning Commission received an advance copy of the draft Plan in
May and held its public hearing on June 13. There were no speakers, but the Department of
Parks, Recreation & Events submitted a list of park access improvements that needed formal
attention in the Plan. This list became a part of Appendix F.
City Council held its public hearing on July 10.
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Part 2: Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning
Cities do not function well without several modes of transportation. Places that have built
expressways into and through their downtown communities have learned an expensive lesson
– that roadways alone do not revitalize central business districts. Urban centers thrive on a
variety of transportation modes to serve all citizens, a mix of commercial uses that draw
customers, and appropriate residential densities that provide even more customers. Local
commercial interests as well as healthy numbers of residents should also be seen as community
caretakers. It is their community. Active places are inevitably focused on people.
Vibrant urban communities accommodate a diversity of human purposes and place due
emphasis on the entire population, not just those who drive automobiles. There is no single
action, however, that will provide an attractive, well-functioning place that also meets bicycling
and pedestrian needs. Instead, it takes patience and perseverance, through many individual
steps, over the course of many years, to build and maintain a pedestrian, transit, and cycling
network that functions safely within the community’s roads and rail infrastructure.
At one point, Fredericksburg established one-way pairs of streets across its historic downtown
to address modern vehicular needs in a community laid out in the eighteenth century. That
action did not abandon its urban core to traffic, though. The City maintained a commercial
downtown zoning that fully supported a strong central business district and the one-way pairs
have facilitated on-street deliveries for growing businesses, where alleys and loading zones
have been lacking or insufficient. The downtown street grid with sidewalks along both sides of
every block already provides an exceptional pedestrian network. Next steps are to expand
pedestrian access to other parts of the City as well as to add bicycle ways.

Planning for Bicycle/Pedestrian Activity
Several factors make a community accessible to cyclists and pedestrians. They are a
combination of urban design considerations, transportation planning elements, as well as land
use provisions. The importance of including pedestrians in overall urban planning cannot be
overestimated. The Virginia Department of Transportation has carefully studied pedestrian
injuries and fatalities and have found that the overwhelming number of pedestrian injuries
occur where the provisions for pedestrian travel, such as sidewalks and crosswalks, are either
inadequate or non-existent.
The goal then is to provide appropriate facilities as well as make sure cyclists and pedestrians
are visible to drivers. To ensure that Fredericksburg continues to develop as a community
friendly to walking and cycling, it is necessary to pursue two strategies. First, multi-use
infrastructure needs to be accommodated during new roadway development or existing
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roadway improvements. This task has been successfully pursued on Cowan Boulevard and Fall
Hill Avenue. Similar plans are in place for Gateway and Lafayette Boulevards. In addition, every
bus operated by FREDericksburg Regional Transit has bicycle racks and these are surprisingly
well-used. Second, existing places with a current emphasis on motorized transportation will be
retrofitted, as feasible, to improve the bicycle/pedestrian environment. This latter task may
appear overwhelming, but can be accomplished in stages, as opportunity and funding allows.

Planning Goals and Objectives
No single accomplishment ensures success, but the following principles of bicycle/pedestrian
planning provide for an approach to the physical changes in the City that acknowledges travel
of all kinds. It is the cumulative effect of careful decisions that help to achieve these goals.

Planning Goal 1: Design a Pedestrian-Friendly Environment
A pedestrian-friendly environment includes continuous sidewalks and safe, multi-modal
connections to local destinations. Such facilities should also be pleasant to use. Pedestrians
should also be protected from moving traffic by a variety of barriers, such as on-street parking,
curbs, as well as street trees. A tree canopy also provides welcome shade. Transit stops should
be safe and readily accessible. Adhering to the following objectives will help to establish
Fredericksburg as a pedestrian-friendly community.
Objectives:
o Provide non-motorized access and coordinated transportation links to and between
neighborhoods, commercial areas, schools, recreational opportunities, and work places.
o Locate bus stops close to the front doors of commercial and government buildings,
rather than at the far edge of parking lots.
o Ensure streets have pedestrian crossings at bus stops.
o Ensure bus stops have shelters, benches, and readily-understood transit information.
o Provide safe crosswalks at intersections, through proper striping and pedestrian signals.
o Construct overpasses over selected routes, where they can provide a safe travel across
heavily travelled roadways.
o Ensure sidewalks are paired with utility strips, to ensure trees can be planted adjacent
to bicycle/pedestrian travelways.
o Provide shade trees along all streets with sidewalks.
o Ensure all applicable accommodations are made for persons with disabilities.
o Provide a clear wayfinding system to ensure pedestrians and cyclists can readily know
where they are and how to get where they want to go.
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Planning Goal 2: Ensure Bicycle/Pedestrian Connections
On average, commuting to work represents approximately 20 percent of all household trips.
The other 80 percent of trips include travel to daycare, school, shopping, errands, and
recreation. Local destinations that can be reached by walking or cycling provide residents with a
choice of whether to drive or not. The following objectives help to increase the transportation
choices available to residents and visitors.
Objectives:
o Provide a coordinated system of bicycle/pedestrian trails throughout the community.
o Locate bicycle and pedestrian routes along streets, as much as possible, rather than
through parking lots or in the rear of residential areas.
o Link bicycle and pedestrian routes to local destinations and building entrances. Where
street connections are limited by topography, provide bicycle/pedestrian connections as
feasible.
o Connect bicycle and pedestrian routes to bus stops.
o Provide bicycle racks at destinations.
o Ensure bicycle and pedestrian routes are easily followed, through unified paving
textures, street trees, street furniture, and a comprehensive wayfinding system.

Planning Goal 3: Provide Interconnected and Safe Streets
Interconnected streets are well-suited for cycling and walking. They provide convenient and
direct routes, in marked contrast to the circuitous roads often found in contemporary suburban
subdivisions. Interconnected streets also provide multiple routes to local destinations. The
immediate impacts are that no single street gets overloaded with traffic and vehicles move at
slower speeds through intersections, which is more conducive to pedestrian safety. A cohesive
street grid provides for an interconnected community, while individual street design has
impacts on driver and pedestrian safety. The concept of safe and accessible travelways for all
people, regardless of age, ability, income, or mode of travel is known as Complete Streets.
Complete Streets make walking and cycling convenient and safe. Care must be taken, however,
to ensure Complete Streets are not undone by the notion that every City street must be wide
enough for fire-fighting equipment to be set up within the curb lines. City streets certainly need
to accommodate emergency vehicles, but the actual set-up that includes setting out stabilizing
legs can extend beyond curbs, as needed. It is more cost-effective to make repairs resulting
from emergency responses than to build and maintain excessively wide streets. The following
development objectives help to achieve these ends.
Objectives:
o Ensure a hierarchy of streets, to ensure connections to local destinations while
protecting neighborhoods from through-traffic.
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o Avoid developing dead end streets (euphemistically called cul-de-sacs) that hinder
pedestrian circulation and hinder provision of bus service in a neighborhood.
o Avoid over-designed neighborhood streets that promote excessive automobile speeds
and threaten pedestrian safety. It is acceptable for fire-fighting equipment stabilization
legs to extend beyond curbs in an emergency, rather than for every City street to be
wide enough to set up large fire-fighting equipment within curb lines.
o Implement traffic calming improvements where connector streets pass through
neighborhoods.
o Encourage on-street parking to buffer bicycle/pedestrians from moving traffic.
o Design intersections with minimum widths, to slow traffic as well as reduce pedestrian
crossing distances.
o Design local streets to enhance pedestrian safety, through minimized widths, turning
radii, and design speeds.

Planning Goal 4: Develop/Redevelop with Appropriate Densities and Mixed Uses
Concentrated activities within a well-planned street pattern provides a pedestrian-oriented
place, with strong economic potential. Such development does not displace vehicular traffic,
but simply integrates it better into the built environment. The defining element of any built
place is infrastructure and turning the concept of Complete Streets into a reality is an ongoing
planning goal. The following planning objectives provide for automobile needs, but
accommodate and invite cycling and walking.
Objectives:
o Implement reduced parking standards, where warranted by walkable environments and
mixed uses.
o Design parking lots so they do not dominate street frontages, interrupt pedestrian
routes, or negatively impact surrounding neighborhoods.
o Minimize building setbacks, to help establish bicycle/pedestrian-friendly streetscapes.
o Integrate parking structures into existing streetscapes.
o Provide for increased densities during redevelopment of existing commercial areas.
o Integrate existing uses into the growing bicycle/pedestrian network.

Planning Goal 5: Meet Bicycle Parking Needs
Bicycle parking helps to encourage bicycle use. Parking accommodations range from basic racks
on a street corner to larger facilities such as secure bicycle storage lockers at the rail station.
Bicycle parking can also be classified as both short-term and long-term. Short-term parking
needs to provide two features – proximity to destinations and ease of use. Short-term users
may be infrequent visitors to a location, so the parking facilities needs to be readily visible and
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self-explanatory. Corrals for eight to twelve bicycles can be placed in an on-street parking space
or on a sidewalk bulb-out.
Long-term parking serves employees, residents, and public transit users. These riders park at
home or at routine destinations, such as the train station, and they seek security and weather
protection. With sufficient use, a high-end parking facility could also offer a bicycle
maintenance service. Long-term parking can be accommodated through a variety of strategies.
Options include bicycles parked in a room within a residential building or workplace, in a secure
enclosure within a parking garage, or a grouping of bicycle lockers. The following objectives are
essential elements of bicycle parking.
Objectives:
o Support - A rack should provide two points of contact with the bicycle frame.
o Variety - The available parking space should not restrict the length, height, or width of
bicycles, attachments, or wheels.
o Security – Bicycle racks should include a closed loop, to allow a single U-lock to capture
one wheel and a closed section of the bicycle frame.
o Intuitive – First-time users should be able to recognize a rack as bicycle parking and
should be able to use it as intended without written instructions.
Planning Goal 6: Maintain Public Support
o Provide for public participation whenever trails and trail connections are planned for
implementation.

Identification of Users
There are many categories of pedestrians. There are hikers and power walkers, children
without their parents, children with parents, and a growing elderly population. There are also
cyclists of varying levels of ability. Finally, there are persons with impaired vision and/or
hearing, as well as those with other physical or mental disabilities. All of these users need to be
considered when designing pedestrian facilities.

Pedestrians
Pedestrians will generally be the largest group of trail and sidewalk users. They often walk or
jog in pairs, so multi-use paths should allow for two pairs of people to pass one another. Hikers
are capable of more challenging terrain and often prefer trail locations that are more isolated.
In terms of age, young children generally require supervision because they have not yet
developed adequate perceptions of speed and distance. Teenagers can exhibit poor judgment
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and might have a sense of invulnerability. Adults are usually fully aware, but with diminishing
reflexes as they grow older. Older people may suffer from loss of sight or hearing, move more
slowly, and may not react quickly.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that all new design, construction, and
renovation projects be readily accessible to users with disabilities, except where it can be
demonstrated that it is impractical, excessively difficult, or too expensive to meet the
requirements of ADA design. Not all trails (particularly hiking trails) can be made fully
accessible, but every effort should be made to provide ADA compliant multi-use facilities. One
of the challenges in Fredericksburg is its surrounding hills, which makes certain trails and
sidewalks non-compliant with ADA standards. Under these circumstances, the goal of full
accessibility must be tempered with the realistic standard of wherever feasible.

Bicyclists
There are two primary goals in developing bicycle trails. The first is to accommodate current
bicycle users. The second is to encourage an increase in their level of use by new cyclists. Both
goals rely on enhanced safety, but experienced cyclists will have very different needs than
novice riders. As a consequence, trails development needs to address various skill levels. To
assist in this process, bicycle riders can be classified as follows:
Group A – Advanced Cyclists – Advanced riders are highly skilled and usually prefer roads to
multi-use paths. They have experience operating a bicycle under most traffic conditions and are
best served by improvements to the existing street system. They seek direct access to
destinations with the opportunity to operate at maximum speeds and minimal delays. This
group seeks sufficient operating space on the roadway, to reduce the need for either the cyclist
or the motor vehicle driver to change position when passing.
Group B – Basic Bicyclist – Basic riders are casual cyclists who are not as confident as advanced
riders in their ability to operate in traffic. Some will develop advanced skills, but there will
always be a large number of basic bicyclists. They seek comfortable access to their destinations,
as directly as possible. They will use streets with low traffic volumes, but where the bicycle
route must share the right-of-way of arterial streets, with higher traffic volumes, this group
prefers a well-defined separation between bicycles and motor vehicles.
Group C – Children – Children are defined as pre-teen riders whose cycling is initially monitored
by parents, but who will eventually need independent access to the bicycle/pedestrian trail
system. This group looks for ways to get to destinations in their neighborhoods. Like basic
bicyclists, children prefer low volume/low speed streets, separate paths, and well-defined
separations between bicycles and motor vehicles.
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Standard bicycle trails planning combine user groups into two broad classes – Group A riders
and Group B/C riders. Group A riders are best served by making most (if not all) streets bicyclefriendly, through wide curb lanes or shoulders that allow cyclists to share the road with motor
vehicles. Fast-riding Group A cyclists cannot be accommodated on crowded multi-use trails, so
making on-street improvements is imperative. Group B/C riders are served by designated
bicycle facilities on key travel corridors, such as multi-use trails, neighborhood streets (with
traffic calming features), and roadways where the designated facilities can be carefully
separated from vehicular traffic.
This two-tiered approach provides for every street where cycles are permitted to have at least
the design treatments recommended for Group A riders. A network of selected routes will be
enhanced by incorporating the type of designated facilities recommended for Group B/C riders.

Other Users
Safe travel routes invariably attract other types of wheeled conveyances, such as scooters and
skateboards. These human powered devices are readily absorbed into the multi-use trail
system. Motorized conveyances, other than wheelchairs, are not appropriate on trails.

Location and Design
The nature of the built environment determines how readily accessible it will be to pedestrians
and bicyclists. Specific factors include the proximity of destinations, the densities and mix of
uses sufficient to support transit as well local commercial activity, and convenient links to other
modes of transportation, such as trains and buses. If sidewalks, bicycle routes, and crosswalks
are going to be used, they also have to provide an acceptable level of security, comfort, and
interest.

General Design
Trails provide one component of an interrelated system of transportation and recreation
facilities. Their design needs to deliberately provide a high level of cohesiveness. The pathways
system in general, should meet the goals and objectives outlined in Chapter 4. In addition, each
trail should be designed according to the following guidelines:
o For multi-use trails, adhere to the bicycle/pedestrian facility design standards and safety
requirements recommended by the American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) recognizing that natural conditions and site specific
limitations will entail their practical application.
o For all trails, respect environmental conditions in facility design.
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o
o
o
o

Ensure connectivity with other facilities and destinations.
Protect natural and historic areas identified in local plans.
Invite trail use by maintaining a good tree cover to the fullest extent possible.
Maintain a focus on the end users.

Access by Persons with Disabilities
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines apply to newly built or altered
structures, including trails. While many nature trails will be exempt from ADA requirements,
multi-use paths should be designed to be accessible to mobility impaired users to the fullest
extent feasible, to include the use of motorized wheelchairs.

Bicycle Facility Design
Bicycle facilities range from pathways that can be used by both cyclists and pedestrians to onroad facilities for cyclists only.
Shared-Use, or Multi-Use Trails – Shared-use/multi-use trails are capable of being used
simultaneously by both pedestrians and cyclists. They allow for safe movements free from
motorized vehicles. Such facilities can also be made accessible, to the fullest extent possible, to
persons with disabilities. Grade separations provide the greatest degree of safety at major
intersections, but all at-grade intersections will require appropriate signs, signals, and
crosswalks.
On-Road Facilities – On-road bicycle facilities provide direct connections within the framework
of an existing roadway system. They consist of bicycle lanes as well as other types of marked
bicycle routes, and their availability is determined primarily by the existing right-of-way and the
roadway’s traffic pattern.
•

Shared roadways are used when there is insufficient
right-of-way for any type of separate bicycle lane.
They are designated by a standard symbol in the
roadway called a Sharrow, a derivation of shareduse arrow. The cyclists who share this road must
follow the direction of vehicular traffic.
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•

Bicycle lanes are also one-way facilities, although in lanes
separate from vehicular traffic, as indicated by on-road
markings. Bicycle traffic in bicycle lanes moves in the same
direction as, and adjacent to the vehicular traffic.

•

Cycle tracks are also separate bicycle paths within an
existing street right-of-way and distinct from sidewalks.
Unlike bicycle lanes, they are separated by a barrier from
vehicular traffic, which could be a lane dedicated to
parking or some other physical feature that puts the cycle
track adjacent to the curb or edge of the road. A two-way
cycle track, separated from the vehicle lanes, is an acceptable two-way bicycle
route on a one-way street.

•

Bicycle boulevards are bicycle routes on streets that have a
relatively low volume of vehicular traffic, which allows the
bicycles to have some level of travel priority. Bicycle
boulevards are also distinct and separate from sidewalks.
These types of facilities are designated by signs and
pavement markings and may also incorporate vehicle
speed/volume management (traffic calming) to discourage
cut through traffic.

Pedestrian Facility Design
Walkways provide travel routes in the public right-of-way for people travelling on foot.
Sidewalks are basic infrastructure in urban areas and have very specific design features to make
them safe and comfortable to use.
Sidewalks or Walkways – Hard surfaced sidewalks/walkways provide pedestrian access for all
types of foot traffic. Their width is fairly standardized, but their construction should be
coordinated with the needs of trees that are present or will be planted, to ensure pavement
does not preclude the viability of street trees.
Crosswalks – Marked crossings indicate the preferred location for pedestrians to cross a street.
They will include curb ramps for wheelchairs, strollers, handcarts, and bicycles. Street markings
are standardized so motorists know when and where to yield to pedestrians. In certain
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corridors, crosswalk distances will be reduced through expanded sidewalks, called bulb-outs,
which also have a traffic calming influence.
Transit Stops – Most pedestrians and cyclists will not be able to access all of their desired
destinations by bicycle/pedestrian facilities alone. Conveniently located transit stops (for both
bus and rail) will need to provide other modal links. Bus stops and rail facilities need to be
visible and accessible. The bicycle and pedestrian networks are integral components of the
public transportation system.
Overpasses/Underpasses – Bridges and tunnels provide a complete separation of
bicycle/pedestrian routes and vehicular traffic. They become expensive when they must use
elevators and/or extensive ramping, but are important features where bicycle/pedestrian trails
must cross highways, high speed/high volume arterial roadways, or railroad tracks.

Roadway/Intersection Design
Cyclists and pedestrians are influenced by traffic volumes and vehicle speeds, but streets must
still serve multiple functions. They provide for public access to destinations, as well as rights-ofway for many utilities (both above and below ground). In addition to simply providing surface
transportation, streets also help to define the community’s sense of place. They provide a
setting for activities and celebrations (parades, races, special events). Tree-lined streets are also
places where neighbors simply stop to chat. Streets are thus part of the City’s social fabric. The
challenge of meeting all these needs is through due attention to user safety.
The techniques for making streets safer for cyclists and pedestrians can also enhance the safety
of vehicular traffic. The most obvious safety-related design is to separate travel modes through
sidewalks, and various types of bicycle routes. The other strategy is to slow down traffic in
general. Roundabouts, for example, reduce traffic speeds, allowing bicycle and pedestrian
routes to be introduced. Slower speeds are also not necessarily detrimental to vehicular traffic
needs because roundabouts can also eliminate the need for left turn movements, allowing
traffic to keep moving, which avoids the queuing that occurs at traditional traffic signals. These
physical features on roadways function to calm the flow of traffic.

Traffic Calming
Traffic calming is achieved through a variety of street design features that change a driver’s
perception of the travel route. The intent is to reduce vehicle speeds, to increase bicycle and
pedestrian safety. The range of measures used to calm vehicular traffic are derived from a few
basic principles. Strategies include narrowing the street, deflecting the vehicle path,
incorporating raised devices, and adding complimentary effects through gateway features and
landscaping.
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Some residential streets in Fredericksburg are long, wide, and smooth – design characteristics
that invite speed. These efficient roads are posted for slower speeds, but their design still
encourages higher speeds (whether deliberately or simply inadvertently). Traffic calming makes
the street less efficient, to restore the neighborhood quality of residential areas. Because traffic
calming features are incorporated into the road design, they become self-enforcing, and the
result is effective reduction of cut-through traffic and speeding in residential areas.
There are a series of principles applicable to implementing traffic calming measures, as follows:
o In terms of safety, vehicle speed is more critical than traffic volume and should be
addressed first.
o Traffic calming measures should be implemented with neighborhood input.
o Traffic calming devices should visually enhance the existing street.
o Traffic calming devices should be predictable and easy to understand.
o Devices that meet multiple goals will gain greater acceptance. A raised crosswalk has a
clear, understandable goal. In comparison, a speed bump is always a nuisance.
o Devices must accommodate emergency vehicles.
o A series of individual treatments are more effective when properly spaced (300-500 feet
apart).
o Under-designed traffic calming devices will fail.
o Traffic calming measures should accommodate bicyclists and improve pedestrian
conditions.
o Traffic calming is meant to encourage the use of fast moving arterial routes. If a
measure is likely to divert traffic to another local street, a wider application needs to be
considered so the problem is not shifted from one part of a neighborhood to another.
A fuller discussion of traffic calming techniques is contained in Appendix B.

Natural-Surface, Off-Road Trails
Fredericksburg includes a significant amount of land that consists of wetlands, floodplains,
steep slopes, and other types of sensitive natural areas. Multi-use trails and dedicated bicycle
routes will avoid these types of places. Those natural areas, however, can be made accessible
with properly constructed pathways. Natural-surface trails can be located in many different
types of natural environments, as long as their surface is kept pervious and the trail alignment
conforms to the existing terrain. The overriding goal is to provide for the enjoyment of such
resources, without causing erosion and without creating natural surface pathways that remain
muddy long after the surrounding terrain has dried out after a rain. As appropriate, stream
banks may need to be shored up and culverts installed, following primitive trail construction
standards. Such guidance is contained in: The Rappahannock River Recreational Access Guide:
Planning Environmentally Low-Impact Recreational Access on Riparian Lands (Friends of the
Rappahannock, 2007).
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A local mountain bike organization called Fred Trails has built extensive routes in natural areas
that are a model of sustainable trail development. This group conscientiously follows the
sustainable trail principles noted below:
o Avoid flat areas where the trail becomes the low point and thus collects water and
remains muddy longer.
o Build on the contour and use frequent grade reversals.
o Follow the half rule – a trail’s grade should not exceed half the grade of the sideslope.
o Do not exceed 15 percent grade. Average grade should stay under 10 percent.
o Route trails to positive control points – views, water features, and other attractions.
o Use bench-cut construction, and excavate soil from hillside.
o When re-routing trails, reclaim old route thoroughly (to avoid multiple routes on the
landscape)
There is also a significant amount of trail construction guidance available on the internet and in
libraries.

No Trails Planned on Upriver Riparian Lands
Construction of natural-surface trails will not extend farther west than the Motts Run Reservoir
Recreation Area. Extensive mountain bike trails have been established in the natural areas
between Fall Hill Avenue and the Rappahannock River, but no plans are in place to extend
riverside trails beyond the Motts Run Reservoir. Much of the City’s riparian lands further
upstream consist of steep slopes, with limited areas adjacent to the river for trails. The more
buildable uplands, typically remain in private ownership. The City has studied the potential for a
trail along the Rappahannock River, but the topographic limitations are inhospitable to that
effort. As a consequence, the river corridor continues to function primarily as a water trail.
The Fredericksburg Watershed Property Management Plan (January 2011) notes the presence
of a variety of trails on City-owned riparian property. These pathways typically cross the
property from the uplands to specific river locations, for camping, launching watercraft, and/or
fishing. Most of the damage done by ATVs has been halted, that illegal activity curtailed by
effective watershed patrolling. The damaged landscape has quickly reverted back to nature.

Natural Area Protection
Fredericksburg is an urbanized area, but retains considerable open space. Many of these
natural areas are established parks, but others are multi-use trail corridors. The Virginia Central
Railway Trail, for instance, courses through the Hazel Run valley. A well-established foot trail
provides a quiet route along a section of Smith Run. The Rappahannock River Heritage Trail and
the Canal Park Trail run alongside both natural and manmade waterways.
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In addition to prominent streams, Fredericksburg is characterized by its surrounding hills, and
its built environment occupies a series of natural terraces. The historic downtown, for instance,
extends from flood-prone Sophia Street to the flood-free high ground of Princess Anne Street
and beyond, until the land drops off at the Kenmore valley.
Beyond the low-lying Kenmore drainage, the land rises again, in a series of hills that surround
the river town. This prominent terrain was once owned by landed gentry, but is now mostly
held by institutions, such as the National Park Service, the University of Mary Washington, and
Mary Washington Hospital.
Within these hills are many natural drainages, where rainwater accumulates to cut through the
land. Such natural features have important ecological functions, but they are also fragile
resources, previously subjected to excessive amounts stormwater runoff, which has caused
severe erosion and other damage. Today, better regulation and an integrated strategy better
protects the integrity of the City’s many ravines, allowing them to handle their multiple uses.
Aside from their natural functions, ravines also provided avenues of travel. Today’s Fall Hill
Avenue, State Route 3, and Lafayette Boulevard follow routes that connected Fredericksburg
with the rest of the world in its earliest days. Many of the City’s smaller ravines can be similarly
adapted to provide recreational opportunities, through connecting natural-surface trails. Such
connections, however, need to be properly constructed and maintained, as specified in this
Plan. The concept of protecting as well as using ravines for recreation will require coordinated
attention. This task can be handled through a strategy to protect, invest, connect, and
celebrate, as follows:
Protect – Ravines and steep slopes are natural spaces that absorb and channel runoff. Their
ecological function and capacity must be respected to ensure their long-term sustainability. In
years past, stormwater outfalls were directed into ravines, without proper regard for
subsequent ecological damage. Contemporary stormwater regulations recognize that the
quantity of stormwater, as well as its quality, must be properly addressed during land
development. Public policy is meant to ensure that the ecological integrity of receiving streams
is protected, rather than letting them become overwhelmed and impaired.
Invest – Managing the multiple pressures on ravines – from increased recreational use, weather
events, and invasive species – requires consistent and sometimes substantial ongoing
investment. Periodic inspections of the City’s streams, especially ones that receive stormwater
runoff, should be undertaken to ensure that any developing damage can be identified,
evaluated, and properly addressed. The alternative is having to address substantial cumulative
damage that will require significantly greater funding to repair.
Connect – Fredericksburg’s ravines, steep slopes, and other natural spaces provide great
opportunities for people to connect with nature as well as to understand certain historic
events. In addition, trails become links between certain destinations and should be established
to allow physical connections as well. Individuals and organizations are often interested in
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becoming involved in the care and monitoring of specific areas. Partnerships have the potential
to provide yet another type of connection.
Celebrate – The City’s ravines, steep slopes, and other natural areas are defining features of
Fredericksburg’s historic and environmental character. These places should be recognized and
respected for the magnificent natural system they are, as well as for their historic associations.
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Part 3: Existing Conditions
A bicycle/pedestrian network is intended to connect citizens to jobs, schools, activity centers, as
well as recreational opportunities. In that regard, the community’s existing conditions present
both challenges as well as opportunities.

Physical Setting
The City of Fredericksburg comprises an area of 10 square miles. Within that space is a range of
topographical conditions and a growing population, but also a demonstrated desire for
recreational facilities as well as a transportation network that accommodates non-motorized
travel.

Topography
Fredericksburg is located at the falls of the Rappahannock River. In this geologic transition zone,
the southern portion of the City is characterized by the gentle terrain of the Coastal Plain, while
the rolling hills and upland plateaus in the northern and western portions of the City are more
indicative of the Piedmont Region. The challenge in developing the Fredericksburg pathways
system is to link these different elevations with easily travelled bicycle/pedestrian routes.

Demographics
Fredericksburg is situated on the southern edge of the Washington D.C. Metropolitan Area,
along the heavily travelled Interstate-95. As a consequence, regional growth is rapid. The City’s
population exceeds 25,000 people, and is projected to grow to 30,000 people by the year 2040.
By then, the regional population is projected to exceed 700,000 people, of which the City
population will be slightly more than 4 percent.

Demand
Every five years, the Commonwealth of Virginia examines the state’s recreational needs and
develops an ambitious Virginia Outdoors Plan. This work is preceded by an Outdoors Demand
Survey, which provides excellent data on citizen desires and needs. The latest survey was
conducted in 2017 and provides relevant information on the public’s attitude towards trails
development. The City seeks to ensure that bicycle/pedestrian facilities provide the basic
infrastructure for non-motorized travel, but the vast majority of Survey respondents (88
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percent) indicate they like to use trails for pleasure and relaxation. A comprehensive trails
network thus appears to serve two important, and mutually supportive functions. Over half of
the Survey respondents also considered trails to be close-to-home if they could be reached
within a 5 to 15 minute walk, with most favoring a ten-minute walk standard. The many trails
and connecting links in this Plan will help to achieve this accessibility standard throughout the
City.

Gaps Analysis
In 2012-2013, the City assessed walking conditions throughout Fredericksburg. This task
confirmed that while certain parts of Fredericksburg are rather well connected, there are
significant gaps in the available bicycle and pedestrian networks. That analysis also identified a
series of safety issues that need attention. The 2017 FAMPO study further evaluated the
existing bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure for deficiencies and identified a range of projects that
would address the identified problem areas. The Pathways Steering Committee examined
overall bicycle/pedestrian access and used the available data in the update of this plan.

Existing Bicycle/Pedestrian Infrastructure
Fredericksburg has a growing network of multi-use trails that have begun to link outlying parts
of the City to its downtown core. Many connecting links have yet to be established, but the
following table and map show the growing framework of bicycle/pedestrian routes.
Table 3 – 1: Existing Multi-Use Trails.
Name
Canal Path

Endpoints
Princess Anne St.
to Fall Hill Ave.

Length
1.6 miles

Cowan Boulevard

U.S. Route 1 to
Carl D. Silver Blvd.
Fall Hill Ave. to
Princess Anne St.
Essex St. to
Idlewild

1.75 miles

Canal to Gordon
W. Shelton Blvd.

1.5 miles

Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail
Virginia Central
Railway
Fall Hill Avenue
TOTAL

1.7 miles
2.7 miles

9.25 miles
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Bridges
2 at Fall Hill Ave.;
I each at
Normandy
Village, Virginia
Ave. & Canal St.
Over I-95
Over stream near
FOR
One boardwalk
and two bridges
over Hazel Run
Over I-95
9 footbridges;
2 hwy. bridges

Comments
Passes under Fall Hill
Ave.

Signalized crossing at
U.S. Route 1
Passes under Falmouth
Bridge
Passes under Lafayette
Blvd; Signals at B&G
Pkwy and U.S. Route 1

Figure 3-1. Fredericksburg’s Sidewalks and Trails.

Accessibility
The City of Fredericksburg has a compact and walkable downtown that works well for getting
around on foot. Getting around on bicycle is more challenging because there are substantial
gaps in the available bicycle infrastructure. The 10-foot wide, multi-use trails are largely located
on the periphery of the downtown community. On-street bicycle lanes are non-existent and
there is no wayfinding system to guide cyclists (and pedestrians) between trails and downtown
destinations. Pedestrians beyond the historic core of the community face challenges getting
from their neighborhoods to the growing trail system.
Outside of downtown Fredericksburg, neighborhoods might have internal sidewalks, but are
often without sufficient linkages to the larger trail network or to other destinations. Older
neighborhoods as well as long sections of Lafayette Boulevard, U.S. Route 1, State Route
3/Plank Road lack any sidewalks, which results in significant breaks in the bicycle/pedestrian
network. West of U.S. Route 1, it is nearly impossible to walk safely between adjacent
neighborhoods. Poor connectivity in those areas discourages walking in general.
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The challenge in providing connectivity is that different conditions will dictate varying solutions
– not all of which will be comfortable to all users. As noted above, cyclists range from
experienced riders, willing to share existing roadways with vehicular traffic, to less experienced
riders who want more limited interactions with automobiles. When improving and developing
bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, the goal is to create an environment that the majority (less
experienced) riders will be able to use.
Roads with slow traffic speeds and low volumes are more conducive to the introduction of
cyclists. This potential for bicycle accommodations becomes more challenging as vehicle speeds
and traffic volumes increase. Within the historic/downtown core, Fredericksburg is a place of
easy walking and cycling. Main commercial corridors, such as Princess Anne Street, Caroline
Street, William Street, and Amelia Street have higher traffic volumes and begin to challenge the
provision of safe bicycle routes. The low stress network within Fredericksburg is also broken up
by major roads that pose even greater barriers to safe bicycle/pedestrian travel. Major roads
such as William Street/Plank Road, U.S. Route 1, and State Route 3 are real obstacles to
creating a seamless, low-stress bicycle/pedestrian network.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Potential
Areas of the City with the highest population densities are also the ones with the highest
demand for bicycle/pedestrian access. Improving bicycle/pedestrian facilities where people are
already cycling and walking is logical and an obvious policy goal. It is also important, however,
to find the linkages that will expand the opportunities for other parts of the City, to ensure all
citizens have bicycle/pedestrian options.

Bicycle Racks
Bicycle racks enhance and encourage bicycle use. As a consequence, bicycle parking facilities
are important components of active destinations. While additional bicycle parking remains an
identified need, there are already many bicycle racks at several key locations. The most
substantial network of bicycle racks is on the University of Mary Washington campus and the
adjacent Eagle Village. The university campus is linear, extending for 10 blocks, without cross
streets, and therefore an attractive place for bicycle travel. The next largest collection of bicycle
racks is at City recreational destinations, such as Dixon Park, Alum Springs Park, the downtown
headquarters of the Central Rappahannock Regional Library, Hurkamp Park, and Riverfront
Park. Scattered around downtown are additional bicycle racks, configured for two and four
bicycles. Every FREDericksburg Regional Transit bus also has the means to carry bicycles,
providing critical connecting bicycle/transit links.
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Figure 3-2. Bicycle Rack Distribution.

Constraints
Trail development requires attention to environmental and economic limitations. To avoid
detrimental impacts to natural and historic resources, for instance, trail design and location
requires attention to the location of wetlands, riparian zones, and historic and archaeological
sites. The goal must be to ensure that access to natural and historic sites also includes their
protection, through appropriate engineering that avoids adverse impacts.
Economic considerations also have a direct impact on trail use. Experience shows that costcutting is not conducive to a good trail system. Substandard trails resulting from neglect or
inadequate design will simply not be used to their fullest potential. Further, poor trails do not
generate public interest for a better system. It is better to wait until there are sufficient funds
to build a trail correctly than to cut corners in construction or maintenance. Cutting corners can
provide a short-term savings, but will result in costlier maintenance in the long-term.
Developing trails is also not as difficult as overcoming the barriers that prevent them from
being linked together. Fredericksburg has always been a crossroads community and a usable
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trails system needs to accommodate busy highways, safely negotiate heavily travelled
roadways, and span numerous streams that routinely overflow their banks. Each barrier and
intersection needs to have a crossing that is safe for both the vehicles as well as the trail users.

Recreational Trails in City Parks and Beyond
There are several parks in the City’s inventory that have their own trails networks. Alum Springs
Park, for example, has a great many natural surface pathways that branch off from the main
parking area and from the VCR Trail. Dixon Park has a perimeter trail that is being enhanced
with fitness stations. A new park to be established on Fall Hill will also have a trails network
within what is supposed to remain a natural area. Many natural surface trails exist outside City
parks, but within protected open space, such as within the Idlewild development and along
Smith Run.

The Regional and National Trails Context
The City’s network of multi-use trails has potential connections to both Spotsylvania and
Stafford Counties. The historic Virginia Central Railway route, for instance, extends from
Fredericksburg, through Spotsylvania County, to the Town of Orange, a distance of 30 miles.
The eventual connection between the City’s VCR Trail and Spotsylvania County will need to be
through a tunnel under Interstate-95. Until such an ambitious link can be made, temporary
connections between the jurisdictions can be considered along existing streets and bridges.
Connections to Stafford County are more readily established on existing river bridges, at
Falmouth and Chatham. The Virginia Department of Transportation has an active project to
rehabilitate the Chatham Bridge and will establish a 10-foot wide bicycle/pedestrian lane on
that facility when the bridge deck is rebuilt.

Stafford Trails
There are numerous trails in Stafford County and the one that links to Fredericksburg is
Belmont-Ferry Farm Trail, which is planned to extend from Gari Melchers’ Home and Studio at
Belmont, in Falmouth, to George Washington’s Boyhood Home, at Ferry Farm. The connecting
links across the Rappahannock River occur at the Falmouth Bridge and the Chatham Bridge. The
Chatham Bridge will soon be improved to include a dedicated bicycle/pedestrian lane, with
construction starting in 2021. A similar facility is planned for the Falmouth Bridge, but funding
has yet to be identified. A route for the East Coast Greenway has not yet been finalized.
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Spotsylvania Trails
The Virginia Central Railway provided rail service between Fredericksburg and the Town of
Orange. The tracks have been removed and much of the rail bed has the potential to be
converted to a bicycle/pedestrian path. The VCR Trail within Fredericksburg extends to the
Interstate-95 barrier. Long range plans call for a tunnel to be bored through the interstate
embankment into Spotsylvania County, but there is not yet a similar trail facility with which to
connect. The County has converted several sections of the VCR railbed to multi-use pathways,
and is exploring alternative routes where the historic railbed is no longer available for such
purposes. Spotsylvania County is also seeking to coordinate the route of the East Coast
Greenway through their jurisdiction.
East Coast Greenway
The East Coast Greenway (ECG) is the urban alternative to the Appalachian Trail.
The East Coast Greenway Alliance (of which the City of Fredericksburg is a
member) is working toward a 3,000 mile route from Canada to the Caribbean.
The Alliance works through state committees to partner with national, state,
and local organizations, agencies, and governments to establish a 12-foot wide
trail on its own alignment, although narrower (8 to 10-feet) is acceptable, and
on-street facilities can be used to close gaps until a dedicated route is feasible.
In Virginia, a 299-mile route is planned from Alexandria to North Carolina, and
already includes the Mount Vernon Trail, a section of the City’s VCR Trail, and
other trails near Richmond. From Richmond, an alternative 139-mile coastal
route is planned, and already includes the Virginia Capital Trail (Richmond to
Williamsburg) and the Dismal Swamp Canal Trail. The Chatham Bridge rehabilitation project is
the designated ECG route across the Rappahannock River. The link to Spotsylvania County will
extend down Dixon Street (Route 2/17). The long term goal for the East Coast Greenway is to
have a travel route that is an off-road facility for its entire length. A 12-foot trail width is
preferred, but narrower pathways (8 to 10-feet) is acceptable.
Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail
The Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail (PHT) is a network of
pathways and waterways that celebrate the natural and cultural history
of the lands between the Chesapeake Bay and the Allegheny Highlands.
The overall network is loosely administered by the National Park
Service, but individual components comprise 710 miles of existing and
planned trails managed by federal, state, and local entities. Within the
City of Fredericksburg, the PHT directs visitors to sites associated with
George Washington.
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U.S. Bicycle Route System
Bicycle routes have also been established on existing roadways for experienced cyclists. These
national facilities are part of the U.S. Bicycle Route System and include more than 40,000 miles
of trails. The Atlantic Coast Route extends from Bar Harbor, Maine to Key West, Florida,
essentially following U.S. Route 1, which passes through Fredericksburg. A transcontinental
route extends from Yorktown, Virginia to Astoria, Oregon. It passes through Ashland, Virginia.
There are many riders who travel the Atlantic Coast Route, through Fredericksburg, to get on
the TransAmerica Route at Ashland. As a consequence of this national cycling activity, there are
opportunities for the City to provide selected services that invite overnight stays or longer.
Long range cyclists look for a variety of services. Bicycle repair facilities, for instance, can be
important resources. Other services include overnight accommodations, whether a convenient
campground, a hotel or motel, or even staying with other cyclists in a network called
WarmShowers.
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Part 4: Maintenance and Promotion
Pathways as Community Assets
Fredericksburg is engaged in providing bicycle/pedestrian access throughout the community,
but like any transportation system, the overall network requires concerted maintenance to
remain attractive and functional. Its components have necessarily been developed as
opportunity and funding allowed, so a maintenance program can be developed to address the
wear and tear of the various facilities on a rotating basis. The whole network does not need to
be addressed as a single overwhelming task. Instead, a cycle of maintenance can be established
that keeps the system in good repair within reasonable budgetary limits.
There is also a need to introduce certain support features to the trail system. Properly
maintained restrooms, provision of bicycle parking facilities, and readily available trails
information are strong indicators of the City’s regard for those who choose to use the trails
system. This basic attention to user needs can help to generate and maintain community
ownership and respect for the trails network.

Maintenance Goals and Objectives
The following goals and objectives provide a basis for public and private investments that will
help to maintain the Fredericksburg Pathway System.

GOAL 1: Maintain Established Trails in Good Repair
Objectives:
1. Ensure a periodic maintenance program is established for each trail section (the facility
on the ground) and for each trail link (bridges and road crossings).
2. Systematically assess the physical and structural condition of bicycle/pedestrian
facilities and ensure any required maintenance is accomplished in a timely manner.
3. Ensure conformity with accessibility standards as they evolve.
4. Monitor bicycle parking facilities at destination points for adequacy and condition.
5. Monitor the need for additional benches, signs, and safety features.
6. Monitor existing signs, bollards, benches, and trash receptacles for vandalism and other
damage.
7. Provide trash receptacles at appropriate locations that can be administered efficiently.
Avoid placing receptacles in remote areas where they cannot be serviced on a daily
basis, including weekends.
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8. Remove encroaching vegetation and tree roots that can damage trails.
9. Maintain grass borders and trim designated slopes and banks.
10. Assess and mitigate erosion problems in a timely manner.
11. Encourage community participation in pathways maintenance and cleanliness.
12. Ensure trails are kept free of unauthorized signs and uses.

GOAL 2: Promote Trail User Safety
Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify and eliminate operational hazards.
Monitor trees and limbs for unsafe conditions.
Ensure user safety where at-grade crossings occur.
Reduce bicycle/pedestrian conflicts with vehicles by removing at-grade crossings on
multi-use trails, when feasible.
5. Document accident patterns to help determine appropriate safety improvements.
6. Work toward designing transportation infrastructure that makes it safe for all users.
7. Ensure safe and easy trails use, through adequate signage and trail surface markings.
8. Provide educational materials to ensure trail users know how various types of
trails/bicycle routes function to ensure user safety.
9. Remove debris and any obstacles from trails following heavy weather.
10. Continue to evaluate policies and procedures that further enhance the safety of
pathways users.
11. Provide sufficient benches and trail signage to serve all potential trail users.
12. Ensure opportunities for ongoing public input related to trail use.

GOAL 3: Provide for continuous improvement of trails and trails access
Objectives:
1. Ensure new development and new activity centers are designed to accommodate
bicycle/pedestrian access in the most convenient manner possible.
2. Establish linkages between new development and the City’s pathways system.
3. Ensure all new trail sections adhere to established trail specifications and that they
incorporate established sign and pavement marking standards, to ensure individual
parts of the system combine to become a cohesive whole.
4. Ensure trails have only minimal impacts on natural and historic resources.
5. Do not alter the terrain along existing or proposed trails without ensuring that the
physical feature is not part of a battlefield landscape or some other cultural resource.
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6. Remove invasive trees and other vegetation, and promote the growth of native trees
and other species between trails and related vistas and viewsheds, following the
concept of Save the Trees; Save the View.

GOAL 4: Promote and encourage use of the city trail system
Objectives:
1. Provide restroom facilities in suitable locations that meet all contemporary standards
for accessibility and family needs (changing stations).
2. Provide information (maps, trail descriptions, destination choices) that is useful to both
residents as well as visitors.
3. Develop educational/tourism opportunities through unobtrusive access to natural and
cultural resource areas.
4. Ensure that organized events (races, charity walks, etc.) that use city trails do not
degrade the experience of other users.
5. Maintain the scenic quality of trails by ensuring that only authorized benches, signs, and
public art are placed within the trail rights-of-way.
6. Place fitness stations within established recreational parks, such as Old Mill Park, Dixon
Park, etc., rather than along multi-use trails.
7. Provide camping areas, with shower facilities, to encourage long-range cyclists to stay
overnight in Fredericksburg.

Viewsheds Management (Save the Trees; Save the View)
Many trails course through scenic areas where vistas can become obscured by vegetation.
Vistas will be kept open through careful removal of invasive trees and vegetation and
promotion of native species. This process will need to be undertaken in consultation with the
City Arborist.
Maintaining attractive trails also requires attention to items placed within the rights-of-way.
Special event promotion signs, for instance, are prohibited along the trails. Special event
notices are accommodated at kiosks established at key locations. Similarly, wayside exhibit
panels and benches are strategically placed to be useful, without being intrusive. Trail side
amenities are not considered appropriate in more remote areas, where natural surface trails
are more rustic in nature and historic resources are an integral part of the landscape. To
maintain the natural settings and the delight in discovery of historic features, no wayside panels
or benches are placed or proposed beyond the Embrey Dam site or on other natural surface
trails.
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Fitness stations are popular recreational amenities for many users, but these too can impact
the trail setting. The City has allowed such equipment to be placed along trails in recreational
settings, such as Dixon Park, rather than being scattered along riverside trails. The intent is to
provide something for all users, but in the appropriate setting.

Restroom Facilities
The 2017 Virginia Outdoors Demand Survey shows that restrooms are extremely important to
trail users. Fredericksburg provides public restrooms at its downtown Visitor Center, as well as
in selected recreational areas. Table 4-1 shows existing restroom facilities. Table 4-2 shows
additional locations where restrooms are being established. Table 4-3 identifies places where
restrooms will be needed as trail activity grows and this list can certainly grow.
Table 4 – 1: Existing Public Restrooms.
Location
Dixon Park

Area Served
Dixon Park

Alum Springs Park

Alum Springs Park/VCR Trail

Old Mill Park

Old Mill Park/Rappahannock
River Heritage Trail
Visitor Center at 706 Caroline Downtown
Street

Comments
Standard restrooms plus
port-a-johns
Non ADA compliant; Funds in
FY2020 to replace
New facility, ADA compliant

Table 4 – 2: Public Restrooms Being Established.
Location
Hurkamp Park
Riverfront Park
Memorial Park

Area Served
Hurkamp Park/Downtown
Riverfront/Downtown
Kenmore Avenue facilities

Comments

Table 4 – 3: Public Restrooms Needed.
Location
Rappahannock Canal/Fall Hill
Avenue
Market Square

Area to be Served
Canal Trail
Fall Hill Avenue Trail
River Heritage Trail
Downtown
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Comments

City looking to establish
restrooms in an existing
building

There are many recreational facilities where Port-a-Johns are provided. These types of units
provide very necessary facilities, but cannot be considered permanent. The City needs to
evaluate the cost of renting and servicing Port-a-Johns, on a yearly basis, with the cost of
providing and maintaining more permanent restrooms in key locations. Places such as the Dog
Park, Motts Run Reservoir, and even Sunshine Park, need permanent restroom facilities.

Periodic Maintenance of Trails and Bridges
Roads are routinely repaved to ensure smooth vehicular travel, and sidewalks are also
evaluated every few years for replacement of cracked/broken panels. As the multi-use trail
network grows, it too needs to be brought into a periodic inspection and maintenance
program. Appendix C lists all paved, multi-use pathways, including their year of construction
and construction specifications. Appendix D lists all bridges associated with trail facilities and
scheduled for periodic inspections.

Promotion, Orientation, and Wayfinding
As noted in Chapter 3, walking and biking rank high as preferred outdoor activities. Also
demonstrably popular is visiting historic sites. The City’s growing network of multi-use trails has
drawn many local users, and off-road trails are already attracting numerous visitors to
Fredericksburg. The City’s trails provide a strong basis for marketing and to both local residents
as well as additional out-of-town visitors who want cycling opportunities as well as access to
historic sites.
Bicycle/pedestrian facilities, well integrated into the community, provide a necessary
framework for travel and recreation. There are related components, however, to promote and
encourage use. These efforts ensure that the system becomes properly promoted to potential
users/visitors, can be readily introduced to actual users/visitors, and made both compelling and
user-friendly so users/visitors become increasingly engaged.
Promotion – Residents and potential visitors need detailed information to help them
understand what is available, learn how to access the places that might interest them,
appreciate what they see, and learn to respect the resources they will encounter.
Orientation – Complimentary visitor information needs to be available on both printed and
digital media that welcomes user/visitor exploration of what the community has to offer. There
are a great many potential audiences that can be targeted. A concierge-type visitor contact can
provide specific recommendations that will suit each potential user/visitor.
Wayfinding – Wayfinding provides ways to help users/visitors understand their surroundings
and to travel from place to place with confidence and anticipation. Wayfinding signs primarily
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focus on welcoming information, identification of resources, point to point navigation, and
location of destinations. More detailed wayfinding concepts and strategies are contained in
Appendix G.
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Part 5: The Trail System
Pathways System Overview
The Fredericksburg Pathways system is designed to provide non-motorized access throughout
the City. Anticipated users include residents travelling to local destinations as well as visitors
exploring historic and natural attractions.
The planned pathway system consists of the following components
•
•
•
•

Multi-use/shared-use paths
On-road bicycle facilities
Natural and historic sites trails
Trails within developments

The projects list below consists of multi-use trails, shared roadway projects, and some natural
surface trails. Additional natural area trails are discussed in Appendix H.

Performance Measures
The following criteria has been developed to help evaluate and design individual components of
the Fredericksburg Pathways system.
•

•

•

•

Connectivity – A transportation system’s connectivity is measured both by how it can be
physically reached as well as by the destination opportunities within a given range (in
both space and time). Physical access to the system will be determined by the potential
to reach the facility by cycling or walking. Destination opportunities will be determined
by the cycling/walking opportunities as well as reasonable access to public transit.
Accessibility – Accessibility relates to the American with Disabilities Act (ADA). It is a
construction standard that is applied when a facility is developed. There will be
instances when full ADA compliance will not be feasible and these will be called out and
justified, as they occur. The overall policy, however, is to meet ADA compliance
standards to the greatest extent possible.
Directness – Bicyclists and pedestrians want direct routes and will not use even the
most elaborately built facility if it unreasonably increases their travel distance or time of
travel. Directness is evaluated by comparing the facility to available alternatives and
whether the facility is providing a transportation route or a recreational opportunity.
Continuity – Bicycle/pedestrian facilities should have as few gaps as possible. Where
gaps do exist, short-term accommodations may be necessary until a permanent solution
can be achieved. A short-term solution will need to be identified as such.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Consistency – Bicycle/pedestrian facilities should be relatively consistent in design
within in any given corridor. Switching facility types can create confusion, so when
different types of routes are needed to overcome physical constraints, clear
directions/signs need to be provided as needed.
Route Attractiveness – Users prefer facilities that are visually pleasing, well-maintained,
and physically safe. Trails that meet these standards will be used more frequently and
enhance their use.
Low Conflict – The trails network should minimize conflicts between automobile traffic
and cyclists/pedestrians. Sometimes it will be useful to reduce conflicts between cyclists
and pedestrians. Conflicts are reduced through physical separation of different modes
of travel, intersections that accommodate cyclists/pedestrians, and provision of
adequate trail right-of-way.
Ease of Implementation – Construction difficulties can be anticipated by the availability
of right-of-way, the potential to be able to coordinate with other facilities, vehicle traffic
patterns, and how readily various constraints (environmental, topographic, and fiscal)
can be overcome.
Multi-modal Coordination – The utility of various transportation modes is enhanced
when they can be coordinated. Multi-modal connections are enhanced through such
things as installation of decent bicycle racks at destinations (rather than those that are
expediently inexpensive).
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Fredericksburg area localities have identified
connections between planned bicycle/pedestrian facilities and specified these in
regional planning documents.
Safety and Security – Trail users need to feel safe. This emphasis on safety includes not
only appropriate facility design, but the provision of user education and effective law
enforcement.

Mapping Features
Individual project maps show trail alignments in specific colors, depending on type of facility.
Red
Blue
Yellow

Multi-use trails on their own alignment, even if adjacent to a roadway
Sidewalks
On-street facilities

Projects
Table 5-1 identifies planned projects that are within the City, although not in any order of
priority. Table 5-2 lists regional projects, including those for FREDericksburg Regional Transit.
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Table 5 – 1: Local Projects.
Project
Virginia Central
Railway (VCR) Trail
Bridge
Kensington Connector

Telegraph Hill
Connector
Quarry Trail Bridge
Idlewild Connector # 1
Idlewild Connector # 2
Fall Hill Avenue
Corridor
VCR Trail/Alum Spring
Park Access
U.S. Route 1 Bypass
Bridge over
Rappahannock Canal
Greenbrier Drive
Corridor
VCR Trail extension to
Sophia Street
Kenmore Avenue
Corridor
East-West Connector:
Sophia Street to
Stafford Avenue

Description
80-foot bridge across Hazel
Run, to extend VCR Trail to
west city limit
10-foot wide trail on west
side of Lafayette Blvd.,
from Twin Lakes Dr. to St.
Paul St.
10-foot wide trail on west
side of Lafayette Blvd.,
from St. Paul St. to the VCR
Trail
New bike/ped bridge over
natural drainage
Trail connection from
Graham Drive area to VCR
Trailhead
Trail connection from Yates
Circle/Walker Drive area to
VCR trailhead
Sidewalks from Gordon W.
Shelton Blvd. to River Road
ADA access from parking
area to trail
Replace U.S. Route 1
bridge, with improved
access to Canal Trail
On-street route between
Lafayette Blvd and VCR
Trail
On-street route from VCR
trailhead to Sophia Street
On-street route from
Lafayette Blvd to Canal
Trail
On-street routes –
Fauquier and Lewis Streets,
from Sophia St to
Washington Ave; Cornell
Ave/UMW/Rowe St to
Stafford Avenue
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Status
Funded by Smart Scale.
Work to be completed in
2018.
Funded by Smart Scale
(FY 2019-2023)

Page No.
44
46

Proffered by Telegraph
Hill developer
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Local funds (FY2018)
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Local funds for PE (FY
2019)
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Local funds for PE (FY
2019)
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HSIP application
submitted
$224K in local funds
(FY2020) for restrooms;
incorporate ramp
VDOT seeking SGR funds

56
58
60
62
64
66
68

East-West Connector:
Sophia Street to
Blue&Gray Parkway
Adams Street –
Stafford Avenue
Corridor
Riverfront Corridor:
Lafayette Blvd to Rapp
R Heritage Trail
Caroline Street – Dixon
Park Connector
Old Mill Park Entrance
Improvements
Mayfield Connector:
Railroad Avenue to
Downtown
Lansdowne Road
Connector
Airport Avenue
Connector
Lafayette Boulevard
Trail
Springwood Drive
Connector
Gateway Blvd. Trail
(South)
Gateway Blvd. Trail
(North)
Gateway Crossing
Central Park Grid

On-street routes – on
Hanover and George
Streets
On-street route from
Hanover to Rowe Street
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On-street routes along
Sophia and Caroline
Streets
Multi-use path adjacent to
river
Reconfigure culvert,
provide pedestrian
stairway
Multi-use path adjacent to
proposed VRE parking deck
access road
Bicycle/pedestrian route
from Dixon Street to
Industrial Parks
On-street route
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10-foot wide shared-use
path along improved
roadway, from Twin Lakes
Drive to South City Limits
On-street route

86

10-foot wide shared-use
path along new road,
between Route 3 and
Cowan Blvd
10-foot wide shared-use
path along new road,
between Cowan Blvd and
Fall Hill Ave
Bicycle/pedestrian bridge
over State Route 3
Shared-use path along new
road west of I-95, between
Fall Hill Ave and Cowan
Blvd

90
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72

76
78
80
82
84

88

92

94
96

William Street Corridor Shared-use path and
Trail
sidewalk along Plank
Rd/William St, from B&G
Pkwy to Gateway Blvd
Oakwood Street
Sidewalk on Oakwood
Corridor
Street, from Route 3 to
Great Oaks subdivision
Westwood Drive
On-street route, from
Connector
William St to Cowan Blvd
Downman House
Bike/ped connection
Connector
between Gateway Blvd and
Sand Circle
Altoona Connector
Bike/ped connection
between Altoona and
Semple Court
Huntington Hills –
Bike/ped connection
Estates of Idlewild
between Hunt Lane and
Connector
Downman Place
Walker-Grant School
Sidewalk on U.S. Route 1 –
Connector
Cowan Blvd to Learning
Lane
Hospital Drive
10-foot wide shared-use
Connector
path on Hospital Drive,
between Mary Washington
and Cowan Boulevards
Mary Washington
10-foot wide shared-use
Hospital Connector
path and new ramp,
between Canal Trail and
Mary Washington
Boulevard
Villas at Snowden
Bike/ped route between
Connector
Cadmus Dr and Hospital Dr
Upper Princess Anne
On-street bike/ped
Street Corridor
accommodations
River Quarry Trail
Natural surface trail
Motts Run Connector
Natural surface trail
University of Mary
Widen sidewalk when
Washington Connector UMW retaining wall rebuilt
Normandy Village
Improve accessibility
Bridge
Battlefield Park
Crosswalk at Willis Street,
Connector
across Lafayette Blvd
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98

100
102
104
106
108
110
112

114

116
118
120
122
124
126
128

VCR Trail Bridge over
Blue & Gray Pkwy
VCR Trail Bridge over
U.S. Route 1 Bypass
Fredericksburg
Cemetery Sidewalks
Idlewild Boulevard
Bicycle Lanes
Gateway Boulevard
Bicycle Lanes
Idlewild – VCR
Connector

New bike/ped bridge, west
of Lafayette Boulevard
New bike/ped bridge

130

Sidewalk/wall protection
on Washington Avenue
On-street pavement
markings for bicycles
On-street pavement
markings for bicycles
Shared-use path adjacent
to road

134

132

136
138
140

Table 5 – 2: Regional Projects.
Project
Chatham Bridge
Connector
Falmouth Bridge
Connector
Banks’ Ford
Footbridge
VCR Trail-Spotsylvania
County Connector
Tunnel
East Coast Greenway
FRED bus stops

Description
10-foot wide shared-use
path
10-foot wide shared-use
path
Suspension bridge over river

Status
By VDOT; Const. in 2021
In FAMPO Long Range
Transportation Plan

144

Tunnel for 10-foot wide
shared use path under I-95

In Comp Plan

148

10-foot wide shared-use
path

In Comp Plan
In FAMPO Long Range
Transportation Plan
Provide shelters and benches In Comp Plan
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Page No.
142

146

150
N/A
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Title:

Virginia Central Railway (VCR) Trail Bridge

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bicycle/pedestrian bridge
Hazel Run crossing, just west of Idlewild trailhead
Approximately 80 feet
Steel frame and rails, with TREX decking

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The VCR Trail reaches as far west as the trailhead near the Idlewild
neighborhood. This bridge will provide a crossing over Hazel Run that will open up an additional
¾ of a mile of historic railway bed for recreational use.
Accessibility – The bridge will meet all ADA standards.
Directness – The bridge re-establishes a direct route.
Continuity – Hazel Run is a barrier to being able to reach the historic VCR alignment west of the
Idlewild trailhead.
Consistency – The new bridge will have the same design as other bridges already in place along
the VCR Trail.
Route Attractiveness – The bridge site is within a protected natural area and will provide access
to additional protected wooded acreage.
Low Conflict – There are no conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The construction site is on City-owned land, but an easement will be
needed from the Kingswood neighborhood HOA to access the site.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The Kingswood neighborhood is in Spotsylvania County and
the new bridge will provide its residents with access to the City’s larger trails network, which
includes a direct route to downtown Fredericksburg and to the VRE station.
Safety and Security – The bridge design includes safety barriers where the railway embankment
has steep slopes.
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Figure 5-1. Virginia Central Railway Trail Bridge.
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Title:

Kensington Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
West side of Lafayette Boulevard
Approximately 0.27 miles, from Twin Lakes Drive to St. Paul Street
Ten-foot wide trail with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This multi-use pathway will link up on its south end with an existing sidewalk on
Twin Lakes Drive. At its north end, this facility will be able to connect with a planned multi-use
pathway associated with a private development on Telegraph Hill. Nearby neighborhoods that
will have immediate access to this facility include Twin Lakes, Kensington, and St. Paul. New
neighborhoods on Telegraph Hill will also benefit from the new trail. The Raines Drive and Adair
Street neighborhoods on the east side of Lafayette Boulevard will be within convenient reach of
the new pathway, but will require safe crossings at Lafayette Boulevard.
Accessibility – Full ADA compliance can be attained on this facility, but the topography of
connecting links to west and north will not be able to meet ADA standards. There are steep
slopes on the Twin Lakes Drive sidewalk as it drops toward U.S. Route 1, and on Lafayette
Boulevard to the north, where the Telegraph Hill Connector will be established.
Directness – The pathway will follow the Lafayette Boulevard travel route.
Continuity – A crosswalk at Twin Lakes Drive will need to be part of the project design.
Crosswalks across Lafayette Boulevard will need to be planned and implemented consistent
with planned roadway improvements.
Consistency – A ten-foot wide multi-use pathway is a standard design.
Route Attractiveness – Lafayette Boulevard is a busy corridor, but tree cover should be
established wherever possible.
Low Conflict – The new multi-use path will be on its own alignment, with clearly marked
crosswalks at Twin Lakes Drive, Springwood Street, the Kensington subdivision entry, and St.
Paul Street.
Ease of Implementation – Additional right-of-way will have to be acquired and some utilities
will likely need to be relocated. The attractive landscaped entry to the Kensington
neighborhood will also have to be significantly modified.
Multi-modal Coordination – This multi-use trail will be part of the network designed to connect
neighborhoods along Lafayette Boulevard with downtown Fredericksburg and the VRE station.
There will also be opportunities to accommodate FRED Transit stops.
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Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – A multi-use path on its own alignment provides a physical separation of
bicycle/pedestrian traffic from vehicular traffic.

Figure 5-2. Kensington Connector.
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Title:

Telegraph Hill Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
West side of Lafayette Boulevard
Approximately 0.4 miles, from St. Paul Street to the VCR Trail
Ten-foot wide trail with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This facility will connect with the planned (and funded) Kensington Connector at
its south end. It will connect with the existing VCR Trail at its north end. The proposed
Telegraph Hill neighborhoods will have immediate access to the new trail.
Accessibility – The topography in this area is steep. The proposed trail along Lafayette
Boulevard will not be able to meet ADA standards.
Directness – The southern section of the trail will follow the Lafayette Boulevard travel route
and its northern section will course through the Telegraph Hill development. This project will
also include a realignment of a portion of the VCR Trail, to provide a more direct link to a
planned bicycle/pedestrian trail bridge over the Blue and Gray Parkway.
Continuity – This new pathway will be able to include a safe bicycle/pedestrian crossing to Lee
Drive, which courses through the Fredericksburg National Battlefield Park. The National Park
Service and City staff have determined that a Lafayette Boulevard crosswalk will be safest at the
upper (south) entry to Lee Drive, but such a crossing will not be established until the National
Park Service is ready to allow it.
Consistency – A ten-foot wide, multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration
throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The planned facility will follow the busy Lafayette Boulevard corridor at
its southern end, but then travel through the Telegraph Hill development. There will be
opportunity along its entire length for tree cover.
Low Conflict – The new pathway will be on its own alignment, with clearly marked crosswalks
across roads within the new development.
Ease of Implementation – The new trail will be part of a larger project that includes a widening
of Lafayette Boulevard. It will also be included in development plans on land presently
undeveloped. There are no apparent conflicts or issues.
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Multi-modal Coordination – The multi-use trail will be part of the network designed to connect
neighborhoods along Lafayette Boulevard with the downtown VRE station. There will also be
opportunities to accommodate FRED Transit stops.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – A multi-use path on its own alignment provides a physical separation of
bicycle/pedestrian traffic from vehicular traffic.

Figure 5-3. Telegraph Hill Connector.
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Title:

Quarry Trail Bridge

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bridge
Across drainage on Quarry Trail
TBD
Steel frame bridge

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – A creek/drainage off of the uplands cuts across the Quarry Trail. A bridge is
needed to make the trail usable.
Accessibility – The trail is not ADA accessible.
Directness – The bridge is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The Quarry Trail is a riverside link to an entire network of natural surface trails.
The bridge fills a significant gap.
Consistency – The bridge will be a modest design, consistent with the nature of the Quarry
Trail.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route extends along the river.
Low Conflict – There is no conflict with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The right-of-way if public, but access to the work site must occur on
the quarry access road.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The bridge will provide a safe crossing over a creek.
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Figure 5-4. Quarry Trail Bridge.
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Title:

Idlewild Connector # 1

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
Idlewild subdivision
Approximately 1,000 feet, from Graham Drive area to VCR trailhead
Eight-foot wide, natural surface trail

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This facility will connect a substantial portion of the Idlewild community with the
western trailhead of the VCR Trail. This link will allow safe, bicycle/pedestrian access to
downtown Fredericksburg and the rail station.
Accessibility – The topography along this travel route is steep in places. Achieving full ADA
compliance is a goal, but an engineering study is needed to ensure meeting that standard is
feasible.
Directness – The proposed route is as direct as possible, but meanders will be needed to
address ADA issues, as noted above.
Continuity – The trail will address a significant gap between the Idlewild neighborhood, with its
full network of sidewalks, and the VCR Trail.
Consistency – The trail design will adhere to standards developed for natural surface trails.
Route Attractiveness – The trail route is through wooded terrain that is ecologically intact.
Low Conflict – There are no conflicts to address.
Ease of Implementation – A careful engineering analysis is needed to ensure the trail meets
ADA standards as fully as possible and does not create any erosion issues or otherwise damage
its setting.
Multi-modal Coordination – The proposed trail is a link between similar facilities. There is no
multi-modal coordination.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new trail will be designed to be physically safe to use.
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Figure 5-5. Idlewild Connector #1.
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Title:

Idlewild Connector # 2

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
Idlewild subdivision
Approximately 2,400 feet, from Yates Circle/Walker Drive area to VCR trailhead
Eight-foot wide, natural surface trail

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity - This facility will connect a substantial portion of the Idlewild community with the
western trailhead of the VCR Trail. This link will allow safe, bicycle/pedestrian access to
downtown Fredericksburg and the rail station.
Accessibility – The topography along this travel route is steep in places. Achieving full ADA
compliance is a goal, but an engineering study is needed to ensure meeting that standard is
feasible.
Directness – The proposed route is as direct as possible, but meanders will be needed to
address ADA issues, as noted above.
Continuity – The trail will address a significant gap between the Idlewild neighborhood, with its
full network of sidewalks, and the VCR Trail.
Consistency – The trail design will adhere to standards developed for natural surface trails.
Route Attractiveness – The trail route is through wooded terrain that is ecologically intact.
Low Conflict – There are no conflicts to address.
Ease of Implementation – A careful engineering analysis is needed to ensure the trail meets
ADA standards as fully as possible and does not create any erosion issues or otherwise damage
its setting.
Multi-modal Coordination – The proposed trail is a link between similar facilities. There is no
multi-modal coordination.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new trail will be designed to be physically safe to use.
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Figure 5-6. Idlewild Connector #2.
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Title:

Fall Hill Avenue Corridor

Type:
Location:
Length:

Sidewalks
Both sides of Fall Hill Avenue
Approximately 1,700 feet, from Carl D. Silver Boulevard to Vidalia Street
Approximately 1,300 feet, from Carl D. Silver Boulevard to Riverside Manor Blvd.
Description: Four-foot wide concrete sidewalks

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The new sidewalks will provide a bicycle/pedestrian link to the Riverside Manor
and Vidalia Street neighborhoods, at the western edge of the City.
Accessibility – The new sidewalks will be fully accessible.
Directness – The new sidewalks will be within the Fall Hill Avenue right-of-way and thus be as
direct as possible.
Continuity – The new sidewalks will link with the existing sidewalk network.
Consistency – The sidewalks will be five feet in width, consistent with the City’s current
sidewalk standards.
Route Attractiveness – The bicycle/pedestrian route will follow a well-travelled avenue for
vehicular traffic. Tree cover will need to be established and maintained.
Low Conflict – The sidewalks will have the standard separation from automobiles of curbing
and a utility strip. At intersections, appropriate signalized crosswalks will be established.
Ease of Implementation – The new sidewalks will be constructed within an existing public rightof-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – The proposed sidewalks are a link to similar facilities. There is no
multi-modal coordination.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The new sidewalks will extend to the west City limits, but
there are no similar facilities in Spotsylvania County with which to connect.
Safety and Security – The new sidewalks will meet all standards for safety.
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Figure 5-7. Fall Hill Avenue Corridor.
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Title:

VCR Trail/Alum Spring Park Access

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Ramp to address six-foot grade differential (approximately)
Alum Spring Park
Approximately 180 feet, from the parking area to the VCR Trail
Five-foot wide concrete ramp

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – A new ramp will provide a route for wheeled conveyances (bicycles,
wheelchairs, strollers, etc.) to get from the parking area to the VCR Trail. There is a set of steps
already in place, but the grade differential between the parking area and the trail is about six
feet.
Accessibility – A new ramp can be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The ramp will be as direct as possible, but will need to be angled to achieve the
necessary run to meet ADA standards.
Continuity – The ramp will close a significant gap between a parking area and a major multi-use
trail.
Consistency – Both the parking area and the VCR Trail have asphalt surfaces, but this
connecting ramp need not have a similar treatment. The facility will be short enough to avoid
any confusion.
Route Attractiveness – Alum Spring Park is an attractive natural and historic area.
Low Conflict – The ramp will not result in any conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The site is already in public ownership. The constraint will be the
need to cut into a slope, which will require a short retaining wall.
Multi-modal Coordination – There are already bicycle racks at Alum Springs Park as well as
vehicle parking.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new ramp will be constructed to meet all current Building Code
standards.
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Figure 5-8. VCR Trail/Alum Spring Park Access.

Figure 5-9. Detail of Alum Spring Park Access Ramp.
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Title:

U.S. Route 1 Bypass Bridge over Rappahannock Canal

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Roadway bridge with bicycle/pedestrian facilities
U.S. Route 1 Bypass (Jefferson Davis Highway) and the Rappahannock Canal
The new bridge will be 133 x 88 feet
Replace the existing roadway bridge with a new facility that extends the
southbound right turn lane on to Mary Washington Boulevard, and provides safe
bicycle/pedestrian connections between the roadway and the Rappahannock
Canal Trail.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – Pedestrian facilities on the U.S. Route 1 Bypass bridge will be part of a northsouth pedestrian route along that arterial highway. The new bridge will also provide
connections to the Rappahannock Canal Trail.
Accessibility – The new bridge and its connections to the Rappahannock Canal Trail will meet all
applicable ADA standards.
Directness – The bicycle/pedestrian routes across and under this bridge are as direct as
possible.
Continuity – The new bridge will replace an inadequate section of the bicycle/pedestrian route
along the U.S. Route 1 Bypass with a facility that is consistent with the existing sidewalks.
Consistency – The bicycle/pedestrian links associated with the new bridge will meet all
applicable standards for configuration and safety.
Route Attractiveness – The existing setting at the Rappahannock Canal will not be
compromised.
Low Conflict – The new bridge will ensure that there are no conflicts between
cyclists/pedestrians and vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – Replacement of a bridge is always challenging, but this project will
only require minor right-of-way acquisition (0.79 acres total).
Multi-modal Coordination – The new facility accommodates both bicycle/pedestrian and
vehicular traffic.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new bridge will be constructed on a new set of piers that will allow
the overhead clearance along the Rappahannock Canal Trail to be increased.
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Figure 5-10. U.S. Route 1 Bypass Bridge Over Rappahannock Canal.
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Title:

Greenbrier Drive Corridor

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway and intersection improvements
Greenbrier Drive
Approximately 0.38 miles, from Blue & Gray Parkway to Alum Spring Park
On-street bicycle route, with bicycle/pedestrian crossing at the Blue &
Gray Parkway

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – A designated bicycle/pedestrian route along Greenbrier Drive will serve the
many apartments and condominiums along that roadway, connecting them to the larger
community.
Accessibility – The bicycle/pedestrian route will be on the existing street, which will only
partially complaint with ADA standards.
Directness – The bicycle/pedestrian route will follow the existing roadway.
Continuity – This on-street facility and intersection improvements will fill a gap between
affected neighborhoods and the community
Consistency – Shared roadway designation is standardized.
Route Attractiveness – Greenbrier Drive is an attractive wooded route that will not be
compromised by the project.
Low Conflict – The on-street bicycle/pedestrian route will not be physically separated from
vehicular traffic. There are some sections of sidewalk that are separated by curbing.
Ease of Implementation – No additional right-of-way is needed.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – This connection will be an on-street facility, but will be made as safe as
possible with signage and street markings.
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Figure 5-11. Greenbrier Drive Corridor.
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Title:

VCR Trail Extension to Sophia Street

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Lafayette Boulevard
Approximately 0.35 miles, from VCR Trailhead to Sophia Street
On-street bicycle route. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – At present, there is no designated bicycle/pedestrian connectivity to and from
the VCR trailhead. This project will provide a marked, on-street route between the trailhead
and Sophia Street, where another on-street bicycle facility is planned along the riverfront.
Accessibility – The sidewalk network is fully accessible.
Directness – The route along Lafayette Boulevard is direct.
Continuity – The project will fill a substantial gap between the VCR trailhead, the VRE station
and Sophia Street.
Consistency – Switching from the multi-use VCR Trail to an on-street facility will require clear
signage and street markings.
Route Attractiveness – The Lafayette Boulevard corridor is a historic route, which will not be
compromised.
Low Conflict – This project will provide an on-street bicycle route that will require all
appropriate signs and pavement markings.
Ease of Implementation – No additional right-of-way is needed.
Multi-modal Coordination – A bus pull-off area is proposed to be located along the south side
of Lafayette Boulevard, between Charles and Princess Anne Streets.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Pavement markings and signage will be used to make the bicycle route as
safe as possible.
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Figure 5-12. VCR Trail Extension to Sophia Street.
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Title:

Kenmore Avenue Corridor

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Kenmore Avenue
Approximately 0.92 miles, from Lafayette Boulevard to Mary Ball Street
On-street bicycle route. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This on-street facility courses through numerous residential areas, providing
good connections to several multi-use trails.
Accessibility – The existing sidewalk system is fully accessible.
Directness – This on-street facility provides for the shortest possible route between the VCR
Trail and Lafayette Boulevard and the Rappahannock Canal/Rappahannock River Heritage Trail.
Continuity – This facility provides a north-south route through several neighborhoods.
Consistency – The Kenmore Corridor is an on-street bicycle route for its full length. Continuous
sidewalks are already in place for pedestrians.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through residential neighborhoods. Tree cover
should be maintained and enhanced.
Low Conflict – Intersections will need appropriate signage and street markings.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is on existing public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Pavement markings and signs will be used to make the on-street bicycle
route as safe as possible.
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Figure 5-13. Kenmore Avenue Corridor.
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Title:

East-West Connector: Sophia Street to Stafford Avenue

Type:
Location:

Shared roadways; bicycle boulevards
Fauquier and Lewis Streets, from Sophia Street to Washington Avenue;
Washington Avenue; Cornell Street, from Washington Avenue to UMW; through
the UMW campus; Rowe Street, from UMW to Stafford Avenue.
Length:
Approximately 1.33 miles to travel, but Fauquier and Lewis Streets are parallel
one-way facilities, requiring another 0.45 miles of on-street improvements. Total
linear distance in the overall project is approximately 1.78 miles.
Description: On-street bicycle route. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This route courses through residential areas, except where it travels through the
University of Mary Washington campus. It will provide a link from numerous neighborhoods to
the larger City trails network.
Accessibility – The topography inherent in Fredericksburg’s natural terraces makes full ADA
compliance unfeasible.
Directness – The travel route follows existing roadways and is thus as direct as possible.
Continuity – The travel route provides a much needed east-west route for cyclists.
Consistency – The bicycle route will need to consist of shared roadways, for the most part, but
on the one-way streets (Fauquier and Lewis Streets) there is the potential to create bicycle
boulevards, which are streets enhanced to ensure bicycle safety.
Route Attractiveness – The on-street route travels through quiet residential neighborhoods.
Low Conflict – The project route must cross some busy streets, such as Prince Edward Street
and Washington Avenue. Crosswalks can be established and bulb outs can be considered as
potential traffic calming measures.
Ease of Implementation – Affected City streets are already public right-of-way. The portion of
the facility that travels through the University of Mary Washington campus will require UMW
authorization.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points, including at the
downtown library. The west end of the travel route reaches the FREDericksburg Regional
Transit Center, on the U.S. Route 1 Bypass.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
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Safety and Security – Selected intersections will need to be considered for improvements and
traffic calming features – including at Prince Edward Street, Washington Avenue, Sunken Road,
and College Avenue.

Figure 5-14. East-West Connector: Sophia Street to Stafford Avenue.
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Title:

East-West Connector: Sophia Street to Blue & Gray Parkway

Type:
Location:
Length:

Shared roadways
Hanover and George Streets
Approximately 1.43 miles, but Hanover and George Streets are parallel facilities,
requiring another 0.42 miles of on-street improvements. Total linear distance in
the overall project is approximately 1.85 miles.
Description: On-street bicycle route. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – East-west connections can be a challenge for bicycle/pedestrian travel. This
project provides a bicycle route along a major east-west roadway, connecting a significant
number of residential neighborhoods with links to Alum Springs Park and the VCR Trail.
Accessibility – The bicycle route will follow the existing roadway topography, which cannot be
made fully ADA accessible.
Directness – The route follows an existing roadway and is thus as direct as possible.
Continuity – The on-street route will fill a major gap for east-west bicycle travel.
Consistency – The travel route will be an on-street facility for its entire length.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through residential neighborhoods and along the
University athletic facilities.
Low Conflict – The selected route has low vehicle speed limits. The crossing at Kenmore Avenue
is a four way stop intersection. The intersection at College Avenue is a three way intersection
where the travel route has the right-of-way. A bicycle/pedestrian crossing is needed at the Blue
& Gray Parkway, as specified for the Greenbrier Drive project.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is entirely within public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Except for the Blue & Gray Parkway, the intersections along the travel
route do not require accommodation except for additional signs.
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Figure 5-15. East-West Connector: Sophia Street to Blue & Gray Parkway.
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Title:

Adams Street – Stafford Avenue Corridor

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Stafford Avenue
Approximately 0.51 miles, from Hanover Street to Rowe Street
On-street bicycle route. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The travel route will link the University athletic facilities with a substantial part
of the College Heights neighborhood.
Accessibility – The travel route is reasonably level and will be able to meet ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route follows an existing roadway that is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The bicycle facility extends to the U.S. Route 1 Bypass, where there are two safe
crossings – at Cowan Boulevard and at College Avenue.
Consistency – The travel route will be an on-street facility for its entire length.
Route Attractiveness – The route is through a quiet residential neighborhood.
Low Conflict – The travel route has the right-of-way for its entire length. A bicycle/pedestrian
crossing will be needed at William Street.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is entirely within public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – The travel route connects to FRED Central.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – A bicycle/pedestrian crossing will need to be established at William
Street.
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Figure 5-16. Adams Street - Stafford Avenue Corridor.
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Title:

Riverfront Corridor: Lafayette Boulevard to the Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail

Type:
Location:
Length:

Shared roadways
Sophia, Pitt, Caroline, and Princess Anne Streets
Approximately 1.13 miles, from Lafayette Boulevard to the Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail
Description: On-street bicycle routes. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The travel route will connect the VCR Trail and the rail station at one end, with
the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail at the other end. The many residential neighborhoods in
between will have ready access. Additional destinations and points of interest include the
Central Rappahannock Regional Library, a new Riverfront Park, French John’s Wharf at Canal
Street, and a portion of the Mill District.
Accessibility – The route is reasonable level and substantial portions can be made ADA
accessible.
Directness – The travel route follows existing roadways and is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The bicycle facility will consist of a shared roadway along Sophia Street, from
Lafayette Boulevard to Amelia Street. From Amelia Street to the Heritage Trail, the streets are
one-way, which requires that the bicycle route be split along the one-way pairs of Caroline and
Princess Anne Streets.
Consistency – As noted under Continuity, above, the vehicular traffic pattern requires that the
bicycle route be split along the one-way streets. Another option would be to pull the one-way
traffic pattern back to Pitt Street, to accommodate a shared roadway configuration for both
directions of travel.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route follows the Rappahannock River for several blocks and
courses through quiet residential neighborhoods.
Low Conflict – The intersection of Sophia Street with William Street will need a pedestrian
signal and crosswalk.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is entirely on public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destinations such as Riverfront
Park, the downtown library, and French John’s Wharf.
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Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The travel route will connect to the new bicycle/pedestrian
facility that will be a part of the Chatham Bridge rehabilitation.
Safety and Security – A bicycle/pedestrian crossing will be needed at William Street.

Figure 5-17. Riverfront Corridor: Lafayette Boulevard to the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail.
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Title:

Caroline Street - Dixon Park Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
Rappahannock River floodplain
Approximately 0.38 miles, from the lower end of Caroline Street to Dixon Park
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This travel route will connect downtown Fredericksburg residents with Dixon
Park.
Accessibility – The travel route is reasonably level and substantial portions will be able to meet
ADA standards.
Directness – The trail will be a direct link to recreational facilities at Dixon Park.
Continuity – This travel route will fill a substantial gap in the bicycle/pedestrian network.
Consistency – The facility will have a standard multi-use path configuration and design.
Route Attractiveness – The trail will follow the Rappahannock River
Low Conflict – There will be no conflicts with other types of travel.
Ease of Implementation – The route follows existing public right-of-way. A bridge will be
needed to cross Hazel Run, which will be challenging because it will need to cross the widest
part of that waterway within the floodway of the Rappahannock River.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at Dixon Park.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The trail will be in a remote section of the City and will require the
attention of law enforcement.
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Figure 5-18. Caroline Street - Dixon Park Connector.
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Title:

Old Mill Park Entrance Improvements

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Reconstruction of park entrance, including culvert improvements
Caroline Street entry to Old Mill Park
Not yet determined
Two-lane entryway, with pedestrian accommodations and improved culvert

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The entry to Old Mill Park is already established for vehicular traffic, but needs
to be modified to accommodate pedestrian access.
Accessibility – The ADA compliant access to Old Mill Park is by way of the Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail, accessible 190 feet north of the Park entrance, with another 1,350 feet of travel
from there to the Park, and yet more travel to restrooms and playgrounds.
Directness – A modified entrance will provide a more direct route for pedestrians into the Park.
Cyclists can readily use the existing ramp.
Continuity – The Park entrance is an existing gap in the pedestrian network.
Consistency – The terrain is steep, but a set of stairs adjacent to the roadway will close the
existing gap in pedestrian access.
Route Attractiveness – Old Mill Park is an attractive river floodplain, but the existing culvert is
causing severe erosion damage to the existing park. A new culvert that directs drainage to the
existing canal will allow the eroded sections of the Park to be repaired.
Low Conflict – A pedestrian accommodation at the Park entrance will remove an existing
pedestrian/vehicle conflict area.
Ease of Implementation – A modified Park entrance will require that the existing driveway be
removed and the culvert repositioned to provide positive drainage. A new driveway with a
reduced grade can then be installed.
Multi-modal Coordination – An improved driveway will better accommodate buses and other
large vehicles.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The existing eroded areas of the Park are a hazard to the young children
who use the existing playground equipment. Once the driveway culvert is properly configured,
the eroded areas of the Park can be repaired, graded, and seeded.
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Figure 5-19. Old Mill Park Entrance Improvements.
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Title:

Mayfield Connector: Railroad Avenue to Downtown

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment, adjacent to a new roadway
Adjacent to planned VRE parking deck access road
Approximately 0.53 miles, from Railroad Avenue to Prince Edward Street
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Mayfield community, including the Airport and Canterbury neighborhoods,
are somewhat isolated from the City as a whole. Sidewalks are in place along Dixon Street, but
this multi-use path will better connect these residential areas to downtown Fredericksburg.
Accessibility – The travel route has the potential to be ADA compliant in its entirety.
Directness – The travel route will follow a new roadway to the VRE parking area and thus be as
direct as possible.
Continuity – The new pathway will address a significant gap in the bicycle/pedestrian network.
Consistency – The pathway design will be a standard configuration used throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route will cross Hazel Run and the Old Walker-Grant playing
fields.
Low Conflict – The pathway will be constructed adjacent to the new roadway and not require
any crossings.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route will need to cross Hazel Run and an extensive
wetlands area. The environmental considerations are potentially challenging.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at downtown destinations.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The trail will be adjacent to a roadway that will see heavy use by VRE
riders, primarily in the morning and evening hours. Other times will require law enforcement
attention.
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Figure 5-20. Mayfield Connector: Railroad Avenue to Downtown.
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Title:

Lansdowne Road Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment, adjacent to an improved roadway
West side of Lansdowne Road
Approximately 0.42 miles, from Dixon Street to the City Limits
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This connector will provide a link between several industrial and business
locations on Lansdowne Road with several residential areas where many employees live.
Accessibility – The terrain is relatively flat and there is a strong potential for full ADA
compliance.
Directness – The travel route follows an existing roadway, which is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new facility will address a significant gap in the bicycle/pedestrian network.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is a busy roadway that is reasonably attractive. Tree
cover should be maintained and enhanced.
Low Conflict – There will be a need for bicycle/pedestrian crossings in order to reach specific
employment centers.
Ease of Implementation – There will be a need to acquire right-of-way in selected locations.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Lansdowne Road continues into Spotsylvania County. It
would be appropriate to extend the bicycle/pedestrian route into the County, to reach
additional employment centers.
Safety and Security – The travel route will need to cross the CSX Railway tracks, if it is extended
into Spotsylvania County. The Southeast High Speed Rail project plans to raise Lansdowne Road
over the railway corridor, separating vehicular traffic from the trains. It will be necessary to
ensure that the elevated Lansdowne Road includes an adjacent bicycle/pedestrian route over
the tracks as well.
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Figure 5-21. Lansdowne Road Connector.
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Title:

Airport Avenue Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Airport Avenue
Approximately 0.7 miles
On-street bicycle/pedestrian route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This connector will provide a link between the Mayfield residential community
and the bicycle/pedestrian trail on Lansdowne Road.
Accessibility – The terrain is relatively flat and there is a strong potential for full ADA
compliance.
Directness – The travel route follows an existing roadway, which is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new facility will address a significant gap in the bicycle/pedestrian network.
Consistency – On-street markings for a shared roadway are a standardized design.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is attractive as it courses through the Airport
subdivision, but becomes more industrial closer to Lansdowne Road.
Low Conflict – Airport Avenue can get busy at certain times of the day, so clear markings
supplemented with appropriate signage will be needed.
Ease of Implementation – All of the right-of-way is in public ownership.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The travel route will need careful attention to user safety, to include
appropriate signage and traffic calming devices.
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Figure 5-22. Airport Avenue Connector.
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Title:

Lafayette Boulevard Trail

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment, adjacent to an improved roadway
West side of Lafayette Boulevard
Approximately 0.67 miles, from Twin Lakes Drive to the South City Limits
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – There are numerous residential areas along Lafayette Boulevard that will benefit
from a bicycle/pedestrian route that provides safe travel to downtown Fredericksburg, the VRE
station, and other parts of the City’s overall trail network.
Accessibility – The terrain between the South City Limit and Twin Lakes Drive is reasonably
level. The entire route has the strong potential to be made fully ADA compliant.
Directness – The travel route is already a major roadway that is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new facility will connect to other major bicycle/pedestrian routes that provide
direct connections to downtown Fredericksburg and the downtown rail station.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel corridor is a mix of commercial and residential uses. It can be
enhanced with tree cover.
Low Conflict – There will be several places where bicycle/pedestrian crossings of Lafayette
Boulevard will be needed, to allow residents on the opposite side of the roadway to be able to
gain access to the multi-use trail.
Ease of Implementation – There will be significant right-of-way expenses, especially in places
where residences were built too close to the road and will need to be removed.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at a variety of destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Lafayette Boulevard extends into Spotsylvania County. The
City’s multi-use path can end at the City/County line without causing any problems for users
because there are several destination points in that area. The multi-use path could also be
extended into the County when that jurisdiction is ready to proceed.
Safety and Security – Lafayette Boulevard is planned to be improved to a four-lane, divided
roadway. Appropriate crossing points will need to be identified and built.
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Figure 5-23. Lafayette Boulevard Trail.
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Title:

Springwood Drive Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Springwood Drive
Approximately 0.38 miles
On-street bicycle/pedestrian route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – Springwood Street provides a direct link for the many Lafayette Boulevard
neighborhoods to the VCR Trail.
Accessibility – The roadway is established and will not meet an ADA standard.
Directness – The travel route follows the existing road is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The VCR Trail and Lafayette Boulevard intersect at the Blue and Gray Parkway, but
then diverge as each courses south. Springwood Drive provides a good connection for the many
residential neighborhoods along Lafayette Boulevard with that significant recreational resource.
Consistency – On-street markings for shared roadways are standardized.
Route Attractiveness – Springwood Drive is a quiet residential neighborhood.
Low Conflict – Springwood Drive ends at the VCR Trail. There is no through-traffic.
Ease of Implementation – All of the right-of-way is in public ownership.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – There are no sidewalks on Springwood Drive. Appropriate signs and
pavement markings will be needed for both cyclists and pedestrians.
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Figure 5-24. Springwood Drive Connector.
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Title:

Gateway Boulevard Trail (South)

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail, on its own alignment adjacent to a new roadway
East side of Gateway Boulevard, extended
Approximately 0.75 miles, from State Route 3 to Cowan Boulevard
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This trail will provide a critical north-south connection between residential
neighborhoods south of State Route 3 to Cowan Boulevard, which crosses Interstate-95 to
Central Park and Celebrate Virginia. It is not feasible to provide a bicycle/pedestrian link across
the interstate at Route 3, so this travel route will provide cyclists/pedestrians a safe route to a
variety of destinations.
Accessibility – The topography of the right-of-way will determine the feasibility of meeting ADA
standards.
Directness – The travel route will follow a new roadway alignment, which will be as direct as
possible.
Continuity – This facility will connect to an existing multi-use path along Cowan Boulevard at its
north end, and to the sidewalk network south of Route 3.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route will be through land that is planned for intense
development. The setting will not be a natural one, but careful attention to site design will
ensure a welcoming facility. Tree cover will need to be established and maintained.
Low Conflict – There is a substantial conflict between cyclists/pedestrians and vehicle traffic at
State Route 3. An at-grade crossing can be established for the short term, but there are also
plans for a bicycle/pedestrian bridge across Route 3, called the Gateway Crossing (see below).
Ease of Implementation – The multi-use path will be constructed as part of the larger roadway
project.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – All applicable safety features will be included in the overall roadway and
intersection designs.
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Figure 5-25. Gateway Boulevard Trail (South).
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Title:

Gateway Boulevard Trail (North)

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail, on its own alignment adjacent to a new roadway
East side of Gateway Boulevard, extended
Approximately 0.70 miles, from Cowan Boulevard to Fall Hill Avenue
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – This facility will connect several residential neighborhoods with the City’s larger
trails network. Immediate connections will occur at Fall Hill Avenue and Cowan Boulevard.
Accessibility – The topography of the right-of-way will determine the feasibility of meeting ADA
standards.
Directness – The travel route will follow a new roadway alignment, which will be as direct as is
possible.
Continuity – This facility will connect to the multi-use path along Cowan Boulevard at its south
end and to the multi-use path on Fall Hill Avenue, at its north end.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through quiet residential neighborhoods and a
recreational area near Fall Hill Avenue. Tree cover will need to be established and maintained.
Low Conflict – A bicycle/pedestrian crossing will be needed at Cowan Boulevard. Pedestrian
signals are already in place on Fall Hill Avenue.
Ease of Implementation – The multi-use path will be constructed as part of the larger roadway
project. Some of the necessary right-of-way is already in public ownership.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points, such as the
recreational area on Fall Hill Avenue.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new road and its adjoining multi-use trail will cross several
neighborhood streets, requiring installation of appropriate signs and signals.
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Figure 5-26. Gateway Boulevard Trail (North).
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Title:

Gateway Crossing

Type:
Location:
Length:

Bicycle/pedestrian bridge
Gateway Boulevard and State Route 3
Route 3 is over 130 feet wide at Gateway Boulevard. Installation of ramps will
extend the overall facility even further.
Description: Overpass

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – A new bridge will be a critical part of the Gateway Boulevard trails, safely
avoiding the heavy vehicular traffic of State Route 3
Accessibility – The bridge will need to be made ADA compliant, either through ramps or
elevators.
Directness – A bridge connecting the bicycle/pedestrian facilities along Gateway Boulevard,
north and south of State Route 3, is as direct as possible.
Continuity – A bridge at State Route 3 will close a significant gap in the Gateway Boulevard
Trail.
Consistency – The new bridge will need to tie in with the existing and planned trails on both
sides of State Route 3.
Route Attractiveness – A bridge can be made attractive and can also function as a gateway
feature for travelers arriving on State Route 3.
Low Conflict – The bridge will remove the substantial conflict of an at-grade crossing.
Ease of Implementation – A bridge will require substantial funding and its footprint could also
be extensive, depending on whether ramps or elevators are used.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – A bridge will provide for cyclist/pedestrian safety in crossing the busy
State Route 3 corridor.
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Figure 5-27. Gateway Crossing.
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Title:

Central Park Grid

Type:
Location:
Length:

Multi-use trails on their own alignments adjacent to new roadways
Adjacent to new roads planned on west side of Interstate-95
Approximately 0.45 miles, from Cowan Boulevard to Fall Hill Avenue
Approximately 0.23 miles from Tuckahoe Drive to existing travel route
Description: Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The initial road network in Central Park was not conducive to good circulation
patterns, but a more urban type of street pattern has been implemented during subsequent
development. The depicted travel routes reflect this effort.
Accessibility – The topography of the rights-of-way will determine the feasibility of meeting
ADA standards.
Directness – The travel routes are as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new trails will link to multi-use trails on Fall Hill Avenue and Cowan Boulevard.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel routes will be through land that is planned for intense
development. The setting will not be a natural one, but careful attention to site design will
ensure attractive facilities. Tree cover will need to be established and maintained.
Low Conflict – Appropriate crossings will need to be established at both Fall Hill Avenue and
Cowan Boulevard.
Ease of Implementation – The multi-use paths will be constructed as part of the larger roadway
project.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – All applicable safety features will be included in the overall roadway and
intersection designs.
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Figure 5-28. Central Park Grid.
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Title:

William Street Corridor Trail

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
North side of William Street
Approximately 1.0 miles, from Blue & Gray Parkway to Gateway Boulevard
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – East-west travel is the most constrained in Fredericksburg, due to north-south
highways. This new trail will provide an east-west connection along the heavily travelled
William Street corridor, which is State Route 3.
Accessibility – The topography of the existing roadway and right-of-way constraints will
preclude full ADA compliance.
Directness – The William Street corridor is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new trail will provide an important link to east-west travel for neighborhoods
within the William Street corridor.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – William Street is a tree lined roadway between the Blue & Gray
Parkway and Oak Hill Cemetery. From the cemetery to Interstate-95, the travel route is
intensely commercial. As this area redevelops, there will be opportunities through the site
planning process to ensure a bicycle/pedestrian travel route is made safe and attractive. Tree
cover can also be re-established and maintained.
Low Conflict – William Street/State Route 3 is a busy arterial roadway. Appropriate signage and
well-designed crossings will be needed.
Ease of Implementation – Placing a multi-use trail alongside a busy arterial roadway will entail
acquisition of right-of-way and attention to existing utilities.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable. The multi-use trail will not extend across the
interstate. Instead, it will tie in with the Gateway Boulevard Trail.
Safety and Security – Providing for user safety will require careful attention to road crossings.
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Figure 5-29. William Street Corridor Trail.
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Title:

Oakwood Street Corridor

Type:
Location:
Length:

Sidewalk adjacent to roadway
Along Oakwood Street
Approximately 0.24 miles, from the William Street Corridor Trail to the Great
Oaks subdivision
Description: Five-foot wide concrete sidewalk

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – A sidewalk on Oakwood Street will link several neighborhoods north of State
Route 3 with a multi-use trail proposed to be built on the north side of William Street/State
Route 3.
Accessibility – The topography of the existing road will allow substantial, but not complete
compliance with ADA standards.
Directness – The bicycle/pedestrian travel route will follow the existing roadway.
Continuity – The residential area just north of State Route 3 was built without sidewalks, while
later adjacent neighborhoods were constructed under different development standards, which
requires sidewalks. The new sidewalk will fill a gap through an older neighborhood, between
William Street/State Route 3 and the Great Oaks subdivision.
Consistency – The new sidewalk will be a standard configuration.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through a quiet residential neighborhood.
Low Conflict – Oakwood Street is a neighborhood street and installation of a sidewalk will not
create conflicts.
Ease of Implementation – The new sidewalk will require acquisition of right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new sidewalk will allow safe pedestrian travel along Oakwood Street.
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Figure 5-30. Oakwood Street Corridor.
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Title:

Westwood Drive Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:

Shared roadway
Westwood Drive
Approximately 0.61 miles, from the William Street Corridor Trail to the Cowan
Boulevard Trail.
Description: On-street bicycle/pedestrian route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Westwood neighborhood is an older subdivision without sidewalks.
Provision of a shared roadway will provide a designated bicycle/pedestrian route to both
Cowan Boulevard (which has an existing multi-use trail) and the William Street Corridor Trail
(which is planned).
Accessibility – The topography of the existing road will allow substantial, but not complete
compliance with ADA standards.
Directness – The roadway meanders through the neighborhood, but is reasonably direct.
Continuity – Westwood Drive as a shared roadway will fill a large gap in the trails network.
Consistency – Shared roadway markings are standardized.
Route Attractiveness – Westwood is a quiet residential neighborhood, with mature trees and
large open front yards.
Low Conflict – The intersections within the subdivision are neighborhood streets only.
Ease of Implementation – The shared roadway can be established on existing public right-ofway.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Westwood Drive is a neighborhood street that is sometimes used as a
cut-through. Traffic calming measures can be constructed to minimize this undesired outside
traffic, which will enhance the safety of the shared roadway for cyclists/pedestrians.
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Figure 5-31. Westwood Drive Connector.
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Title:

Downman House Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
Across City-owned land adjacent to the Idlewild mansion
Approximately 0.22 miles, from Gateway Boulevard to Sand Circle
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Idlewild neighborhood is a well-planned community, with an enviable
network of quiet streets, alleys, and sidewalks. The main road in and out of the subdivision,
however, is limited to a single route the runs through the center of the community, from State
Route 3 to the U.S. Route 1 Bypass. This trail connection will provide a shorter link to Gateway
Boulevard for a few hundred houses.
Accessibility – The travel route can be made fully ADA accessible.
Directness – The travel route will provide a much needed direct route to Gateway Boulevard.
Continuity – The new route will provide a much needed short-cut to Gateway Boulevard.
Consistency – A multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route will cross a wooded natural area, past the historic
Downman House (ruin). Tree cover should be maintained and enhanced.
Low Conflict – There will be no conflicts along this route with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route crosses property that is publicly owned.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The trail will cross open City land and will require the attention of law
enforcement.
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Figure 5-32. Downman House Connector.
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Title:

Altoona Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:

Multi-use trail
Through North Hazel Run valley
Approximately 0.07 miles (350 feet), from the end of Altoona Drive to the
Idlewild loop trail.
Description: Natural surface trail and a bridge

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Altoona neighborhood is located south of State Route 3, with only one way
in and out. There are no sidewalks. This trail will connect this community to a trail within the
Idlewild community, which will provide access to the Gateway Boulevard Trail.
Accessibility – The topography is relatively flat, which may allow full compliance with ADA
standards.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new trail will fill a substantial gap in the trails network and provide
bicycle/pedestrian access to the larger trail network for an entire neighborhood.
Consistency – The new trail will connect to a neighborhood street within Altoona and to a
similar type of trail (natural surface) within the Idlewild development.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is within the North Hazel Run valley and is an attractive
natural area.
Low Conflict – The necessary right-of-way is within public ownership.
Ease of Implementation – There is a need to install a bridge over North Hazel Run. There is an
existing concrete bridge that once accommodated the entry road to the Downman House, but
that feature is too far west to be a logical travel route. A new bridge can be established across
that waterway, but it will need to be designed and built to withstand flooding.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The trail will cross a remote part of the City and will require the attention
of law enforcement.
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Figure 5-33. Altoona Connector.
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Title:

Huntington Hills - Estates of Idlewild Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail or sidewalk
Residential neighborhood
Approximately 0.1 miles (540 feet), between Downman Place and Hunt Lane
Natural surface trail or a paved sidewalk (neighborhood preference)

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Huntington Hills neighborhood has a single vehicular access route to State
Route 3. The Estates of Idlewild have a single vehicular access route to Idlewild Boulevard. A
short link between the two neighborhoods would provide bicycle/pedestrian access to Route 3
for the Estates of Idlewild residents and to Idlewild and its several linked trails for residents of
Huntington Hills.
Accessibility – The topography of an acceptable route will dictate the feasibility of meeting ADA
standards.
Directness – The connection between neighborhoods will be dictated by available right-of-way.
Continuity – This facility would open up travel opportunities for both neighborhoods.
Consistency – The affected neighborhoods have sidewalks. This connecting facility could have
either a natural or a paved surface, depending on neighborhood preference.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through residential neighborhoods.
Low Conflict – There will be no conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The necessary right-of-way will need to be acquired from private
owners.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – This short connector between well-established neighborhoods can be
made safe with proper attention to its physical design.
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Figure 5-34. Huntington Hills - Estates of Idlewild Connector.
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Title:

Walker-Grant School Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Sidewalk
East side of the U.S. Route 1 Bypass
Approximately 1.92 miles, from Cowan Boulevard to Learning Lane
Five-foot wide concrete sidewalk

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The area of the City south of Cowan Boulevard consists of older residential
neighborhoods designed primarily for automobile access. They typically do not have sidewalks.
A bicycle/pedestrian facility along the U.S. Route 1 Bypass will provide a connecting link for
these many outlying communities to gain access to the City’s trails network.
Accessibility – The topography of the existing road will preclude full compliance with ADA
standards.
Directness – The travel route follows an existing highway and is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The primary destination of a sidewalk along the U.S. Route 1 Bypass will be the
two schools at the South City Limits – Lafayette Upper Elementary School and Walker-Grant
Middle School.
Consistency – Five-foot wide concrete sidewalks are a standard facility throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is along a principal arterial highway, with high traffic
volumes. The sidewalk is utilitarian rather than attractive. Where possible, tree cover should be
established/maintained.
Low Conflict – The travel route will need to cross several streets. Appropriate signals and
signage will need to be part of the project.
Ease of Implementation – The necessary right-of-way is in public ownership.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The sidewalk will end at Learning Lane. There is no
compelling reason to continue into Spotsylvania County, unless that jurisdiction desires to
incorporate similar facilities along the U.S. Route 1 Bypass.
Safety and Security – A guard rail, or other similar barrier, should be considered in selected
locations.
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Figure 5-35. Walker-Grant School Connector.
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Title:

Hospital Drive Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:

Multi-use trail
North side of Hospital Drive
Approximately 0.58 miles, from Cowan Boulevard to Mary Washington
Boulevard
Description: Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – Hospital Drive provides a connecting link between Cowan Boulevard and Mary
Washington Boulevard, recently expanded to extend from Fall Hill Avenue to the U.S. Route 1
Bypass.
Accessibility – The topography of the travel route precludes a full compliance with ADA
standards.
Directness – The travel route follows Hospital Drive and is as direct as possible.
Continuity – Both Mary Washington Boulevard and Cowan Boulevard have bicycle/pedestrian
facilities and a bicycle/pedestrian facility is also needed along the roadway that connects them.
Consistency – A ten-foot wide multi-use pathway design is a standardized configuration
throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The Mary Washington Hospital campus is a pleasant, well-designed area
of the City. Additional tree cover should be established and maintained.
Low Conflict – There are only limited numbers of street crossings needed.
Ease of Implementation – The necessary right-of-way will need to be acquired.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks at destination points will be needed, especially if
hospital employees use this facility to get to work.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Hospital Drive is the route for vehicles to get to the hospital Emergency
Room. Constructing this facility on the north side of the roadway will ensure that
cyclists/pedestrians will not interfere with emergency vehicles.
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Figure 5-36. Hospital Drive Connector.
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Title:

Mary Washington Hospital Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:

Multi-use trail, new ramp, and rebuilt stairs
Through a natural area adjacent to the Rappahannock Canal
Asphalt pathway - approximately 220-foot, from Canal Trail to existing stairs
Ramp - approximately 180-foot, from foot of stairs to MW Boulevard
Description: Resurface existing ten-foot wide asphalt pathway, construct five-foot wide
wooden ramp, and rebuild wooden stairs

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – There is a ten-foot grade differential between the Rappahannock Canal Trail and
Mary Washington Boulevard. There is currently a set of stairs in place, but a ramp will
accommodate wheeled conveyances such as bicycles, wheelchairs, and strollers.
Accessibility – A new ramp can be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The existing stairs are as direct as possible. The travel route for the ramp is as
direct as it can be and still meet ADA standards.
Continuity – The new ramp will fill a large gap in the bicycle/pedestrian network.
Consistency – A ramp will meet all applicable Building Code standards.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through a natural area.
Low Conflict – The travel route has no conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The ramp will need to be constructed through a wooded area. Its
route has been selected to minimize the loss of trees.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The new ramp will provide a safe route for vehicles with wheels.
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Figure 5-37. Mary Washington Hospital Connector.
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Title:

Villas at Snowden Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Sidewalk
Natural area
Approximately 500 feet, from Cadmus Drive to Hospital Drive
Five-foot wide concrete sidewalk

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Villas at Snowden have only a single route in and out, through the Hills at
Snowden neighborhood. A sidewalk that connects residents with Hospital Drive will provide
better access to the City’s bicycle/pedestrian network.
Accessibility – The travel route can be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The new sidewalk will connect to sidewalks on both Cadmus Drive and Hospital
Way.
Consistency – A five-foot wide concrete sidewalk is a standard design throughout the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route will skirt a protected natural/historic area owned by
the Central Virginia Battlefields Trust. Tree cover should be established and maintained.
Low Conflict – This travel route has no conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – Acquisition of right-of-way from private ownership is needed.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – This short connector between a well-established neighborhood and the
hospital campus can be made safe with proper attention to its physical design.
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Figure 5-38. Villas at Snowden Connector.
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Title:

Upper Princess Anne Street Corridor

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared Roadway
Princess Anne Street
Approximately 0.5 miles, from RRH Trailhead to Forbes Street
On-street bicycle route. Pedestrians have use of sidewalks.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – Upper Princess Anne Street is an area of the City in transition. As the Business
Route 1, that roadway functions as a corridor of commercial activity oriented to automobile
travelers. As highway travel became reoriented to interstate highways, Princess Anne Street has
become an area of increasing commercial activity that serves the local community. An on-street
bicycle route will reinforce this transition.
Accessibility – The travel route is an established roadway. Portions of it meet ADA standards,
but some areas do not.
Directness – The travel route follows an existing roadway and is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The travel route will link residents from nearby neighborhoods with commercial
and entertainment opportunities within the Princess Anne Street corridor.
Consistency – Shared roadway markings are standardized
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is a developed area, but its sidewalks have been
rehabilitated and utility strips re-established as needed to promote street trees. Further,
overhead wires run perpendicular to Princess Anne Street, which expands the options for tree
selection. Tree cover should be maintained and enhanced.
Low Conflict – This project will provide an on-street bicycle route that will have all appropriate
signs and pavement markings.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route will be on existing public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Bicycle racks will be needed at destination points.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The upper Princess Anne Street corridor can be made to
connect with the Falmouth Bridge, which is planned for eventual rehabilitation, with provision
of an enhanced bicycle/pedestrian facility.
Safety and Security – Pavement markings and signs will be used to make the on-street bicycle
route as safe as possible.
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Figure 5-39. Upper Princess Anne Street Corridor.
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Title:

River Quarry Trail

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Natural surface trail
Along Rappahannock River
Approximately 1.2 miles, from Fall Hill Avenue to the Quarry
Off-road bicycle/pedestrian route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The River Quarry Trail is a recreational facility along the river. It connects to Fall
Hill Avenue, where existing multi-use trails converge, which provides access from numerous
residential neighborhoods.
Accessibility – The travel route follows existing topography. It does not meet ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route courses the terrain between river bluffs and the Rappahannock
River. Within those constraints, it is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The trail has a variety of characteristics, depending on the type of terrain involved.
For the most part, the travel route is on a hard crushed-gravel surface. In areas that remain
naturally wet, trail construction has used a technique appropriate to such terrain that ensures
positive drainage without causing erosion or damage to the landscape.
Consistency – Trail construction follows national standards developed for natural surface trails
that preclude erosion and environmental damage.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through an intact natural landscape.
Low Conflict – There are no conflicts with vehicular traffic, although a canoe launch and takeout area near the I-95 bridge requires the occasional recreational vehicle and canoe trailer.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is on City-owned property, except for a small section
near the old Embrey Dam site.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – The trail has been made as safe as possible through appropriate
construction techniques, but users must exercise caution in the natural setting.
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Figure 5-40. River Quarry Trail.
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Title:

Motts Run Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Natural surface trail
Along Rappahannock River
Approximately 2.6 miles, from the Quarry to Motts Run Reservoir Park
Off-road bicycle/pedestrian route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – At its downstream end, this riverside trail will connect to the Quarry Trail, which
provides access from Fall Hill Avenue. At its upper end, the trail will extend into the Motts Run
Reservoir Park.
Accessibility – The travel route will follow existing topography. It will not be able to meet ADA
standards.
Directness – The travel route courses the terrain between river bluffs and the Rappahannock
River. Within those constraints, it will be as direct as possible.
Continuity – The trail will have a variety of characteristics, depending on the type of terrain
involved. Part of the travel route is on a hard crushed-gravel surface, the remnants of a gravel
road that provided access to a USGS gauge. In areas that remain naturally wet, trail
construction will use a technique that ensures positive drainage without causing erosion or
damage to the landscape.
Consistency – Trail construction follows national standards developed for natural surface trails
that preclude erosion and environmental damage.
Route Attractiveness – – The travel route is through an intact natural landscape.
Low Conflict – There are no conflicts with vehicular traffic until the travel route reaches River
Road. A crossing point will need to be established to allow access to Motts Run Reservoir Park.
Ease of Implementation – Much of the needed right-of-way is on City-owned riparian property.
There are some sections that are privately owned, though, and right-of-way will need to be
acquired, either in fee simple or through easement.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The travel route extends into Spotsylvania County although
much of it is still owned by the City of Fredericksburg. Coordinating a safe crossing of River
Road will require coordination with the County and the Virginia Department of Transportation.
Extending the trail into Motts Run Reservoir Park will entail coordination with the County’s
Waterworks Department.
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Safety and Security – The trail will be made as safe as possible through appropriate
construction techniques, but users will need to exercise caution in the natural setting.

Figure 5-41. Motts Run Connector.
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Title:

University of Mary Washington Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Enhanced sidewalk
William Street
Approximately 950 feet, from College Avenue to Sunken Road
Widen the concrete sidewalk, when reconstruction of the brick retaining wall is
required.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The William Street corridor is used extensively by University students to travel
between their campus and downtown Fredericksburg.
Accessibility – The existing topography is too steep to meet ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route follows the roadway, which is as direct as possible.
Continuity – There is no gap to be overcome in the existing pedestrian route, but the sidewalk
could be considerably enhanced.
Consistency – Sidewalks are standard urban features.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is characterized by a brick wall, which is leaning, and
numerous trees within the UMW campus. This project will not be feasible until the brick
retaining wall must be replaced. At that time, the University should consider moving the wall
farther into the campus, to allow a wider sidewalk that is more inviting to use.
Low Conflict – There will be no conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – Any widening of the sidewalk will be on University property.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – An enhanced sidewalk will become more inviting to use.
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Figure 5-42. University of Mary Washington Connector.
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Title:

Normandy Village Bridge

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

ADA compliant ramps from bridge deck to trail
Normandy Village access to Canal Trail
Ramps long enough to address 3 foot grade differential
Modify west end of steel bridge to be ADA compliant

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The existing bicycle/pedestrian bridge links Normandy Village and several
adjoining neighborhoods with the Rappahannock Canal Trail.
Accessibility – This project will modify the existing bridge to be consistent with ADA standards.
Directness – The existing bridge is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The Rappahannock Canal Trail and the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail
comprise a continuous loop that is well used by the community. The Normandy Avenue bridge,
however, does not meet ADA standards and thus constitutes a significant gap in accessibility to
this popular resource.
Consistency – New ramps will be made consistent with ADA standards.
Route Attractiveness – The bridge is located within an intact natural setting.
Low Conflict – There are no conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The property is publicly owned.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Proper ramps to and from the bridge will enhance user safety
considerably.
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Figure 5-43. Normandy Village Bridge.
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Title:

Battlefield Park Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Safe road crossing
Lafayette Boulevard
Approximately 40 feet
Crosswalk

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The crosswalk will connect several residential neighborhoods on the north side
of Lafayette Boulevard with the VCR Trail on the south side of that roadway. In addition, the
VCR Trail route is a historic resource associated with both the first and second battle of
Fredericksburg and a designated crossing will provide a way for visitors to the Fredericksburg
Battlefield Park to examine that area.
Accessibility – A crossing can be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The crossing will occur at Willis Street, which connects directly to the VCR Trail.
Continuity – A crossing at Willis Street will eliminate a gap in the City’s bicycle/pedestrian
network.
Consistency – Street markings and associated signs are standardized crossing features.
Route Attractiveness – The setting is surrounded by the Battlefield Park and quiet residential
neighborhoods.
Low Conflict – The formal crossing will reduce pedestrian/vehicle conflicts as much as possible.
Ease of Implementation – The site is public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Lafayette Boulevard is a minor arterial roadway that can be heavily
travelled at certain times of the day. There are sight distance limitations along the curve to the
west, so the crossing at Willis Street is considered the safest place to establish a formal
crossing.
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Figure 5-44. Battlefield Park Connector.
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Title:

VCR Trail Bridge over Blue & Gray Parkway

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bridge
Across the Blue & Gray Parkway, at Lafayette Boulevard
TBD. Will include ramps in addition to the bridge
Steel frame structure

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – There are numerous residential neighborhoods south of the Blue & Gray
Parkway that require safe access to downtown Fredericksburg and the VRE station.
Accessibility – The bridge will need to be made fully ADA accessible.
Directness – The VCR Trail south of Lafayette Boulevard will be re-routed slightly, to provide a
direct connection to the bridge crossing, which will have a direct route through a proposed new
development.
Continuity – There is an existing at-grade crossing for the VCR Trail, but as the neighborhoods
along Lafayette Boulevard gain better access to the trails system, a grade separated crossing
will provide safer connectivity across the Blue & Gray Parkway.
Consistency – The bridge will be built as a multi-use facility to accommodate both
cyclists/pedestrians.
Route Attractiveness – The bridge will be designed to fit within its setting.
Low Conflict – The bridge will eliminate cyclist/pedestrian conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – Existing public right-of-way exists on the north side of the Blue &
Gray Parkway, but access will be required at the south end of the bridge.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – A grade-separated crossing will considerably enhance the safety of those
who use the VCR Trail.
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Figure 5-45. VCR Trail Bridge over Blue & Gray Parkway.
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Title:

VCR Trail Bridge over U.S. Route 1 Bypass

Type:
Location:
Length:

Bridge
Across the U.S. Route 1 Bypass
The trail route is angled, which makes the pavement to be spanned
approximately 110 feet
Description: Steel frame structure

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The existing travel route provides a critical link for cyclists/pedestrians across
the busy highway.
Accessibility – The bridge will need to be made fully ADA accessible.
Directness – The bridge will not impact the directness of the existing trail. Ramps at either end
can be extended along existing trail right-of-way.
Continuity – There is an existing at-grade crossing, but as traffic and trail users increase, it will
become expedient to provide a grade separation.
Consistency – The bridge will be built as a multi-use facility to accommodate both
cyclists/pedestrians.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route is through a protected natural area, which will not be
compromised.
Low Conflict – The bridge will eliminate cyclist/pedestrian conflicts with vehicular traffic
Ease of Implementation – The new bridge will be located on existing public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – A grade-separated crossing will considerably enhance the safety of those
who use the VCR Trail.
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Figure 5-46. VCR Trail Bridge over U.S. Route 1 Bypass.
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Title:

Fredericksburg Cemetery Sidewalks

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Sidewalk and protective barriers
West side of Washington Avenue
Approximately 775 feet
Concrete sidewalk to be removed; brick sidewalk to be established closer to
cemetery wall; tree planting in enhanced utility strip; wooden barriers installed
to protect cemetery wall

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The existing sidewalk is located within a comprehensive street grid.
Accessibility – The sidewalk will be kept fully ADA accessible.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The sidewalk is within an extensive sidewalk grid.
Consistency – The brick sidewalk will be installed consistent with adopted City standards.
Route Attractiveness – The relocated sidewalk will allow street trees to be planted, to enhance
the cemetery setting.
Low Conflict – The sidewalk has only one vehicular crossing, at the cemetery gate.
Ease of Implementation – The existing sidewalk area has sufficient room to allow the brick
sidewalk to be established closer to the cemetery wall, in order to be able to plant healthy
street trees and erect attractive wooden barriers to protect the cemetery wall.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – Getting protective barriers into place will protect the cemetery wall as
well as enhance pedestrian safety.
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Figure 5-47. Fredericksburg Cemetery Sidewalks.
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Title:

Idlewild Boulevard Bicycle Lanes

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Idlewild Boulevard
Approximately 1.36 miles
On-street bicycle route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The travel route will serve hundreds of households in the Idlewild development.
Accessibility – The on-road facilities will be established on an existing roadway, which will not
meet ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The travel route will extend from the Idlewild community center to the U.S. Route
1 Bypass. The VCR Trail is 1,000 feet south of the Idlewild Boulevard intersection, which will
require a safe connecting link.
Consistency – The travel route will be an on-street facility for its entire length.
Route Attractiveness – The route is through the Idlewild community.
Low Conflict – The travel route will be within existing public right-of-way, but another link will
be needed at U.S. Route 1 to connect to the VCR Trail.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is within existing right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – An enhanced bicycle/pedestrian travelway will considerably enhance user
safety.
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Figure 5-48. Idlewild Boulevard Bicycle Lanes.
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Title:

Gateway Boulevard Bicycle Lanes

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Shared roadway
Gateway Boulevard
Approximately 0.89 miles
On-street bicycle route

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The travel route will serve hundreds of households in the Idlewild development.
Accessibility – The on-road facilities will be established on an existing roadway, which has
slopes that will not meet ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The travel route will extend from the Idlewild community center to State Route 3.
This facility will connect with proposed bicycle facilities on Idlewild Boulevard.
Consistency – The travel route will be an on-street facility for its entire length.
Route Attractiveness – The route is through the Idlewild community.
Low Conflict – The travel route will be within existing public right-of-way.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is within existing right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Not applicable.
Safety and Security – An enhanced bicycle/pedestrian travelway will considerably enhance user
safety.
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Figure 5-49. Gateway Boulevard Bicycle Lanes.
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Title:

Idlewild - VCR Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Multi-use trail on its own alignment
West side of U.S. Route 1 Bypass
Approximately 1,000 feet (0.19 miles)
Ten-foot wide pathway with an asphalt surface

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The travel route will connect the Idlewild bicycle lanes to the VCR Trail.
Accessibility – The travel route follows an existing roadway (U.S. Route 1 Bypass) and will not
meet ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The travel route will provide a critical link that will allow hundreds of households
in the Idlewild community to gain access to the City trails network.
Consistency – A 10- or an 8-foot wide multi-use path has a consistent design within the City.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route follows a busy highway, but will connect two attractive
routes – VCR Trail and Idlewild Boulevard.
Low Conflict – The travel route will require a crossing at Idlewild Boulevard and at Kings Mill
Drive. There is an existing pedestrian light to cross U.S. Route 1 where the new facility will
connect with the VCR Trail.
Ease of Implementation – The travel route is within existing public right-of-way.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – There is an existing bus stop at the Kings Mill Drive.
Safety and Security – A formal bicycle/pedestrian route will considerably enhance user safety in
the U.S. Route 1 corridor.
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Figure 5-50. Idlewild - VCR Connector.
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Title:

Chatham Bridge Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bicycle/pedestrian travelway adjacent to the vehicular travel lanes
The existing bridge that spans the Rappahannock River
Approximately 0.2 miles (1,076 feet)
Separate shared-use path, with a physical barrier separating the
bicycle/pedestrian facility from vehicle travel lanes

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – There are four bridges across the Rappahannock River (I-95, Falmouth, Chatham,
and Mayfield) and only two of them can be used by cyclists/pedestrians. This bicycle/pedestrian
travelway will link to a comprehensive sidewalk network in Fredericksburg and to the
Belmont/Ferry Farm Trail in Stafford County. The Chatham Bridge is already the designated
route of the Bike 1 Route as well as the East Coast Greenway.
Accessibility – The bicycle/pedestrian component of the overall bridge rehabilitation project
can be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route is a direct link between the two jurisdictions.
Continuity – The Rappahannock River is a major barrier to cyclists/pedestrians and the facilities
for those users on the existing bridge are inadequate. The new travelway will provide an
important interjurisdictional link.
Consistency – The bicycle/pedestrian travelway on the rehabilitated bridge will be ten feet
wide, which is consistent with multi-use trails already in place.
Route Attractiveness – The river crossing provides several scenic vistas and the City of
Fredericksburg seeks incorporation of an overlook into the design.
Low Conflict – The new bicycle/pedestrian travelway will reduce conflicts with vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The Virginia Department of Transportation is working through the
many issues associated with this project.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – Both the City of Fredericksburg and Stafford County have
been working with VDOT to move this much-desired project along.
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Safety and Security – The enhanced bicycle/pedestrian travelway will be designed to ensure
user safety. The City of Fredericksburg has also asked for lighting to be incorporated into the
design, with the understanding it will become responsible for the lighting fixtures as well as
utility costs.

Figure 5-51. Chatham Bridge Connector.
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Title:

Falmouth Bridge Connector

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bicycle/pedestrian travelway adjacent to the vehicular travel lanes
The bridge spanning the Rappahannock River
Approximately 0.27 miles (1,445 feet)
Separate shared-use path, with a physical barrier separating the
bicycle/pedestrian facility from vehicle travel lanes

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity - There are four bridges across the Rappahannock River (I-95, Falmouth, Chatham,
and Mayfield) and only two of them can be used by cyclists/pedestrians. This bicycle/pedestrian
travelway will link to a comprehensive sidewalk network in Fredericksburg and to the
Belmont/Ferry Farm Trail in Stafford County.
Accessibility – The bicycle/pedestrian component of an overall bridge rehabilitation project can
be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The Rappahannock River is a major barrier to cyclists/pedestrians and the facilities
for those users on the existing bridge are inadequate. A new travelway will provide an
important interjurisdictional link.
Consistency – The bicycle/pedestrian travelway on a rehabilitated bridge will be ten feet wide,
which is consistent with multi-use trails already in place.
Route Attractiveness – The river crossing is at the falls of the Rappahannock River. Provision of
overlooks should be incorporated into the design.
Low Conflict – The new bicycle/pedestrian travelway will significantly reduce conflicts with
vehicular traffic.
Ease of Implementation – The existing bridge is a substantial structure that will require
attention to its physical condition as well as many utilities. In addition, the U.S. Route 1 Bypass
is a heavily travelled route that may need related improvements to the north and south of the
bridge itself.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The City of Fredericksburg and Stafford County have
included this project in local and regional transportation plans.
Safety and Security – An enhanced bicycle/pedestrian travelway will considerably enhance user
safety.
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Figure 5-52. Falmouth Bridge Connector.
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Title:

Banks’ Ford Footbridge

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Pedestrian bridge
Banks’ Ford area, Rappahannock River
Approximately 900 feet
Suspension bridge

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – There are numerous historic resources on both sides of the Rappahannock River
in the area known as Banks’ Ford. Civil War resources are closely interconnected and
connecting the two sides of the river will allow provide for clearer interpretation for visitors.
Accessibility – The natural surface trails, both existing and planned, will have only limited
opportunities for ADA access, although several areas have the potential to be made ADA
compliant
Directness – The travel route is as direct as possible.
Continuity – The Rappahannock River is a major barrier to understanding the historic
significance of the Banks’ Ford area. A connecting pedestrian bridge will open significant new
opportunities.
Consistency – A suspension bridge will be a unique feature within the City’s overall trails
network.
Route Attractiveness – The new bridge will be located at the first crossing upstream from
Fredericksburg, which is an extremely picturesque section of the Rappahannock River.
Low Conflict – The new bridge will not interfere with recreational river traffic, but will also need
to be located above flood levels.
Ease of Implementation – A suspension bridge 900 feet long will be a challenge to construct in
the sensitive riverine eco-system.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The City of Fredericksburg and Stafford County have a
mutual desire to provide a compelling experience at Banks’ Ford for local residents as well as
visitors.
Safety and Security – A pedestrian bridge in a somewhat remote location will require careful
administration.
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Figure 5-53. Banks’ Ford Footbridge Area.
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Title:

VCR Trail – Spotsylvania County Connector Tunnel

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bicycle/pedestrian tunnel
Interstate 95
Approximately 470 feet
Tunnel bored through interstate embankment

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The Virginia Central Railway connected Fredericksburg and the Town of Orange,
a distance of approximately 30 miles. When the railway ceased operations, its tracks and ties
were removed, which left a solid roadbed. Portions of that route have been converted to multiuse trails and a tunnel through the interstate embankment will provide a connection between
the City of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County.
Accessibility – The gentle grades necessary for a railway to be able to function readily allows
the VCR Trail to be made fully compliant with ADA standards.
Directness – The travel route follows the old railroad, which is as direct as possible.
Continuity – Interstate-95 is a major barrier to east-west travel. Construction of a
bicycle/pedestrian tunnel will open significant new opportunities for recreation and general
east-west travel by non-motorized means.
Consistency – A tunnel will be a unique feature within the developing City/Spotsylvania trails
network.
Route Attractiveness – The new tunnel will be located in the picturesque Hazel Run valley, a
protected natural area in the City. When it was built, the VCR coursed through the City as well
as the Counties of Spotsylvania and Orange. An intact trail along that route will provide
recreational opportunities for local residents and visitors and commercial opportunities for
restaurants and other destinations in communities along its route.
Low Conflict – The new tunnel will enhance an existing bicycle/pedestrian travelway by
avoiding vehicular traffic entirely.
Ease of Implementation – Boring a tunnel approximately 470 feet long will be a challenge to
construct in the sensitive riverine eco-system. To assist in this process, the City of
Fredericksburg owns property adjacent to the interstate that can be used as a staging area.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The tunnel will cross jurisdictional boundaries, so
coordination will be necessary between the City of Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County.
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Safety and Security – A pedestrian tunnel will be constructed in a somewhat remote location,
but opening that recreational opportunity will draw large numbers of users, which will help to
ensure overall user safety.

Figure 5-54. VCR Trail – Spotsylvania County Connector Tunnel.
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Title:

East Coast Greenway

Type:
Location:
Length:
Description:

Bicycle/pedestrian route
Chatham Bridge to South City Limit
Approximately 1.7 miles
Connecting route on a dedicated bicycle/pedestrian facility on the Chatham
Bridge, shared roadway along Sophia Street to Lafayette Boulevard, dedicated
bicycle/pedestrian route on Lafayette Boulevard and Charles Street, and a tenfoot wide pathway along Dixon Street to Spotsylvania County.

Consistency with Performance Criteria
Connectivity – The East Coast Greenway in the City of Fredericksburg will connect to the
planned alignments in both Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties.
Accessibility – The ECG route follows existing roadway grades, some of which will allow
compliance with ADA standards, but some of which will not.
Directness – The travel route provides as direct a connection as possible. Potential parallel
routes, which could temporary or made permanent, include Airport Avenue and the Mayfield –
Downtown Connector.
Continuity – The ECG is a multi-jurisdictional, multi-state effort and its continuity in the
Fredericksburg region has been carefully coordinated through the Fredericksburg Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization.
Consistency – The standard ECG route is a ten-foot wide multi-use path. It can be as wide as 12
feet, where feasible, and as narrow as eight feet, where necessary.
Route Attractiveness – The travel route will course through downtown Fredericksburg, past the
Riverfront Park, with information on dining, lodging, and bicycle repair facilities. The route will
be somewhat constrained within the City, but open up into the gentle terrain of the Virginia
Tidewater region when it extends into Spotsylvania County.
Low Conflict – The bicycle/pedestrian route through Fredericksburg will not be able to avoid
vehicular conflicts, but careful attention to safety will ensure an attractive route.
Ease of Implementation – Establishing the ECG route in the City will occur in several stages,
depending on funding and opportunity.
Multi-modal Coordination – Not applicable.
Multi-jurisdictional Coordination – The ECG route through the City will connect at its north end
with Stafford County across the Chatham Bridge, whose bridge deck will be rebuilt with a
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dedicated bicycle/pedestrian travelway. The connection with Spotsylvania County will occur
along the Dixon Street/Route 2/17 corridor.
Safety and Security – The East Coast Greenway is expected to attract large numbers of users,
and overall user safety will be accomplished through the full range of design options and safety
devices.

Figure 5-55. East Coast Greenway.
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Appendix A: Safe Routes to School
Safe Routes to School began as a federal program authorized in the 2005 federal transportation
bill. The intent of this legislation was to address the following goals:
•
•
•

Encourage and enable children to walk and bike to school
Ensure biking and walking to school was made safe, and thus more appealing
Facilitate improvements in the vicinity of schools that improve safety, traffic reduction,
air quality, and fuel consumption

The Virginia Department of Transportation administers the Virginia Safe Routes to School
Program and is able to provide funding to help localities establish a program of their own. They
can provide technical assistance as well as modest grants to help assess existing conditions and
to develop an appropriate school travel plan.
The Safe Routes to School program seeks to increase the number of students who walk and
bike to school, through improved route safety and encouragement. The benefits include better
safety awareness, better health, and the potential for reduced traffic congestion at arrival and
departure times.
A generation ago, 90 percent of students lived within a mile of school and routinely walked or
cycled to get to class. Today, only 10 percent of students can walk or bike to school. The Safe
Routes to School program recognizes that student safety is a very real concern to school
administrators and to the public. As a consequence, implementation strategies include
attention to both traffic safety as well as personal security.
The overall program is built on five Es, as follows:
Education – Develop safety skills and ensure safety awareness
Encourage – Increase the popularity of walking and biking; emphasize fun
Enforcement – Help children to learn and follow traffic safety rules; increase
bicycle/pedestrian awareness
Engineering – Improve the physical infrastructure that comprises the routes to school
Evaluation – Constantly assess the routes and improve them

The Virginia Department of Transportation has expressed its commitment to get more kids
walking and biking along safe routes. The Safe Routes to School Program has resources
available to localities that would like to develop similar goals and realize their implementation.
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This assistance is available for both education and planning, to develop the basis for actual
improvements to the infrastructure.
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Appendix B: Traffic Calming
The Concept of Traffic Calming
Traffic calming consists of a variety of measures to reduce vehicle speeds and traffic volumes on
a single street or a street network. This result is achieved through horizontal and vertical
features that cause drivers to drive more carefully and thus at lower speeds. The added benefit
inherent in the physical nature of traffic calming features is that drivers self-enforce, rather
than the community having to rely on the presence of law enforcement resources.
Traffic calming has evolved to include both neighborhood-specific treatments as well as to be
integral to the concept of complete streets in urban settings. In neighborhoods, traffic calming
has two functions. First, it seeks to reduce vehicle speeds to be more consistent with residential
activity. Second, it also makes travel through a neighborhood less efficient for traffic passing to
and from destinations outside the neighborhood. That traffic, ideally, will seek more efficient
travel routes outside the residential area. Complete streets, on the other hand, does not seek
to divert traffic, but rather to ensure and enable safe travel by all users. In urban settings,
automobile speed reduction is important, but so are the related features that enhance those
routes for cyclists, pedestrians, and transit users.
Integrating Traffic Calming into the Travel Network
Traffic calming devices are simple street design features that cause motorists to drive with
increased care. These physical features should be made context sensitive, because they are
expected to be effective in a whole variety of situations. Traffic calming thus involves an effort
to find the balance between the need for an efficient transportation network, with the related
goal of ensuring a livable and safe environment that is attractive to residents, shoppers, visitors,
and even investors. Implementation must also recognize the needs of emergency vehicles
(some of them quite large), school buses, snow removal equipment, waste collection, and
delivery of freight.
Drivers respond to road design. On wide boulevards with generous travel lanes, drivers
invariably drive faster, regardless of posted speed limits. On narrower streets with physical
obstacles such as parked cars, drivers will travel more slowly, to avoid damaging their vehicles
or having to stop suddenly for unexpected conflicts. As a consequence, the great majority of
traffic calming devices make slight modifications to a street’s geometry, inserting carefully
designed obstacles that achieve the desired reduction in speed. The intent is to reduce the
travel route’s real or perceived width, or cause a driver to negotiate obstacles that are
attractive, but still constitute physical constraints to unimpeded travel. While making some
roadways, such as neighborhood streets, less efficient, it is important to ensure that other
travel routes are made correspondingly more attractive for travel. This balance between slow
and fast ensures a necessary balance between community livability and economic viability.
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Traffic calming measures can be characterized by their basic design principles. They include
narrowing the street, deflecting the travel route, as well as sharing the pavement. It is
important that traffic calming features be professionally designed to address all engineering
issues and to include installation of appropriate plantings and other visual elements.
Narrowing the Street reduces the speeds that most drivers find reasonable and comfortable.
Narrowing is accomplished through reduction of the pavement width and adding a median. At
intersections, tight corners causes traffic to slow down. The perception of narrowing can be as
effective as actual narrowing and can be gained through street trees along the curb, an
overhead tree canopy, and buildings located close to the street.
Examples of features that narrow the street:
•
•
•

Corner extensions/bulb-outs
Mid-block extensions/bulb-outs
Striped bicycle lanes

Deflecting the Vehicle Path causes drivers to slow down and devote attention to the task of
driving. Deflections seek to reduce the design speed of a road by modifying long, straight road
sections that otherwise invite speeding.
Examples of vertical deflection features:
•
•

Speed humps
Raised crosswalks

Examples of horizontal deflections:
•
•
•
•

Realigned intersection
Intersection island/traffic circle
Roundabout
Mini-roundabout

Sharing the Pavement with other vehicles and other modes of transportation is a traditional
way to slow traffic, especially in urban settings. Where the concept of narrowing the street
entails a physical constriction of the travel route, sharing the pavement involves the
accommodations to other travelers.
Examples of sharing the pavement:
•
•

On-street parking
Pavement markings for shared roadways – bicycle lanes, cycle tracks, sharrows, etc.
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Appendix C: Trails Maintenance Plan
Trail

Length

Specifications

Canal Path

1.6 miles

Cowan Blvd. Trail
Rappahannock River
Heritage Trail
Virginia Central
Railway Trail
Fall Hill Avenue Trail

1.75 miles
1.7 miles

6” base; 6” asphalt

Construction/Maintenance
Activity
Built 1983; Repaved/widened
2006
Built 2003
Built 2013

2.7 miles

4” base; 4” asphalt

Built 2015

1.5 miles

4 “ base; 1.5” asphalt

Built 2017
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Appendix D: Trail Bridges Maintenance Plan
Trail/Bridge Location

Specifications

Canal Path/Fall Hill
Avenue (two bridges)

Steel frame, TREX
decking

Canal Path/
Normandy Village
Canal Path/Virginia
Avenue
Canal Path/Canal
Street
RRHT/Stream near
FOR
RRHT/Boardwalk

Steel frame, wood
decking
Steel frame, TREX
decking
Steel frame, TREX
decking
Steel frame, TREX
decking
Wood frame, TREX
decking
120-foot long
boardwalk – wood
frame, TREX decking
100-foot long steel
span, with TREX
deck; 120-foot long
boardwalk – wood
frame, TREX decking

VCR/west of Rt. 1
VCR/near Idlewild

Year of
Maintenance Activity
Construction
South bridge South bridge frame repaired
1983,
2018
North bridge
2015
1983
1983
1983
2013
2013
2015
2015
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Appendix E: Safe Transportation for Every Pedestrian
Safe Transportation for Every Pedestrian (STEP) is a Federal Highway Administration initiative to
enhance pedestrian safety as well as accessibility to transportation options. In the United
States, pedestrian fatalities have increases substantially (by 27 percent between 2007 and
2016) while all other traffic deaths have decreased. Pedestrians are legitimate users of the
transportation network and increased attention is being placed on pedestrian safety at the
national and state levels of government. The new policy direction is that all road should be
designed with the premise that there will be pedestrians and that they must be able to cross
streets safely.
The majority of pedestrian deaths occur at uncontrolled crossing locations, such as mid-block or
at un-signalized intersections. These statistics indicate that pedestrian crossing facilities are too
often inadequate, insufficient, and inconvenient. Expecting pedestrians to travel significant
distances out of their way to cross a roadway in order to reach their destination is unrealistic
and counterproductive to encouraging multiple transportation options. The STEP program
seeks to address this significant national safety issue by encouraging transportation officials to
focus attention on uncontrolled locations that have pedestrian activity.
There are five basic countermeasures in STEP to enhance pedestrian safety at existing
uncontrolled crossings. These items are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Crosswalk Visibility Enhancements
Raised Crosswalks
Pedestrian Refuge Islands
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons
Road Diets

Each of these are briefly discussed below. It should be emphasized that these pedestrian safety
features can be used not only at intersections, but mid-block. The mid-block option is attractive
when block lengths exceed downtown standards of less than 300 feet, such that pedestrian
travel to intersection crossings becomes very inconvenient.
Crosswalk Visibility Enhancements – Crosswalks need to be visible to motorists in both daylight
as well as at night. They must be clearly marked, following Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) standards. Additional enhancements can include street lighting, pedestrian
signals, and curb extensions to reduce pedestrian travel distances within the roadway.
Raised Crosswalks – In addition to the visual aspect of a marked crosswalk, a raised crosswalk
provides a physical component to the pedestrian crossing that improves the propensity of
drivers to yield.
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Pedestrian Refuge Islands – A physical pedestrian island in a lengthy crosswalk can break up a
complex wide street crossing into two simpler crossings. A six-foot wide island is optimum for
pedestrians and an eight-foot island is even better to accommodate bicycles. These islands can
be enhanced with landscaping, to make them more attractive as well as to increase visibility.
Pedestrian Hybrid Beacons – Pedestrian crossing locations on busy routes can be evaluated for
the potential to install flashing pedestrian beacons that dramatically let motorists know that
there are pedestrians present. They are most effective on multi-lane roads where crosswalk
markings may not be considered sufficient and where the location does not meet signal
warrants.
Road Diets – A road diet is a term used when street space is reclaimed for uses other than
those related to automobiles. Rights-of-way can vary, depending on when a street was
constructed and it is sometimes feasible to reducing wide travel lanes in order to reclaim
sections of the road for additional uses. Portions of a wide road could be used for on-street
parking, for instance, or installation of a bicycle lane. Additional options could be to reconfigure
intersections, installation of traffic calming features, and so on.
While the overall goal is to enhance pedestrian safety to the greatest extent feasible, it is
important to approach the issue systematically, to ensure that the appropriate measures are
implemented. The basic process to consider and select pedestrian safety countermeasures
includes the following steps:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Collect data and engage the public
Inventory conditions
Analyze crash/injuries/fatalities data
Select countermeasures
o Using roadway features (traffic volumes, speed limits, number of lanes, medians)
o Reviewing conflicts, visibility issues, actual traffic speeds)
Consult appropriate design and installation resources
o MUTCD, AASHTO, local standards
Identify opportunities for funding
Monitor outcomes and adjust as needed
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Appendix F: Access to Recreational Areas
The City has a wealth of properties for active and passive recreational use. Places with active
recreational amenities include Memorial (Kenmore) Park, Dixon Park, and Old Mill Park. The
City also has a substantial amount of City-owned property that constitute natural/historic
areas, where passive uses are available. The largest collection of properties maintained in their
natural state are the more than 4,000 acres of riparian property along the Rappahannock and
Rapidan Rivers. That acreage is within five upriver jurisdictions and well-protected by
easements and strategically located public boat ramps. Within the City limits are many
additional acres of City-owned natural/historic properties. These attractive places include Alum
Spring Park, Fall Hill (to be developed as Butler-Brayne Park), and Smith Run (to be developed
as Smith Run Civil War Park).
The ingress/egress facilities at many City parks were constructed many years ago and do not
meet current standards for accessibility or environmental protection. Access to the following
parks is either non-existent or in need of substantial improvement.
Old Mill Park – The main entrance to this riverside park is excessively steep and without related
bicycle/pedestrian facilities. Bicycle/pedestrian access has been provided into this park through
a branch trail off the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail, but additional attention to pedestrians
is warranted at this main entry point. This project is described on page 76 of this Plan and also
notes that retrofitting this entry will need to include attention to the culvert, which was
installed poorly and has caused runoff to overflow the drainage ditch, resulting in severe
erosion in areas of the Park that include playground equipment for young children.
Alum Spring Park – Entry to this park is across a ford at Hazel Run. This feature has been
hardened with concrete, but its limitations and environmental impacts will eventually require a
bridge to be built. The overall scope will need to include construction of the bridge, with
bicycle/pedestrian facilities, as well as improvements to the parking area. Provision of ADAcompliant access from the VCR Trail into Alum Spring Park has been referenced on page 56 of
this Plan.
Butler-Brayne (Fall Hill) Park – Several parcels of land, comprising more than 100 acres, have
been donated to the City for use as a recreational natural area. These acres are under
conservation easement, which allows for specific amenities that will make the property
accessible to the public. The property is primarily a wooded upland, atop bluffs overlooking the
Rappahannock River. Steep slopes drop toward Sunshine Park. As a consequence of this severe
topography, both vehicular and bicycle/pedestrian access will need to be gained from an entry
on Fall Hill Avenue. In addition to an entry road, the easement allows a parking area, restrooms,
and visitor shelters.
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Smith Run Civil War Park – In 2001, the City of Fredericksburg partnered with the Central
Virginia Battlefields Trust and the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation to
acquire a representative parcel of land related to a battle fought on May 4, 1863. This 11-acre
parcel complimented an adjoining 15 acres of land kept as open-space under zoning proffers
and another 4.5 acres set aside as a battlefield conservation area on the Police Department
property. A foot trail has been established on this historic property, but vehicular access, with
related bicycle/pedestrian facilities must wait until Gateway Boulevard is extended into this
undeveloped part of the City.
Motts Run Reservoir Recreation Area – This property consists of 877 acres, 160 of which is a
man-made lake. The existing access road off of River Road is steep and heavily eroded. The
access road needs to be reconfigured to allow safe ingress/egress while also minimizing its
environmental impacts. Two parking lots need to be improved through proper grading and
identification of spaces. The upper lot, near the road, is needed for those who use the park
trails when the gates are closed, but it needs to be properly lit, to preclude its use for
unauthorized activities after dark.
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Appendix G: Wayfinding

Introduction
Wayfinding makes a place understandable and attractive to both residents and visitors. It is a
comprehensive system of information that includes marketing and promotion, a hierarchy of
related signs, attention to all aspects of travel connectivity, and careful monitoring to ensure
that provided information is kept up to date.

Goals and Objectives
Wayfinding has two primary goals:
•
•

Provide clear guidance that helps people find their way around the community with
confidence.
Help users to anticipate and enjoy a good experience.

The goals defined above are accomplished through the following objectives:
Identify – Orient users to where they are and what kinds of opportunities are nearby.
Inform – Let users know the location of parks, trails, restaurants, historic sites, and
other destinations. Provide clear directions on how to get there.
Encourage – Highlight opportunities to users. Let them know how far it is to
destinations – both in terms of distance as well as time.
Reassure – Note the availability of public restrooms and ADA routes.
Celebrate – Provide information on the community’s history and heritage. Highlight
public art.

Benefits
A well-designed wayfinding system, with a consistent City image and complete navigational
information, provides the following benefits:
Aesthetic
•
•

Reduces visual clutter and allow the authentic City to reveal itself
Replaces multiple sign efforts with a comprehensive, coordinated sign system
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Environment and Safety
•
•
•

Directs vehicles to garages as efficiently as possible, to eliminate traffic looking for
parking or a destination
Promotes walking, cycling, and mass transit
Reduces driver confusion

Economic Development
•
•
•
•

Improves vehicular and pedestrian wayfinding to shops, hotels, restaurants
Reduces parking issues by directing vehicles quickly to parking garages/lots and getting
people oriented to enjoy the City
Incorporates regional/local trails and historic sites
Provides for a comfortable and informative visitor experience, and encourages a desire
to return

Signs
A wayfinding system must be designed in response to the physical characteristics of the City. It
must also be planned in response to the way people travel, to what is available to see and do,
and in recognition that the signs must be carefully integrated into the community so as to
provide information without being intrusive. There is a hierarchy of signs of various sizes that
accommodates travel speeds, decision points, and the variety of destinations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highway signs
City gateways
Vehicle directions
Parking
Pedestrian kiosks and directions
Shared-use pathway signs
Interpretive panels
Destination identifiers
Banners

Principles
A successful wayfinding system requires constant attention to the following principles:
Consistency – Use the same hierarchy of names and provide non-conflicting
information.
Accessibility – Identify any barriers to travel and show alternative routes.
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Connectivity – Encourage integration of travel, with information on buses and
bicycle/pedestrian trails to more distant destinations.
Simplicity – Avoid non-essential information.
Placement – Balance the need for information with reduction of clutter.
Integrate – Ensure signs are appropriate to their setting. As an example, visitor wayside
panels can impart historic information in a manner that is visually attractive, but too
many panels can become intrusive. As a consequence, visitor panels for urban streets
must be developed more judiciously than is the case for more open settings such as
multi-use trails. In the urban core and along natural surface trails, information can be
provided more discretely through printed materials as well as through virtual media.
Sustainability – Adopt a sign standard that can be readily refreshed and updated.
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ITEM #5B

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Tim Baroody, City Manager
Chuck Johnston, Director, Community Planning and Building Department
June 15 for 2018 July 10 meeting
An Amendment to Special Exceptions for General Density to Redevelop 506 – 516
Sophia Street

ISSUE
Should SE2017-02 be amended to allow a total of 13 new townhouses to replace 13 existing
townhouses at a density of 25 units per acre in the proposed Riverview project at 506-516 Sophia
Street, when the property’s zoning allows 12 units per acre? SE2017-02 (approved 2017 September
12) allowed 9 multifamily and 7 single family attached units (16 total units, 31 units per acre) on this
property. This request was a modification of SE2016-01 (approved 2016 September 27), which
allowed 7 multifamily and 7 single family attached units (14 total units, 26 units per acre).
RECOMMENDATION
Approve the amended Special Exception with the additional condition that:
1. A six foot tall opaque fence shall be maintained between any parking spaces or access
easement driveways and adjacent properties.
The following conditions are part of the 2016 approval and are to be carried forward:
2. The applicant shall obtain Architectural Review Board approval of one or more certificates
of appropriateness for the demolition of the existing structures. (Completed February 13,
2017)
3. The applicant shall obtain Architectural Review Board approval of one or more certificates
of appropriateness for the proposed construction of the residential buildings, including
approvals of site planning, mass and scale (completed May 14, 2018), and detailed design
(pending).
4. The applicant shall obtain an approved alternative parking plan for the replacement of the 26
parking spaces existing on the project site. (Sublease of Sophia Street parking deck spaces
approved on August 8, 2017)
5. The applicant shall record a motor vehicle ingress and egress easement for the benefit of
Fredericksburg Square across “Riverview,” generally as shown on the plan entitled,
“Generalized Development Plan” by Legacy Engineering dated June 4, 2018. (Easement
shown on plat currently under review)
6. The use of the new residential units shall commence within 3 years from the date of this
resolution. (Pending)
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PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
After a public hearing, at which no one spoke, the Commission voted 6-1 to recommend approval
with the conditions listed above. The Commissioner who voted against the request stated concerns
regarding sufficient out-site parking and that this project would displace 13 affordable housing units.
PROPOSED SPECIAL EXCEPTION REQUEST
The applicant is proposing a special exception from the 12 units per acre density limit for attached
single family homes in the Commercial Downtown Zoning District. The proposed 13 townhouse
units would have a density of 25 units per acre. Currently, there are 13 townhouse units (with 15
parking spaces) on the site as a non-conforming use. City Code does allow the continuation of a
non-conforming use when the structure(s) containing the use are demolished and reconstructed.
This most recent proposed development plan is the result of the evaluation of the project by the
Architectural Review Board. The ARB concerns focused on the overall height of the structures and
the shadows of these structures. Therefore, the number of buildings was reduced from three (one
multifamily and two townhouse structures) to two (two townhouse structures) and the proposed
gable roof with a flat roof. Each unit will have two-space parking garages (26 total), accessed by a
central private alley. The applicant obtained ARB approval of a certificate of appropriateness for the
proposed construction of the residential buildings, including approvals of site planning, mass and
scale on May 14, 2018. The detailed design certificate of appropriateness is pending.
On September 12, 2017, the City Council approved an amendment to a special exception from the
general density standard in the Commercial Downtown zoning district for a density of 31 units per
acre (16 units: 9 multi-family, 7 townhouses). On October 3, 2017 City Council approved an
amendment to the City’s Unified Development Ordinance deleting text that further reduced density
for the portions of the historic district that are in the 100 year floodplain.
On September 27, 2016, the City Council approved special exceptions from the general density
standard in the Commercial Downtown zoning district (§ 72-32.2) and the density reduction
requirement within the 100 year floodplain (§ 72-51.1(b) to permit the redevelopment of archaic
structures into a modern residential development. The density request for 26 units per acre included
a 7 unit apartment building. One of the units was proposed to occupy the entire top floor of the
building, but the property owner wished to have three units on the top floor, resulting in the 2017
amendment.
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September 12 2017 Approved Layout

Revised Layout – Riverwalk Square
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GENERAL BACKGROUND AND EXISITNG SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
Formerly, the existing 13 townhouse units was on GPIN 7789-23-3825 a 0.66 acres parcel, which
contained the parking lot for the 15,168 1 square foot Fredericksburg Square building fronting on
Caroline Street. This parking area is behind the Square building, extends to Sophia Street, and
contains 26 parking spaces. The parking lot serves the commercial uses in the Fredericksburg
Square. As part of the previous special exception approvals, prior to the approval of any site plan
the developer of the Riverwalk Square development was required to obtain an approved alternative
parking plan for the replacement of the 26 parking spaces existing on the project site. To meet this
requirement, Timbernest, LTD obtained approval of a sublease to 26 of the Marriott’s spaces in the
Sophia Street parking deck on August 8, 2017. The portion of the property that contained these
spaces has also been transferred to the parcel containing the Fredericksburg Square building.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION ANALYSIS
Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) § 72-22.7 contains review criteria that the Planning
Commission and City Council shall use when evaluating an application for a Special Exception.
These criteria are:

1. Consistency with the UDO:

The proposed Riverview project is zoned Commercial Downtown and is within the Old and
Historic Fredericksburg Overlay District and the Floodplain Overlay District. The site plan and
architectural features of the project were changed, as described above, with scale and massing
approved by the ARB and design detail pending.
As proposed, the project requires one modification of the UDO development standards. The 13
townhouses require 26 parking spaces. The two ground floor parking spaces for each unit meets
this requirement. The applicant is showing an opaque wooden fence along exterior boundaries.
The fence will reduce the impact of noise and light from cars entering and leaving parking spaces on
adjacent property owners. An existing six foot tall wooden fence stands between the proposed
parking space and the adjacent properties to the south. In the event the adjoining six foot tall
wooden fence is removed the owner / operator of the development will be required to replace the
fence. The current development contains 15 parking spaces for the same number of units as
proposed.

2. Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan (CP)

The proposed replacement of 13 townhouses does not affect the overall project’s consistency with
the Comprehensive Plan.
3. Whether there has been a sufficient period of time for investigation and community

planning with respect to the application.

The Technical Review Committee reviewed the revised General Development Plan and had no
objections. An engineered site plan, substantially consistent with the GDP, will be submitted if
Council approvals this request. The project’s bulk and mass was approved by the Architectural
Review Board.
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Square footage taken from the Fredericksburg GIS system.
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4. Whether the special exception is consistent with the principles of good zoning
practice, including the purposes of the district in which the special exception would
be located, existing and planned uses of surrounding land, and the characteristics of
the property involved.

The special exception request maintains the same number units in the new project as are currently
on the site. The Downtown is comprised of a mix of commercial and residential use types and is a
focal point for City investment in infrastructure and services.

5. Whether the proposed use or aspect of the development requiring the special
exception is special, extraordinary or unusual.

The request for density Special Exceptions is an unusual request. GPIN 7789-23-5802 currently
contains 13 dwelling units in structures that are approaching the end of their usable life. The
Applicant’s proposal is to redevelop the site with the same density as currently on the site. The
proposal does not qualify for an administrative change in non-conforming use because the request
does not meet the criteria for the continuation of a nonconforming use in § 72-61.1 as the buildings
or structures containing the non-conforming use (density) are being demolished.
6. Whether the proposed exception potentially results in any adverse impacts on the

surrounding neighborhood, or the community in general; and if so, whether there are
any reasonable conditions of approval that would satisfactorily mitigate such
impacts.

The biggest potential impact of the original special exception was the loss of the 26 parking spaces
associated with the commercial use at the Fredericksburg Square building. The Applicant obtained a
sublease of 26 parking spaces in the Sophia Street parking deck on August 8, 2017. The Applicant
has sufficient parking on-site for the residential parking demand. The proposed units will not create
a difference in the amount of noise, light, or traffic in the vicinity of the proposed project.
CONCLUSION
The proposal is a modification of the Special Exception requests approved in 2016 and 2017 and is a
lower density than both previous actions. The necessary infrastructure needed to accommodate the
replacements of the existing units is provided on-site. As such, the project should be approved in
accordance with the conditions in the recommendation.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Draft Resolution
2. Application and supporting materials.
3. SE2016-01
4. COA 2018-12

MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-

SECOND:
RE:
ACTION:

Amending the Special Exception for 506-516 Sophia Street, to Allow a Total of
13 New Townhouses at a Density of 25 Units Per Acre
APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

By Resolution 16-89 adopted on September 27, 2016, the City Council granted to Timbernest, Ltd. a
special exception to allow 7 multifamily and 7 single family attached units (14 total units, 26 units per
acre) on the property located at 506 – 516 Sophia Street (GPIN 7789-23-5802). By Resolution 17-78
adopted on September 12, 2017, the City Council granted an amendment to that special exception,
allowing 9 multifamily and 7 single family attached units (16 total units, 31 units per acre) on the
property.
Riverview on Sophia, LLC (which has purchased the property from Timbernest, Ltd.) seeks to amend
the terms of the special exception in order to allow a total of 13 new townhouses at a density of 25
units per acre.
The Council, after notice and public hearing thereon, has considered the special exception amendment
application in light of its conformity with the City's criteria for the review of special exception
applications.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that:
1. The City Council makes the following findings with respect to the application:
a. The proposed use is unique and unlikely of reoccurrence;
b. The grant of a special exception is consistent with the City's Comprehensive Plan;
c. The special exception is consistent with the goals, purposes and objectives of the City’s
zoning ordinance;
d. There has been a sufficient period of time for investigation and community planning
with respect to the application;
e. The special exception is consistent with the principles of good zoning and good zoning
practice, including the purposes of the district in which the special exception would be
located, existing and planned uses of surrounding land, the characteristics of the
property involved, and the adverse impacts of the proposed use;
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f. The proposed use or aspect of development requiring the special exception is special,
extraordinary or unusual;
g. The application has demonstrated that its application meets all these criteria.
2. The City Council grants to Riverview on Sophia, LLC an amendment to the special exception
granted in Resolutions 16-89 and 17-78, for 506 – 516 Sophia Street (GPIN 7789-23-5802),
with the following conditions:
a. The project shall be developed in substantial accordance with the application for special
exception dated 2018 May 18 including supplementary materials submitted by the
applicant and a layout plan dated 2018 June 4.
b. A six foot tall opaque fence shall be maintained between any parking spaces or access
easement driveways and adjacent properties.
c. The applicant shall obtain Architectural Review Board approval of one or more
certificates of appropriateness for the demolition of the existing structures.
d. The applicant shall obtain Architectural Review Board approval of one or more
certificates of appropriateness for the proposed construction of the residential
buildings, including approvals of site planning, mass and scale, and detailed design.
e. The applicant shall obtain an approved alternative parking plan for the replacement of
the 26 parking spaces existing on the project site.
f. The applicant shall record a motor vehicle ingress and egress easement for the benefit
of Fredericksburg Square across “Riverview,” generally as shown on the plan entitled,
“Generalized Development Plan” by Legacy Engineering dated June 4, 2018.
g. The project shall obtain occupancy permits for all units within 3 years from the date of
this resolution.
Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:
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***************

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true copy
of Resolution No. 18 , adopted at a meeting of the City Council held Date, 2018, at which a quorum was present
and voted.

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

City of Fredericksburg, Virginia
NOTIFICATION OF ACTION
by
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
(Certificate of Appropriateness)
TO:

Stephen DeFalco
Tradition Homes
1310 North Courthouse Rd, Suite 610
Arlington, VA 22201

FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Kate Schwartz, Historic Resources Planner
May 15, 2018
COA 2018-12
506-516 Sophia Street – Demolition/New Construction

KS

In accordance with Section 72-23.1 of the City Code, your request for a Certificate of Appropriateness has
been reviewed and the following action taken:
Approved
at the

Disapproved
May 14, 2018

X Other Partially Approved

meeting of the Architectural Review Board.

A Certificate of Appropriateness issued under the provisions of this section shall expire one year after the
date of such approval, on
May 14, 2019
, unless:
a) A building or sign permit has been obtained and work begun; or
b) An extension has been granted by the ARB, which shall not exceed six months.
Your next step should be:
X File additional/revise plans as required: Architectural Details and Materials
X Obtain other required permits: Demolition Permit
No further information is required
Authorization is granted to demolish three existing structures at 506-516 Sophia Street due to lack of
historical and structural integrity, contingent upon the approval of the site planning, scale, and massing of
the proposed new construction.
Approval is also granted for the site planning, scale, and massing of 13 new townhomes as shown on
drawings A1 – A45 dated May 7, 2018. The Board has determined that the proposed construction is
architecturally compatible with the historic aspects of the Historic District and meets the standards in City
Code §72-23.1(D)(1).
Please be advised that the Architectural Review Board continued their consideration of the architectural
details of the new construction to the June 11, 2018 hearing.

Any person aggrieved by a decision of the Architectural Review Board may appeal such decision to the City Council provided
such appeal is filed in writing within thirty (30) days from the date of the Board’s decision (City Code Section 72-23.1(E)).
cc: Building & Development Services

GAZEBO
EXISTING 3-STORY BUILDING
W/ BASEMENT
EXIST. STORAGE SHED
LOT #1A

LOT #1A AND LOT#1B = 29,716 SF (0.682 ACRE)
EXISTING 3 STORY BUILDING W/ BASEMENT

CAROLINE STREET

FUTURE LOT LINE (DOTTED)

BASEMENT

5,090 S.F.

FIRST FLOOR

6,888 S.F.

SECOND FLOOR

3,943 S.F.

THIRD FLOOR

3,698 S.F.
19,619 S.F.

EXISTING PARKING
(26
SPACES) LOT #1B

SOPHIA STREET

TOTAL

EXISTING LOT LINE TO
BE VACATED

BLDG. 'B'

LOT #2 = 14,097 SF (0.324 ACRE)
EXISTING 2 STORY RENTAL TOWNHOUSE BLDGS.
BUILDING 'A' - 4 TOWNHOUSES
FIRST FLOOR
1,194 S.F.
SECOND FLOOR

1,194 S.F.

BUILDING 'B' - 5 TOWNHOUSES
FIRST FLOOR
1,496 S.F.
SECOND FLOOR

TENT STRUCTURE

BUILDING 'C' - 4 TOWNHOUSES
FIRST FLOOR
1,653 S.F.

DEMOLISH EXISTING 2-STORY
RENTAL TOWNHOUSE
BUILDING

LOT #2
EXISTING CHAIN LINK FENCE
BLDG. 'C'
DEMOLISH EXISTING 2-STORY
RENTAL TOWNHOUSE
BUILDING

1,496 S.F.

DEMOLISH EXISTING 2-STORY
SECOND FLOOR
RENTAL TOWNHOUSE
TOTAL:
BUILDING

1,653 S.F.
8,686 S.F.
13 UNITS

TOTAL TOWNHOUSES:

EXISTING PARKING (14 BLDG. 'A'
SPACES)

EXISTING WOOD FENCE

EXISTING SITE

RIVERVIEW
COMMONWEALTH
ARCHITECTS

SOPHIA STREET FREDERICKSBURG, VA

0

16'

32'

64'

SCALE: 1/32" = 1'-0"
05/07/18

A1

5 FT. PROPERTY LINE OFFSET

PROPOSED 3 1/2
STORY TOWNHOMES

UP

T.H. #6
X 38'

UP
30'

T.H. #5
X 38'

T.H. #4
X 35'

UP30'

UP30'

SOPHIA STREET

T.H. #7
30' X 38'

5' SIDEWALK

UP

FFE = 41.5 TYPICAL (41.0 REQUIRED MIN.)
FLOOD PLAIN ELEVATION = 39.5

UP

T.H. #2
30' X 40'

T.H. #1
30' X 40'

PROPOSED 3 1/2 STORY
TOWNHOMES

UP

9 UNITS OVER 13 PARKING
SPACES
BUILDING HEIGHT:
EAVE = 32'-8"
RIDGE = 54'-3"

T.H. #3
30' X 40'
MANSION COURT

PROPOSED 4 STORY MULTIFAMILY
APARTMENTS MANSION #1
(UNITS 8 - 16)

5' SIDEWALK

RIVERVIEW PLACE

2 VISITOR PARKING SPACES
FOR "MANSION" BUILDING
RETAINING WALL

PREVIOUS PROPOSED SITE PLAN

RIVERVIEW
COMMONWEALTH
ARCHITECTS

SOPHIA STREET FREDERICKSBURG, VA

0

16'

32'

64'

SCALE: 1/32" = 1'-0"
05/07/18

A2

GAZEBO
LOT #1A

EXISTING 3-STORY BUILDING
W/ BASEMENT

TH8
26X40

TH7
20X40

TH9
24X40

TENT STRUCTURE

TH10
24X40
TH11
24X40

MANSION COURT

GATE

TH6
18X40

SOPHIA STREET

CAROLINE STREET

RIVERVIEW PLACE

TH5
20X40
TH4
20X40
TH3
20X40

TH12
24X40
TH13
26X40

PROPOSED SITE PLAN

RIVERVIEW
COMMONWEALTH
ARCHITECTS

SOPHIA STREET FREDERICKSBURG, VA

TH2
18X40
TH1
20X40

0

16'

32'

64'

SCALE: 1/32" = 1'-0"
05/07/18

A3

36'-2"
46'-9"

45'-3"
34'-7"

SOPHIA STREET ELEVATION

UNIT 7 SIDE ELEVATION

42'-5"
31'-7"

EXIST.
GRADE =
37.0

UNITS 1-7 REAR ELEVATIONS
SCHEMATIC ELEVATIONS

RIVERVIEW
COMMONWEALTH
ARCHITECTS

SOPHIA STREET FREDERICKSBURG, VA

SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

05/07/18

A4

43'-2"
32'-5"

UNITS 8 - 13 FRONT ELEVATIONS

UNIT 8 SIDE ELEVATION

SCHEMATIC ELEVATIONS

RIVERVIEW
COMMONWEALTH
ARCHITECTS

SOPHIA STREET FREDERICKSBURG, VA

SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"

05/07/18

A5

A X O N V IE W 1

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

04/23/18

A6

A X O N V IE W 2

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

04/23/18

A7

A X O N V IE W 3

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

04/23/18

A8

R O O F B E A R IN G 5
E L .: 0 '- 0 "

1
A9

2
A9

W O L F E S T E L E V A T IO N N E W
S C A L E : 3 / 3 2 " = 1 '- 0 "

W O L F E S T E L E V A T IO N E X IS T IN G
S C A L E : 3 / 3 2 " = 1 '- 0 "

WOLFE ST ELEVATIONS

TOWNHOMES AT RIVERWALK SQUARE
F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A
C O M M O N W EA LTH
A R C H IT E C T S

05/07/18

A9

O RF IN
B EGA 5
R IN G 5
R O O F RBO
EA
E L0.:" 0 '- 0 "
E L .: 0 '-

1
A10

2
A10

S O P H IA S T E A S T E L E V A T IO N - N E W
S C A L E : 3 / 3 2 " = 1 '- 0 "

S O P H IA S T E A S T E L E V A T IO N - E X IS T IN G
S C A L E : 3 / 3 2 " = 1 '- 0 "

SOPHIA STREET EAST ELEVATIONS

TOWNHOMES AT RIVERWALK SQUARE
F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A
C O M M O N W EA LTH
A R C H IT E C T S

05/07/18

A10

1
A11

S O P H IA S T W E S T E L E V A T IO N E X IS T IN G
S C A L E : 3 / 3 2 " = 1 '- 0 "

SOPHIA ST WEST ELEVATIONS

TOWNHOMES AT RIVERWALK SQUARE
F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A
C O M M O N W EA LTH
A R C H IT E C T S

05/07/18

A11

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A12

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 2 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A13

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 3 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A14

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 4 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A15

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 5 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A16

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 6 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A17

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 7 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A18

1
A19

S O P H IA V IE W 8
SC A LE:

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 8 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A19

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 9 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A20

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 0 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A21

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 1 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A22

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 2 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A23

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 3 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A24

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 4 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A25

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 5 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A26

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 6 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A27

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 7 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A28

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 8 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A29

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 9 S O P H IA S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A30

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A31

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 2 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A32

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 3 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A33

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 4 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A34

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 5 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A35

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 6 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A36

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 7 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A37

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 8 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A38

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 9 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A39

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 0 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A40

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 1 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A41

P E R S P E C T IV E V IE W 1 2 W O L F E S T

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A42

SU N STU D Y 1 D EC EM BER 22, 2018 10 AM

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A43

SU N STU D Y 1 D EC EM BER 22, 2018 12 PM

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A44

SU N STU D Y 3 D EC EM BER 22, 2018 3 PM

T O W N H O M E S A T R IV E R W A L K S Q U A R E
C O M M O N W EA LT H
A R C H IT E C T S

F R E D E R IC K S B U R G , V A

05/07/18

A45

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
COMMUNITY PLANNING & BUILDING DEPARTMENT
APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL EXCEPTION
Prior to submitti, a Special Exception application, please contact the
Development Administrator (540)372-1179 to schedule a meeting with the
Technical Review Committee (TRC).

A Special Exception provides needed elasticity and usefulness of the zoning regulations, in
extraordinary or special circumstances. The grant of a special exception for a use not otherwise
permitted by zoning regulations may be appropriate for circumstances which are unique and
unlikely of recurrence. The grant of a special exception from bulk regulations should only be
considered in the context of a special use, special exception (use) or conditional rezoning
application.
The City Council, after a recommendation from the Planning Commission, may decide upon
conditions for approval but may also deny such uses as being incompatible with existing uses or
the surrounding areas.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Special exception applications are filed with the office of the Zoning Administrator (540)3721179. Applications must include the application fee of $750.00 + $150.00 per acre as well as
the original application with original signatures. One complete copy of the application and
supporting documentation must be uploaded to the City’s FTP website. This must be
accomplished in order for the application to be deemed complete. Please see the attached
instructions on how to upload the application to the City’s FTP website (Attachment A). In
addition, 2 paper copies of the application and all supporting documentation must also be
submitted and contain the information listedfor Special Exception requests, and is attached to
this application (Attachment B).
The complete list of application requirements is contained in the UDO Procedures Manual
and attached to this application for your convenience (Attachment B).
After the application is deemed complete and review comments have been provided (if
applicable), additional paper copies will be required prior to Public Hearing.
Please be aware that you will not be contacted prior to the Planning Commission meeting
unless the staff has questions concerning the application. A copy of the staff report will be
c-mailed to the applicant if address is provided. Staff reports will be available the Friday
prior to the Planning Commission meeting.

1

PLANNiNG COMMISSION AND CITY COUNCIL ACTION
The Planning Commission will provide public notice and hold a public hearing concerning a
Special Use before making a recommendation. Upon a recommendation by the Planning
Commission, the City Council will render a final decision on all applications within sixty (60)
days after the Planning Commission has acted upon it.

SPECIAL EXCEPTION APPEAL
Appeals of City Council action on special use applications may be filed with the Clerk of the
Circuit Court, within 30-days of City Council Action.
CONDITIONS
The City Council may grant the special exception conditioned upon suitable regulations and
safeguards, reasonably related to the special exception application.

2

______

Application #SE:___________
Date:____________________________
Fee/Check#:__________________
$750.00 + $150.00 Per Acre

APPLICATION
SPECIAL EXCEPTION
APPLICANT
NAME:

Steve DeFalco

MAILING ADDRESS: 1310 North Courthouse Rd, Suite 610

sdefalco@builtbytradition.com
703 848-8052
TELEPHONE:_________
_______________ E-MAIL:____________________
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY APPLIES FOR AN EXCEPTION FOR:

Modifying the current approval from 7 Townhomes and 9 Condominium
units to a total of 13 Townhomes and related revisions to Site Plan
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
Property
Location 506-516 Sophia Street
Property Owned By Riverview on Sophia LLC
1310 North Courthouse Road, Suite 610, Arlington VA 22201
Owner’s Mailing Address_________________________________________________________

The__________
property
is to __________
be redeveloped from the
Proposed Use of Property (be specific____
__________
___________
current three small apartment buildings into 13 townhomes between
2 buildings parallel to Sophia Street
HOURS OF OPERATION24/7
______________ NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES N/A

13
homeowners
Anticipated Number of Patrons or Clients_____
__________
_______________________________
Description of the development’s impact on neighboring and adjacent properties, please be
specific (attach additional sheet if necessary):
Criteria for a Special Exception: Use Separate Sheets for Explanations and be Specific and
Thorough.

3

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Written Notice:

Written notice of an application initiated by a property owner or contract
purchaser shall be provided to adjacent property owners by certified return receipt mail by the
applicant at least 14 days prior to the hearing (not counting the date of the hearing) and not
more than 21 days prior to the public hearing. Applicants may use the notice form supplied
with the application forms. In the event the application is deferred indefinitely, notification shall
be given when the application is rescheduled.

Evidence of the receipt of such notice shall be provided to the Zoning Administrator prior to the
public hearing. In the case of a condominium or a cooperative, the written notice may be mailed
to the unit owners’ association or proprietary lessees’ association, respectively, in lieu of each
individual unit owner.
The following notice documents must be submitted to the office of the Zoning
Administrator at least 5 days prior to the public hearing:

1. a copy of the notice letter sent
2. a list of the names and addresses of those persons to whom notice was sent
3. a copy of the post office receipts for the certified or return receipt mail
4. “Certification of Notice” form found at the back of this application
Posted Notice: The applicant shall post a si2n provided by the Zoning Administrator on each

parcel of land involved in an application for zoning map amendment (when 25 or fewer parcels
are affected), Posted notice shall be erected at least five days before the Planning
Commission public hearing and before the City Council public hearing.

Failure to send accurate or correct notices will result in deferral of the application to a
later hearing date. Property ownership information is to be obtained from the City Real Estate
Office, Room 107, City Hall, 715 Princess Anne Street or online at Fredericksburgva.gov

5

APPLICANT to mail this notice by certified return receipt mail to adjoining and abutting
property owners between 15 and 5 days prior to the scheduled hearing.

Dear Property Owner:
You are hereby notified of the following public hearing to be held by the City of Fredericksburg
Planning Commission on the issues described below.

June _____
13th, 2018
PUBLIC MEETING DATE:_____
_______________
AT
7:30 PM, CITY HALL
715 PRINCESS ANNE STREET
COUNCIL CHAMBERS (LOWER LEVEL)
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401
ISSUE
DESCRIPTION: Revise the Site Plan and unit mix from 7 Townhomes

and 9 condominium units to 13 Townhouses total.

PROPERTY
ADDRESS:

506-516 Sophia Street

GPIN NUMBER:

7789-23-5802

As a citizen and party of interest, you are invited to attend the meeting and express your
views concerning the above issue. If you have questions regarding the request, you can
reach me at 703- 848-8052
Sincerely,

Steve DeFalco
Applicant signature

Applicant printed name

6

EXAMPLE DIAGRAM OF ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS

PROPERTY OWNERS LIST
________________________________________

__________________________________________

PROPERTY ADDRESS
Adjacent property owner names and addresses can be obtained by visiting the City website at
www.fredericksburgva.gov and following the link to GIS, or by visiting the Office of Real Estate at City Hall,
715 Princess Anne Street, Room 107.
Adjacent Property Owner’s Name and Mailing Address
Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Architectural Review Board

Revised Nov. 2014

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip
Architectural Review Board

Revised Nov. 2014

Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip
Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip
Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip
Property Address

Notes:

Owner Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY

Architectural Review Board

Revised Nov. 2014

___________
___________
_

Rezoning #
Special Use/Exception #

CERTIFICATION OF NOTICE
TO:

Zoning Administrator
715 Princess Anne Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22401

At least five days or prior to the public hearing, the applicant shall supply the Zoning
Administrator with the following notice documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A copy of the notice sent
A list of the names of those persons to whom notice has been given
Copies of the post office receipts for certified or registered mail.
A certification statement that notice has been sent by certified or registered mail to
those to whom notice is required to be given.

The applicant shall use the records and maps maintained in the City’s office of real estate
or GIS to determine the proper recipients of notice and reliance upon such records shall
constitute compliance with the requirements of the UDO.
The undersigned hereby certifies that the notice to adjoining property owners (copy
attached), as required, was sent to the attached list of property owners concerning the
following issue on (DATE)_____________
PROPERTY
ADDRESS:
ISSUE
DESCRIPTION:

Applicant Signature

Applicant Printed Name

Telephone Number

Date

NOTE: Applicant to return all notice documents at least five days or prior to the public
hearing to: Office of the Zoning Administrator, 715 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg,
VA 22401
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___________

________________

Rezoning #
Special UsefException#____________

SIGN POSTING AFFIDAVIT

-

(Name of Affiant)

being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:

On the
day of
, 20
, public hearing/notice sign(s), as
supplied by the Office of the Zoning Administrator, Community Planning and Building
Department. shall be posted in accordance with City sign posting procedures as stated on the
reverse of this affidavit, on the property that is the subject of this application. The sign(s) shall
be maintained in good condition on said property until after the public hearing/meeting.

Signature of Affiant

Date

Commission meeting
Council meeting

Commonwealth of Virginia
City of Fredericksburg

I,

a Notary Public in and for the

State and City aforesaid, do hereby certify that
appeared before me and acknowledged the same.
Subscribed and sworn before me this

day of

Notary Signature
Notary Registration #
Commission expires
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2018
PLANNING COMMISSION PUBLIC NOTICE AND MEETING DATES
PUBLIC NOTICE DATES

December 27, 2017/ january 3, 2018

MEETING DATES- 2018

january10 & 31

Ijanuary 31, 2018/ February 7, 2018

February 14 and 28

February 28, 2018/ March 7, 2018

March 14 and 28

IMarch 28, 2018/ April 4, 2018

April 11 & 25

1Apr11 25, 2018/ May 2, 2018

May 9 & 30

IMay 30, 2018/june 6, 2018

June13 & 27

june27,2018/july4,2018

julyll&25

uly 25, 2018/ August 1, 2018

August 8 & 29

4ugust 29, 2018/ September 5, 2018

September12 & 26

eptember 26, 2018/ October 3, 2018

October10 & 31

lOctober 31, 2018

/ November 7, 2018

INovember 28, 2018/ December 5,2018

November14
Only one meeting held in November

December12

IiOnlv one meetine held in December

The Planning Commission meets to conduct a public hearingand to considerapplications for Special Use Permits. Site Plans. Subdivisions, Rezonings. and Zoning Test Amendments.
on the second Wednesday of each mouth at 7:30pm. in Council Chambers, City Hall. 715 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg. Virginia. The applicant or his or her representative must be
present to answer questions from the Planning Commission. A second meeting is scheduled for the last Wednesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in Council Chambers as to consider acting upon
applications heard at its public hearing. Applicants must submit complete applications, along with the application fee, payable lathe City of Fredericksburg, to the Community Planniog
and Building Department. 209 City Hall. Carefully follow the instructions listed on the application for submitting a complete aovlication. Oflice hours are Munday through Friday. 8: 15
am. 104:30p.m. Only cnmpfete applications will be forwarded to the Planning Commission for its consideration. Filing dates are established tu allow sufficient time to process applications
and comply svith public notification requirements. Public notices svill appear in the Fredericksburg Free Lance-Star.

M4ohnevr#
Public FTP Access for the City of Fredericksburg
In order to share (upload or retrieve) electronic documents with the City of Fredericksburg, you may use
the City’s Public FTP site.
Step 1—Logging into the FTP Site
Open your default internet browser. Typically this is Internet Explorer
In the address bar at the top of the screen you will type in the un ftp.fredericksburgva.gov

-

-

Hit “Go” or press enter and you should see a login screen prompting you for the username and
password.
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Hit “Log On” and you will be brought to the FTP site.
flLogpTm

Step 2
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Uploading Documents
Click on the “Page” dropdown menu at the top of your screen.
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In the dropdown locate the option to “Open FTP Site in
Windows Explorer”, clicking on this option will ask you to
login again at which time you will use the same credentials
as before.
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You will then be shown the FTP site in a
typical folder/file layout. You can simply
drag-and-drop the files you wish to upload
into the Electronic Application Materials
folder. Click on the folder and then the
applicable year and month in which you
are filing the application. Create a new
folder within the month you are filing the
application, with the name of the
applicant, and put all documents in this
folder.
All information shall be submitted in a pdf
format.
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PLEASE NOTE:
**The City’s FTP site is for temporary transfer of documents ONLY; it is not for
permanent record
storage. Items older than 30 days will be DELETED without notice.
**This is a PUBLIC FTP so be cautious before utilizing this site. If your documents contain
sensitive or
confidential information then please seek other means in order to submit your documents.

L.

Speci& Exception

1..

General Description
A Special Exception is the
Cou1fies or grants
gefijrflIatAons within a

Process Flow Chart
Special Exception

Jj I

Pre-Application
Conference

of the
usen:toth:redy
the zoning regulations may be
which are unique and unlikely of recurre,;’r,
2.

RevIew Procedure
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

The Applicant or representative must participate
in a pre-application meeting with the Technical
Review Committee before submitting art
application for a Special Exception.
Following a pre-application conference, the
applicant submits an application and fee for the
Special Exception to the office of the Zoning
Administrator.
The Zoning Administrator reviews the application
for completeness within ten days, and notifies
the contact person if the application is not
complete.
Once the application is determined complete,
the Zoning Administrator distributes the
application to the Technical Review Committee
and the City Attorney and commences review.
The amount of time necessary to complete the
staff review is variable depending on the
complexity of the application and the accuracy of
the submitted
material.
The Zoning
Administrator will provide the applicant with
written comments at the end of the staff review.
The applicant may revise the application in
response to these staff comments.
The Planning Office prepares the staff report.
The City Attorney, in consultation with the
CITY COUNCIL DECISION
Planning Office, prepares a draft resolution. The
If approved, applicant must sign and
Planning Office then schedules the public
record a Notice of Special Exception
hearing by the Planning Commission, works with
(prepared by City Attorney). Proof of
the applicant to provide required public
recording must be submitted to Dept. of
notification, and forwards the application and
staff report to the Planning Commission.
Planning within 30 days.
The
Planning Commission
reviews
the
application and provides a recommendation to
the City Council for approval, approval with
conditions, or denial. Failure of the Planning Commission to report
within 100 days of the first meeting of the Planning Commission
.,

—

f.

—
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I

g.

h.

I.
j.
k.

3.

shall be deemed as a recommendation of approval, unless the
application has been withdrawn by the applicant prior to the
expiration of that time period.
Following the Planning Commission recommendation, City staff
schedules the public hearing on the application with the City
Council, works with the applicant to provide the required public
notification, and forwards the application, staff report, and
Planning Commission recommendation to the City Council.
Upon receipt of the report and recommendation of the Planning
Commission, the City Council holds at least one public hearing and
takes final action.
The City Council reviews and decides on the application following a
public hearing.
The City Council may include conditions of approval with a Special
Exception permit and may also require posting of a performance
guarantee.
Applicant must sign and record a notice of Special Exception and
record it in the Circuit Court of the City of Fredericksburg. Proof of
recording must be submitted to the Office of the Zoning
Administrator within 30 days of action.

ThIngs to Know
The request for a Special Exception from bulk regulations should only be
considered in the context of a Special Use Permit, Special Exception (use)
or Conditional Rezoning application.
City Council may grant a Special Exception conditioned upon suitable
regulations and safeguards, reasonably related to the Special Exception
application.
When the Planning Commission and City Council review, consider, and act
upon an application for a Special Exception, they shall do so using the
following criteria:
1. Whether the grant of the Special Exception is consistent with the City’s
Comprehensive Plan;
2. Whether the Special Exception is consistent with the goals, purposes
and objectives of the UDO;
3. Whether there has been a sufficient period of time for investigation and
community planning with respect to the application;
4. Whether the Special Exception is consistent with the principles of good
zoning practice, including the purposes of the district in which the
Special Exception would be located, existing and planned uses of
surrounding land, and the characteristics of the property involved.
5. Whether the proposed use or aspect of the development requiring the
Special Exception is special,extraordinary or unusual.
6. Whether the proposed modification or exception potentially results in
any adverse impact(s) on the surrounding neighborhood, or the
community in general; and if so, whether there are any reasonable
conditions of approval that would satisfactorily mitigate such impacts.
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4.

SubmIttal Requirements
Requests to for approval of a Special Exception shall include the applicable
fee and twelve copies of the application, with the following information:
Application, fee, and background materials loaded to
the City’s FTP website.
2

A notarized affidavit, signed by the applicant and
containing the following:
a. Alistingofthe names and addresses of all
applicants, title owners, contract purchasers,
and lessees of the land described in the
application, and, if any of such persons is a
trustee, each beneficiary having an interest in
such land, and all attorneys, real estate
brokers, architects, engineers, planners,
surveyors and other agents who have acted or
will act on behalf of any of such persons with
respect to the application. If any of the
applicants, title owners, contract purchasers, or
beneficiaries is a corporation, then the
application shall also contain a listing of all
shareholders who own ten percent or more of
any class of stock issued by the corporation
and, where such corporation has ten or less
shareholders, a listing of all shareholders. The
application shall also contain a listing of all
partners, both general and limited, in any
partnership with an ownership interest in the
property.

Attached as
Exhibit 2

b. A statement indicating whether or not any
member of the City Council or the Planning
Commission or any member of their immediate
household or family owns or has any financial
interest in such property or has any financial
interest in the outcome of the decision.
3

For any application filed by an agent, contract
purchaser or lessee of the property, a written statement
signed by each title owner confirming the applicant’s
status as the owner’s agent or contract purchaser and
indicating his endorsement of the application.
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4

Certified boundary survey of the property signed and
sealed by a professional surveyor, engineer, and/or
architect showing the following:
a. The metes and bounds of all boundary lines of
the subject property, and the bearings and
distances of each zoning district crossing or
abutting the property.
b.

The total area of the property, presented in
either square feet or acres.

c.

A scale and north arrow.

Attached
as
Exhibit 1

d. The location and dimensions of all existing
buildings, and easements of record.
e. The names and route numbers of all boundary
roads or streets and the width of existing rightsof-way.
f.

The signature and seal of the person preparing
the plat.

g. The location, names of owners, and GPIN of
abutting properties.
5

A General Development Plan providingthe following
items, unless waived (in whole or in part) by the Zoning
Ad ministrator:
a. A general narrative of planning objectives to be
achieved.
b. A schematic land use plan, at a scale of not less
than one inch to 100 feet showing: proposed
uses, structures, site improvements, facilities,
parking and loading access points, utilities, lot
layout, setback, height, lot coverage, floor area
ratios, density, open space, landscaping, buffer
areas and building restriction lines.
c.

An environmental analysis of the proposed site,
including a graphic inventory and any proposed
preservation of 100-year floodplain areas,
slopes in excess of 25 percent, unbuildable
soils, existing tree cover, topography at a
maximum contour interval of 5 feet, cemeteries,
watercourses, unique natural features, and all
known historic sites and resources, as
identified by the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources and the Fredericksburg Planning
Department.

d.

For sites located wholly or in part within the
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Overlay District,
an environmental site assessment prepared in
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accordance with UDO Section 72-34.5, and
other relevant information requested by the
Zoning Administrator.
e.

If applicable, a phasing plan delineating the
proposed phases of the development, the
approximate commencement date for
construction and a proposed build-out
timeframe.

f.

A transportation analysis which includes a
circulation plan, including location of existing
and proposed vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle and
other circulation facilities; general information
on the circulation facilities, including trip
generation, ownership and maintenance; and
proposed construction standards location and
general design of parking and loading facilities.
A full Traffic Impact analysis may be required by
the Zoning Administrator.

g.

A public facilities assessment plan presenting
the potential impact the proposed special
exception could have, at the maximum density
of development allowed in the proposed zoning
district (i.e., build-out), on the following public
facilities:

(1) Water treatment storage and transmission
facilities.
(2) Sewage transmission and treatment facilities.
(3) Streets and other public transportation
systems.
(4) Storm sewerage and drainage, including
stormwater management facilities, both on-site
and off-site.
(5) Public schools, libraries and other educational
institutions.
Public parks and recreational facilities.
h. A statement certifying that the use and
development of the property, and all
improvements thereon, are subject to the final
General Development Plan as well as to the
generally applicable regulations set forth in
UDO Section 7 2-33.
Other pertinent information as requested by the
Zoning Administrator.
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6

A written statement that addresses the following:
a. The proposed use including, but not ‘imited to,
ownership, hours of operation, proposed
number of employees, operator’s qualifications,
b.

How the request is consistent with the City’s
Comprehensive Plan (cite specific section and
page number).

c.

How the request is consistent with the goals,
purposes, and standards of the City’s UDO.

d.

Description of the development’s impact on
abutting and neighboring properties.

e.

How the request is consistent with the
principles of zoning and good zoning practice,
including the purposes of the zoning district, the
characteristics of the property involved, and
whether there are adverse impacts of the
proposed use.

8

A list of all abutting property owners, including those
located across the street, to include the names,
Geographic Parcel Identification Numbers, and mailing
addresses.

9

The Zoning Administrator may request additional
information applicable to the specific nature of a given
structure or use as deemed necessary to fully evaluate
the Special Exception.
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EXHIBIT 1

Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3
STATEMENT OF JUSTIFICATION

The purpose of this Application is to adjust the unit/number and density of the Project. The Project was
originally approved for 9 units in a 4 story multi-family building and 7 Townhouses for a total of 16 units
which equated to a density of 31 units/acre. We are requesting to reduce the density to a total of 13
Townhouses with a density of 25 units/acre.
The request for Modification/Amendment was necessitated through the Certificate of Appropriateness
(“COA”) issued by the Architectural Review Board (“ARB) on May 14th, 2018. This was part of a
reevaluation of the project as the previous Certificate of Appropriateness had expired. As part of
ongoing meetings in March and April of 2018 in seeking the COA there were two main concerns raised
by the ARB; 1) The overall height of the project roofs, and 2) the shadows that would be cast by the
buildings in the current configurations on the southern area of the north facing houses along Wolfe
Street.
Density: After collaborative and productive work sessions with ARB we found the most logical solution
was to reconfigure the site from a three-building project to a two-building project. This allowed us to
greatly reduce the impact of any shadows along the contiguous lot line between the Wolfe Street
residences. In addition, it allowed better and more logical access in and out of the Project site.
Height: With regards to the height we were also successful in reducing the overall height of both new
buildings by roughly 6-8 feet when compared to the previously approved Project. We accomplished this
through removal of the gable roof design and replaced it with a flat roof on top of the partially build loft
space. In addition to the overall height reductions this also gave the added benefit of minimizing or
removing, from sidewalk viewing angles, any portion of the loft space; The effect being most pedestrians
at street level on Sophia will not see the loft space and the buildings will appear to be three story
structures with flat roofs. These changes will specifically address the concerns of the ARB and the
neighbors and community stakeholders directly impacted by the project.
Parking/Traffic: The project will fully park all units within the Townhouses and will not add the need for
any street parking for residents. In addition, the Applicant hereby certifies that the use and
development of the property and all improvements thereon, are subject to the final General
Development Plan as well as to the generally applicable regulations set forth in UDO Section 72-33.
Comp Plan: The project continues to meet the revitalization efforts of the downtown Fredericksburg
area and meets he city’s goals of the 2015 Comprehensive Plan which encourages the development of
clustered and compact housing opportunities that will maximize the use of existing transportation
infrastructure for residents in Downtown Fredericksburg. The project also meets the Urban Riverfront
Corridor goals of encouraging development on the west side of the street (Sophia Street).
In conclusion, the requested changes will reduce density (from 16 units or 31 units/acre to 13 units or 25
units/acre), reduces overall height, contains all parking on site and meets the Comprehensive Plan and
stated city goals of providing urban compact development allowing for walkable communities that
revitalize the Sophia Street area and while preserving the historic downtown of city of Fredericksburg,
VA.

919 CHATHAM SQUARE OFFICE PARK
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405
www.legacy-eng.com
540.373.8350 (p)
540.369.4499 (f)

SITE DATA
PARCEL ADDRESS:
PARCEL GPIN#:
ZONE:
PARCEL AREA:
EXISTING USE:
PROPOSED USE:
BUILDING USE:
VAHU6 CODE:

506-512 SOPHIA STREET
7789-23-5802
CD (DOWNTOWN BUSINESS)
0.52 ACRES
MULTIFAMILY AND SINGLE FAMILY ATTACHED
SINGLE FAMILY ATTACHED
TOWNHOMES
RA46

ZONING DATA
ZONE:
MINIMUM LOT AREA:
MINIMUM LOT WIDTH:
FRONT SETBACK:
SIDE SETBACK:
REAR SETBACK:
MINIMUM OPEN SPACE:
PROVIDED OPEN SPACE:
MAXIMUM HEIGHT:

CD (DOWNTOWN BUSINESS)
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
0.06
50 FT

LOT 5

LOT 6

LOT 4

LOT 2

LOT 3

LOT 1

PROP. 3-STY
TOWNHOUSE
(TYP.)

RIVERVIEW PLACE

5' STAMPED
CONC. S/W (TYP.)

PROP. 3-STY
TOWNHOUSE
(TYP.)

LOT 8

LOT 9

LOT 10

LOT 11

LOT 12

LOT 13

CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA

LOT 7

NOTE: ANY EXISTING FENCES ALONG THE
PROPERTY LINE THAT ARE REMOVED
DURING CONSTRUCTION MUST BE
REPLACED.

GPIN # 7789-23-5802

PARKING PROVIDED:
TOWNHOUSE:
2 GARAGE SPACES PER T.H. X 13 UNITS = 26 SP

RIVERVIEW

19.5 SP
2.0 SP
21.5 SP

GENERALIZED DEVELOPMENT PLAN

PARKING REQUIREMENTS
TOWNHOUSE:
1.5 PER D.U. X 13 UNITS =
1 PER EVERY 5 UNITS =
TOTAL TOWNHOUSE REQUIRED SPACES:

5' STAMPED
CONC. S/W

RIVERVIEW PLACE

PARKING TABULATION

DRAFT portion of the Minutes of the June 13, 2018 Planning Commission
meeting relating to SE2018-01.

5. Steve DeFalco, Tradition Homes, requests an amendment to special
exceptions for general density to redevelop 506 – 516 Sophia Street (GPIN
7789-23-5802) in the Commercial-Downtown (CD) Zoning District. The
development plan is to demolish three existing buildings containing 13
townhouse units on 506-516 Sophia Street, a 0.52 acre parcel fronting
along Sophia Street, and redevelop the site with 13 new townhouse units in
two structures. The previously granted special exception permitted a total
of 16 new units, a mix of townhouse and apartment units, at a density of 31
units per acre and the proposed special exception would permit 13 new
townhouse units at a density of 25 units per acre.
Allowed by right in
Commercial Downtown Zoning

Requested Special Exception
Density
25 units per acre
(13 new townhome units)

12 townhomes per acre

The Comprehensive Plan designates the area where the subject properties
are located as ‘Downtown’ and does not provide a specific policy for
residential density, height, or parking. SE2018-01
Mr. Johnston provided a brief PowerPoint presentation (Attachment B) and
presented the application. He noted that there had been two previous Special
Exceptions granted for this property but that there is now a new property owner
who has proposed the project before the Commission today.
Mr. O’Toole asked staff if the proposed 13 townhouses have driveways and how
they would access parking.
Mr. Johnston said each of the townhouses have a 2-car garage, which is accessed
on the ground floor, and the garage doors that front on the alley. There is also
pedestrian on one side of the alley that connects on the southeast side and comes
out to the sidewalk along Sophia Street.
Mr. O’Toole asked how wide the alleyway would be.
Mr. Johnston said all the alleyways are 24-feet wide, meeting the fire department
standards.
Mr. O’Toole asked if parking would be permitted on the alleyway.

1

Mr. Johnston responded, no. He said the additional parking provision would either
be in the general area of Sophia Street or elsewhere.
Mr. O’Toole confirmed that visitors would most likely have to go somewhere else
for parking.
Mr. Johnston said this was correct.
Mr. O’Toole asked how this would be enforced.
Mr. Johnston said there would be “No Parking” signs installed in the alleyway and
they would need to provide their own internal enforcement.
Mr. O’Toole asked whether they owners would need some sort of HOA to maintain
the area since these would be private roads.
Mr. Johnston said, yes, they would need some sort of joint agreement to maintain
the alleyways.
Mr. Rodriguez asked if the 512 property is part of this application.
Mr. Johnston said it is not part of this project.
Mr. Rodriguez said he had heard there may be some discussion regarding placing
a hotel on this property.
Mr. Johnston said there had been some discussion.
Mr. Rodrigues asked, in its current capacity, what is the requirement for that
building in terms of parking for 512.
Mr. Johnston said that as part of their previous approvals they were required to
work out parking provisions, which was an agreement that has been completed.
Mr. Rodriguez said he remembers that they got access to the parking garage for
the Marriott and where the entire City staff is now required to park.
Mr. Johnston said he can attest that the parking garage is more than half empty.
Mr. Rodriguez said there would then be no parking for the business that would be
operating at 512 once the subject property is developed.
Mr. Johnston said that property has all been sold off and is separate from the
subject property.
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Mr. Rodriguez said the City needs to look at the big picture of what is happening
downtown in terms of parking. He confirmed that there is no parking permitted on
the left side of Sophia Street.
Mr. Johnston said that is correct.
Mr. Rodriguez asked if there was any regulations regarding allowing garages to
face the street.
Mr. Johnston said there are limits in terms of access onto the street but more
importantly but as far as historic district review (ARB), they are very concerned
about garages fronting on streets.
Mr. Rodrigues asked if there would be a fence installed between the properties
that abut the proposed project and Wolfe Street.
Mr. Johnston said yes, there is a stipulation that the fence that runs around the
perimeter of the property would be maintained.
Mr. Rodriguez asked staff to share what the ARB said regarding the project.
Mr. Johnston said they acted at their May 14, 2018 meeting and approved the
mass and scale of the project.
Mr. Pates asked if staff had heard any comments from the abutting property
owners.
Mr. Johnston said staff had received no comment.
Mr. Steve DeFalco, 2704 N. Buchanan Street, Arlington, VA, (applicant) said that
in terms of the garage, there would be some portion that is able to be viewed but
the majority of them will be protected from view.
Mr. Hornung asked the applicant if he has any concerns regarding the marketability
of being able to sell these units with the limited parking.
Mr. DeFalco said they were not concerned. This project is similar to one they
have completed in Herndon, VA, and there have been no reported problems with
that project.
Mr. Hornung opened the floor to public comment.
PUBLIC COMMENT

3

Ms. Kelly Barnes, 106 Wolfe Street, on behalf of and representing Ms. Ellen Ross
Gibson (owner of 106-112 Wolfe Street), spoke in favor of the newly proposed
project.
There was no additional public comment.
Mr. Hornung closed the public hearing on this item.
Mr. Gantt made a motion to recommend approval of the Special Exception request
(SE2018-01) to include the conditions outlined by City staff.
Mr. Beavers seconded the motion
Mr. Pates said although he intends to vote in favor of the motion, although he is
not completely supportive of the project. He said he believes it is unfortunate that
the City is approving the demolition of historically significant and architecturally
unusual buildings along Sophia Street. He said he also believes there are
problems with the height of the project and how it impedes with the light of the
abutting property owners. On the other hand, he said he believes it has improved
to some degree for that which was proposed a year or so ago and the application
before the Commission today actually reduces the density somewhat from what
had been approved. He added that as a City, we need to be more careful in our
redevelopment in the historic district.
Mr. Rodriguez said he intends to vote against the motion because there is not
adequate parking in the downtown area and to allow an additional 13 homes with
no guest parking and no access on one side of the street. He said he believes this
will only create more traffic issues and unsafe access. He said for these reasons
he cannot support the application.
Motion carried by a vote of 6 – 1 with Mr. Rodriguez voting against the motion.
PRESENTATION
6. Virginia Organizing, Bob Straight: Affordable Housing.
Mr. Straight provided a brief PowerPoint presentation (Attachment C) concerning
affordable housing.
Mr. Slominski asked Mr. Straight if he was also visiting the local counties to
address this issue.
Mr. Straight said he has addressed Stafford and Spotsylvania Counties.
Mr. Slominski said from what Mr. Straight presented, it appears that we have the
largest density of population at-risk in the area. He said it will be a challenge and
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that he and fellow Commissioners will do their best to address it, but he said he
was curious how much success will be had since we are already dealing with the
problem, and the people are already here.
Mr. Straight said he is aware that affordable housing will never be solved for
everyone. However, he suggested that if trailer parks, modular homes, high-rise
apartments, smaller homes and smaller apartments were more easily permitted, it
may begin address the problem.
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT
7. A general public comment period is provided at each regular meeting for
comments by citizens regarding any matter related to Commission
business that is not listed on the Agenda for Public Hearing. The Chair
will request that speakers observe the three-minute time limit and yield
the floor when the Clerk indicates that their time has expired. No dialogue
between speakers will be permitted.
Mr. Hornung opened the floor to general public comment.
There were no speakers.
Mr. Hornung closed general public comment.
OTHER BUSINESS
8. Planning Commissioner Comments
Mr. Beavers asked, in relation to the proposed 7’11/Valvoline facilities, if the City
has ever done some sort of ‘head-count’ on people who use the trails or
particular portions of the trails. He said he has been on the trail up by Wegman’s
many times and never sees many people using that portion of the trail.
Mr. Hornung removed himself from the dais and discussion on this as he had
stated he had a conflict of interest earlier in the evening.
Mr. Gantt took over as Chair.
Mr. Craig said he was not sure if a count has ever been done but that he would
try to provide an answer at the next meeting.
Mr. Slominski said he agrees with the comments made by Mr. Solley in that if we
begin breaking up trails and have crossings where pedestrians and vehicles are
going to merge, people won’t be as inclined to use them.
Mr. O’Toole asked if the City is currently doing a study on affordable housing.
5

9. Planning Director Comments
Mr. Johnston addressed Mr. O’Toole’s question regarding affordable housing.
He said the day prior to this meeting that there was over one hour of discussion
on this issue with the City Council. He noted that Mr. Craig and Ms. Finn had
pulled together a presentation, which was provided to City Council. He provided
a brief description of that discussion. Affordable housing and options to consider
is scheduled be addressed as part of the Area 6 Plan, sometime in the near
future. State Code does not allow the City to mandate it, but we can create
incentives for it, he said.
Mr. Pates requested that the Commission be provided the same presentation on
affordable housing that had been presented to City Council. He said it is an
extremely complex problem and emphasized that high taxes is what mostly
contributes to unaffordable housing. He also noted that he had recently read that
the City is currently doing 40-60 evictions every month, which is shocking.
Mr. Rodriguez asked if the City currently owns any large scale developable
property.
Mr. Craig said that when Virginia Organizing met with staff that they had provided
a list of all City properties, which is a substantial amount of acreage. He said
they went through the list piece by piece and other than potentially one small
property that may or may not be workable, they all had wetlands, or other issues
that would prevent being able to build on them. He also pointed out that the City
is not in the business of being a landlord.
Mr. Rodriguez also suggested that the Planning Commission be more involved
as this topic is addressed and possibly form a working group to provide the best
input in achieving the affordable housing goal.
Mr. Johnston said that City Council is taking the lead on this issue and he would
urge Commissioners, either collectively or individually, to contact Council
members and get a feel for what they believe the Planning Commission role
should be during the process. He said he believes the Council is planning on
forming a committee and that he does not have a problem with Commissioners
serving on the Committee since it is a land use issue. However, he said
Commissioners need to talk with Council to determine what its need of
involvement may be and how to best coordinate it.
Mr. Johnston brought Commissioners up to speed on the next steps in the Small
Area Plans process.
Mr. Pates said that the Planning Commission needs to be more involved directly
through the planning process for these Area Plans, and not simply part of
6

neighborhood meetings.
Mr. Johnston said the City has hired a new Zoning Administrator, who will begin
working with the City the third week in July.
Mr. Johnston said that there is no business to bring forward in August so there
may be no meeting on August 8.
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned.
________________________________
Chris Hornung, Chair
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ITEM #8A

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
Deidre G. Jett, Budget Manager
Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Budget Amendment in the City Grants Fund for the Emerald
Ash Borer Program
July 5, 2018 (for the July 10, 2018 meeting)

ISSUE
Shall the City Council approve an additional appropriation of $3,980 in the City Grants fund (Fund
210) related to the Emerald Ash Borer Program?
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of this resolution which requires only one reading.
BACKGROUND
The City submitted a cost-share application for the Emerald Ash Borer Program to the Virginia
Department of Forestry. The application was for the following:
“Two large ash trees, 1 along the Rappahannock River along Sophia Street in a park setting,
one in front of the historic Kenmore Plantation on Washington Avenue. Both are prominent
in the City and seem to be leafing out in excess of 60% so far. 8 additional ash along the
Heritage Trail, in excess of 20, need continuing treatment. Trees will be treated every 2 yrs.”

On June 25, the City was informed that the application was approved for fifty percent funding. The
local match will be provided by funds budgeted in the Urban Forestry Program. Work on the trees
should be complete by August 10th.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fifty percent local match will be provided through funds appropriated in the Urban Forestry
Program. No additional appropriation in the General Fund is required. The appropriation for the
City Grants Fund will increase by $3,980.
Attachments: Resolution
cc:

Mark Whitley, Assistant City Manager
David MacIndoe, Department of Finance
David King, Public Works
Diane Beyer, Public Works

MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-xx

SECOND:
RE:

Approving a Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Budget Amendment Appropriating Funds
Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Budget Amendment in the City Grants Fund for the
Emerald Ash Borer Program

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

On May 8, 2018 the City adopted the Fiscal Year 2019 Budget (FY19 Budget).
Since the passage of the FY19 Budget, the City applied for and received funding through the Virginia
Department of Forestry’s Emerald Ash Borer Program. The program will cover fifty percent of the
cost to treat two large ash trees.
The City wishes to perform this important tree maintenance.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that the FY 2019 Budget be amended to include the
following appropriations and authorizes the following expenditures in the City Grants Fund:
City Grants Fund
Source
OTHER CATEGORICAL AID
3-210-024040-0247
Department Total:

Emerald Ash Borer Program Grant

$
$

1,990
1,990

Transfer from General Fund

$
$

1,990
1,990

Total Source

$

3,980

Use
EMERALD ASH BORER PROGRAM GRANT
4-210-041505-3320
Maintenance Service Contracts
Department Total:

$
$

3,980
3,980

Total Use:

$

3,980

INTERFUND TRANSFERS
3-210-041505-0003
Department Total:

July 10, 2018
Resolution 18-xx
Page 2

Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting
************

Clerk’s Certificate
I, the undersigned, certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is
a true copy of Resolution No. 18- duly adopted the City Council meeting held July 10, 2018 at which a quorum
was present and voted.
________________________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

ITEM #8B

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Mayor Greenlaw and Members of City Council
Tonya B. Lacey, Clerk of Council
July 3, 2018
2018 Wall of Honor Recommendations

ISSUE
2018 Wall of Honor recipients.
BACKGROUND
The Memorials Advisory Commission had 2 applications for their consideration for the City’s
2018 Wall of Honor.
RECOMMENDATION
That City Council accept the Memorial Commission’s recommendation at the July 10 meeting to
place the following two (2) individuals upon the City’s 2018 Wall of Honor:
• Lemuel W. Houston (Lem)
• Anne Rowe
Attachments:
Applications

ITEM #8C

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

Tim Baroody, City Manager
Mike Craig, Senior Planner
Bill Freehling, Director, Economic Development and Tourism
DATE:
July 2, 2018 for the July 10 meeting
SUBJECT: Conceptual Unified Development Ordinance Text Amendment for Data Centers
ISSUE
City staff prepared the attached conceptual outline to permit and regulate ‘Data Centers’ in the
City of Fredericksburg. They are now drafting a Unified Development Ordinance Text
Amendment for City Council initiation later this summer.
BACKGROUND
The rise of the digital age has produced the need for warehousing, transformation, and
processing of digital information. This need is met by dedicating buildings or portions of
buildings to computers, servers, telecommunications and related equipment. The size of the
operation and the corresponding impact varies. Some are small and can function in an office
suite without any external impact at all. Some are housed in independent buildings as large as
a shopping center, which require regulations to properly manage the buildings mass, scale, and
potential impact on the City’s water supply.
The attached conceptual outline defines two levels of Data Center use: Small Data Center (less
than 5,000 square feet) and Data Center (larger than 5,000 square feet). Small Data Centers
are proposed to be permitted by-right in all commercial, mixed-use, and industrial zoning
districts. Data Centers are proposed to be permitted by-right in I-2 and by special use permit in
the remaining commercial, mixed-use, and industrial zoning districts.
The outline also assigns appropriate development and performance standards, including the
following requirements for the larger Data Center use:
- Requiring fenestration or other architectural differentiation of proposed building
façades.
- Requiring screening of all mechanical and electrical equipment.
Additionally, City staff are investigating potential performance standards where water based
cooling systems are deployed. The conceptual outline is provided for discussion and comment.
The next steps are to draft a formal ordinance, initiate the ordinance at a City Council meeting,
and begin the public hearing process for formal adoption.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Conceptual Outline – Data Centers Unified Development Ordinance Text Amendment

2
Conceptual Outline – Data Centers Unified Development Ordinance Text
Amendment
§ 72-84 Definitions
Define and stratify the Data Center Use Type based on square footage –
Small Data Center --- A use where the majority of the space is occupied by
computers, servers, telecommunications and related equipment, including
supporting equipment, where information is processed, transferred, and / or
stored, and where the total square footage of the use is 5,000 square feet or less.
Data Center - A use where the majority of the space is occupied by computers,
servers, telecommunications and related equipment, including supporting
equipment, where information is processed, transferred, and / or stored, and
where the total square footage of the use is greater than 5,000 square feet.
§ 72-40.2 Use Table
Assign the Data Center Use Types a Use Classification and Use Category:
Institutional Use Classification / Utilities Use Category
Assign zones where permitted by-right and by special use:
Small Data Center --By-right --- All commercial, mixed-use, and industrial zoning districts.
Special Use Permit --- None.
Data Center --By-right --- General Industrial (I-2)
Special Use Permit --- All commercial, mixed-use, and industrial zoning
districts
§ 72-41.2 Principal Use Standards - Institutional uses.
Data Center --1. Require that no more than 100 feet of any building façade visible from adjacent
properties or public roads be an “undifferentiated surface” by including at least
two of the following design elements: change in building height, building stepbacks or recesses, fenestration, change in building material, pattern, texture,
color, or use of accent materials.
2. Require that all ground level and rooftop mechanical equipment and all electrical
equipment, electrical yards, or electrical switching stations be screened, either by
solid fencing, parapet walls, or a Type D landscaping buffer containing a majority
of evergreen trees, from adjacent properties and public roads.
3. Potentially require performance standards where water based cooling systems are
deployed.
§ 72-53.1C(2) Minimum Off-street Parking Standards.
Assign minimum parking requirements:
Small Data Center --- 1 pk sp / 1,000 sf
Data Center --- 4 parking spaces for the first 4,000 square feet, 1 pk sp for each
additional 6,000 sf

PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
April 11,2018
7:30 p.m.
City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street
Council Chambers
You may view and listen to the meeting in its entirety by going to the
Planning Commission page on the City’s website: fredericksburgva.gov
MEMBERS

CITY STAFF

Chris Hornung, Chair
Kenneth Gantt, Vice-Chair
Tom OToole, Secretary
Jim Beavers
Jim Pates
Steve Slominski
Rene Rodriguez Arrived at 8:30 p.m.

Chuck Johnston, Director of Planning
Mike Craig, Senior Planner
Deidre Jett, Budget Manager
Allyson Finchum, Zoning Administrator
Marne Sherman, Development Admin.

—

1. CALLTO ORDER

Mr. Hornung called the April 11, 2018 Planning Commission meeting to order at
7:30 p.m. Mr. Hornung explained meeting procedures for the public, as well as
expected decorum during public comment.
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

> March 14, 2018

—

Approved/Adopted

4. DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST

None.
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2. FY 2019 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN

-

PC COMMENTS

Ms. Jett was available to address any questions or concerns of the Planning
Commission regarding the proposed Capital Improvements Plan (CIP).
Planning Commissioners agreed that they had no additional comments regarding
the CIP.
Mr. Hornung reminded everyone that Commissioners had previously given
comments to staff regarding the CIP and that two specific areas of importance
were that Planning Commissioners requested priority funding for the Small Area
Plans, and funding for future improvements to the Train Station.
Mr. Hornung said he would work with Mr. Pates and develop a formal
letter/memo to be addressed to City Council regarding the CIP.
Mr. Gantt made a motion to appoint Mr. Hornung and Mr. Pates to develop a
letter from the Planning Commission regarding the CIP and submit it to City
Council on behalf of the Planning Commission.
Mr. O’Toole seconded the motion.
Motion carried by a vote of 6

—

0. (Mr. Rodriguez had not yet arrived).

PUBLIC HEARINGS
3. RZ2018-01 Fredericksburg Economic Development Authority (owner’s
agent) requests a zoning map amendment of 90.06 acres from R-2
Residential and Commercial-Highway, to Planned Development
Medical
Center (PD-MC) with proffered conditions. The property to be rezoned
includes 2303 Plank Road (GPIN 7779-02-1758 the vacant lot adjacent to
Route 3 between Wendy’s and Bob Evans), 2401 Plank Road (GPIN 776993-9151 —the vacant lot beside Extra Space Storage and behind Bob Evans),
-21109 Mahone Street (GPIN 7779-03-1528 the 7.16 acre lot with a single
family home and a pond between Extra Space Storage and the Great Oaks
Subdivision Common Area), and 1500 Gateway Boulevard (GPIN 7769-947825 the vacant 77.97 acre parcel adjacent to Interstate 95 to the west and
extending from the rear of the U-Haul and Extra Space Storage sites to the
south across Cowan Boulevard to the north). The rezoning is intended to
create a new medical campus centered on a 378,400 square foot outpatient
clinic and spin-off medical office and commercial uses. The PD-MC zoning
district permits a non-residential density of a 1 .5 floor area ratio. The PD-MC
zoning district also permits a residential density of 8 units per acre on 10% of
the total property, senior housing or persons with disabilities on no more than
15% of the property, and dormitories and medical-related housing for health
-

—

-

—

—
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care professionals on no more than 15% of the property. The proffered
conditions include the dedication of right-of-way for the extension of Gateway
Boulevard and the public dedication of a three-acre site for future public
services. The Comprehensive Plan designates the area as both the T-5
Workplace transect (with a recommended commercial floor area ratio of 1.0
to 3.0 and a residential density of 12 to 30 units per acre) and the T-4 General
Urban transect (with a recommended commercial floor area ratio of 0.5 to 1.0
and a residential density of up to 8 to 16 units per acre).
Mr. Craig presented the application and provided a detailed PowerPoint
presentation exhibiting elements of the proposed rezoning request
(ATTACHMENT A).
Mr. O’Toole clarified that the “Proffer Statement” included with the application
would remain in place even if the VA Clinic did not locate at the subject site. He
asked, however, if the City would still be obligated to build {Gateway Boulevard
Extended] should the VA clinic not use the site.
Mr. Craig said Mr. O’Toole was correct that the proffers would remain in place
but that the City would not be obligated if the VA Clinic did not locate there.
Mr. Johnston said that Mr. Bill Freehling, Director of Economic Development, was
also present this evening to answer specific questions of the Commission and
that Mr. Charlie Payne, counsel for the property owner, was also available to
answer questions.
Mr. Hornung said the Proffer 7B mentioned a cost-sharing agreement. He asked
what that meant since he had not seen documents along those lines.
Mr. Craig expressed the opinion that an applicant could not offer a “negative”
proffer or obligate the City to take some action. He said the landowner and the
City were trying to work together to show that the City is committed to building
the road if the VA Medical Clinic does select this site and this language in the
Proffer Statement was an attempt to ensure that the City would do that. He said
the City and the Owner would enter into a separate agreement to share the
costs. The portion of the cost borne by the owner would be in the form of rightof-way dedication and that the City would then build the road. This was all
conditioned on the first line
if the VA Medical Clinic selects the site.”
‘. . .

Mr. Pates asked staff to explain more about the road funding.
had been an actual funding commitment by the City.

He asked if there

Mr. Craig said there had been no funds allocated but that the City was pursuing
VDOT funds, revenue-sharing funds, and other sources of funding such as these.
Mr. Pates asked if the City’s funding commitment was in writing.
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Mr. Craig said he would let Mr. Freehling address that question.
Mr. Bill Freehling, Director of Economic Development, provided a brief statement
regarding the proposed project (ATTACHMENT B). He also said that in
response to Mr. Pates’ question, the City had committed to providing the funding
for the road if the VA selected this site and the City was pursuing that possibility
on a daily basis, having conversations with FAMPO and VDOT to look at every
possible source of funding. However, he said, the City also anticipated that the
project would generate tax revenue exceeding one million dollars per year, which
staff believed to be roughly in line with the debt service required to pay for the
road.
Mr. Pates said he would re-state his question again: Was there a written
agreement with the property owner regarding the funding of the road?
Mr. Freehling said he believes the proffer statement addressed...
Mr. Pates said the proffer did not say that the City was going to pay for anything.
Ms. Dooley, City Attorney, addressed the question by Mr. Pates. She said there
was not a contract in place today between the City and the property owner that
committed the City to funding anything. But, what had been discussed was that
City was committed to making every effort to find the funding and to design and
construct the road. And, as Mr. Freehling had said, the parties have
memorialized that understanding through the Proffer Statement that says if the
VA selects this site for the outpatient clinic, then the landowners would share the
cost of constructing the road through the dedication of the right-of-way.
Mr. Pates said this told him that there was some sort of “gentleman’s agreement”
that this would indeed be funded, but we just don’t yet know how.
Mr. Gantt addressed an e-mail (ATTACHMENT C) that City staff received earlier
in the day from Mr. Powell, a copy of which had been given to each
Commissioner. He said Mr. Powell’s second question had been addressed but
what about the other two questions?
Mr. Craig said he had replied to Mr. Powell earlier in the day and apologized for
not providing Commissioners with a copy of his response. To address Mr.
Powell’s first question, he said that the City was pursuing funding for the road so
that it would be in the City’s bailiwick to make that connection; and when the City
reviewed the Master Plan, staff would be sure to check that connection. To
address a third question raised by Mr. Powell, he said he had talked with the
City’s senior Environmental Planner earlier about the ability to change the pond.
Mr. Craig said the pond was actually in the [Resource Protection Area (RPA)],
which the Environmental Planner said would be required to remain “wet.” He
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said, however, that there were some changes that could happen, such as it could
get bigger.
Mr. Pates asked about a note that was shown on the GDP. Sheet 2 said that
“approximately 8.4 percent of the subject property was comprised of steep slopes
or other unbuildable lands, as defined by the [Unified Development Ordinance
(UDO)]. Therefore, no reduction in density was required per Section 72-51 .1 A
or B of the UDO. First, he said he had noticed that on sheet 3, most of the area
North of Cowan Boulevard was where these undevelopable lands were located
and that it was indeed very steep. He said he was wondering if any
consideration had been given by City staff to maintaining this area as open
space. He also asked staff to explain the note.
Mr. Craig said the note refers to the Zoning Ordinance where there was a section
outlining different criteria [for land development], including steep slopes, which
was what existed on the subject property. He said the actual overall density was
reduced if [the amount of steep slopes] met a certain threshold. He said there
were two things. First, this property did not meet the threshold, since it was only
8% steep slopes instead of the 25% that would warrant a reduction in non
residential density. Second, the applicant was already limiting the permitted non
residential density by approximately one-third.
Mr. Pates asked, with these steep slopes, how the City would envision this area
being developed.
Mr. Craig said there were steep slopes adjacent to Smith Run, but most of those
were contained within the RPA. There were some generally flat areas adjacent
to Cowan Boulevard and one of those was under consideration for the City fire
station; the City was currently doing a feasibility study to see if that would work.
Overall, he said, in terms of the area being preserved, it was shown as T-1,
Preservation so that could be a recommendation the Planning Commission
should weigh in on. There was some usable space; however, that could serve
well as a Fire Station, and there was a level of protection around Smith Run
because that area was in an RPA.
Mr. Pates asked what the need would be to extend Gateway Boulevard in this
area at all.
Mr. Craig said this was a City-wide road and a City-wide transportation
improvement that would create a very usable connection. He explained the
details of the proposed transportation project, which included extension of trails,
etc.
Mr. Pates apologized for his comment, explaining that he had somehow not
realized that this project was same as the long-planned extension of Gateway
Boulevard all the way north from Route 3 to the intersection of Fall Hill Avenue
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and Wicklow Drive.
Mr. O’Toole asked for clarification on Proffer #3. He said it appeared that the
applicant had agreed not to have residential housing as a component of the
rezoning. And, it said that at least 30% of the land would be used as health
facilities, etc. He asked if there was some “magic” in the 30% number.

Mr. Craig said he would like the applicant to respond to that question. He said
this was a voluntary number and proffer that the applicant had offered and
agreed to. If, by chance, the VA Medical Clinic did not locate at the subject site,
this was some sort of guarantee that the property would have some substantial
medical uses because the rezoning [and proffers] would run with the land. He
explained the calculations involved.
Mr. Pates asked what uses would be allowed in the proposed new zoning district
by right and which ones would be allowed by Special Use Permit. He said he
believed that it was important to consider all those potential uses.
Mr. Craig read those uses that were also noted in his Staff report. He also
pointed out that any Special Use Permit would need to be heard by the Planning
Commission and then move on to City Council once the Commission made its
recommendation.
Mr. Hornung opened the floor to public comment.
PUBLIC COMMENTS
Rob Beck, 1108 Great Oaks Lane, asked how many houses would be permitted
to be built under the current zoning classification.
Mr. Craig said that under the current R-2 zoning classification there could be 59
homes built and under the C-H zoning classification, approximately 48 additional
units would be permitted in the R-12 zoning district (i.e., apartments). However,
he said, there was no residential being planned with the proposed rezoning, as
the applicant had indicated on the voluntary proffer statement.
Mr. Beck asked staff if there would be any signage visible to the Great Oaks
Subdivision as a result of the proposed project. He said he was concerned that
the tree buffer would be disturbed for the residents of the subdivision.
Mr. Hornung explained to Mr. Beck that the format this evening was for public
comment and not a question/answer period. He said he believed the questions
raised by Mr. Beck were worthwhile and that he wanted those questions
addressed but that the normal format was for individuals to provide public
comment and for the Commission and staff to take any questions raised under
consideration.
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Mr. Beck again asked if the Central Park Sign, or 1-95, or any other road be
visible from any home in the Great Oaks Subdivision.
Mr. Hornung thanked Mr. Beck for his comments/questions and announced that
he did not believe the Planning Commission was going to have enough
information to make a decision/recommendation this evening. He also
suggested that there might be a follow-up hearing so that some of the questions
raised by the public and the Planning Commission could be appropriately
addressed. He said he would like for staff to have ample opportunity to get the
information needed in order to answer those questions.
Lawrence Theon?. He said he and his wife were the owners of the property
that was just east of the proposed Gateway Boulevard, north of the pond. He
said he had heard a request for a sidewalk being extended from Gateway
Boulevard aH the way through the project and he had concerns that this sidewalk
was proposed to go directly across his property. Also, he asked if there would be
any impact to existing property owners and/or their properties based on this
development.
Brian Medvid, 1013 Jamis Place, said he was in support of the project and
thought the VA Medical Clinic would be a great use of the property. However, he
said, he would like to understand more about what was planned for the
development on the north side of Cowan Boulevard. As he lives in the Preserve
at Smith Run and is also the president of the homeowners’ association, he had
heard many comments from his residents in the neighborhood about accessing
Cowan Boulevard and the difficulty in doing so. He said he had concerns with
having another intersection created. He said he appreciated the application and
the Planning Commission’s efforts but would like to know more about its impact
on the residential neighborhoods.
Jean Concepcion, 39 Seneca Terrace, said that in 2003 when she moved to her
residence, she attended a “Fredericksburg Pathways Partners” meeting and had
been told that Gateway Boulevard was in the long term plan, which was 15 years
ago. She said that she believed if the City could create more pathways
throughout the City, this would be a great thing. She said this was the first time
she had heard that something may actually happen. She said the City also
needs another north/south connector.
Mr. Hornung closed the Public Hearing portion of the meeting as there was no
additional public comment.
Mr. Hornung asked if the applicant had anyone who would like to speak to the
application.
Mr. Charlie Payne, Hirschler Fleischer (attorney for the property owner) said that
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although he appreciated the concerns and questions raised by the public, he
was not going to address them. However, he said, Commissioner Pates had
raised a question about the rationale behind the 30% and he wanted to address
that. He said that, without a doubt, the proposed VA Medical Clinic was a “mega”
healthcare center, and that the proposed project could be the largest one in the
country, so obviously the amount of land that was required for that purpose was
significant. He said the property owner was more than willing to participate as a
partner in that process. If the VA Clinic did not select this site, the question
would become whether the property remained PD-MC and our desire to have
healthcare facilities at this location. What would be the normal size of such a
facility? He said his client had done some homework and found that 25-30 acres
was typically the acreage that would be used for a larger healthcare facility, so
that was the rationale behind the 30%. And, he said, the intent was absolutely to
primarily utilize this as an anchor development use for healthcare purposes. He
said if you raise that percentage higher, because of the unique situation of the
VA Clinic requirements for this site, you may lose opportunities for this site for
that purpose.
Mr. Hornung said he had a number of concerns. One was that one of the
potential uses remaining in the chart that staff provided was warehouses. He said
he would not want to see warehouses in that area and asked staff to consider
striking the use as an allowable use if the applicant was willing to proffer that, or
limit it to a type of warehousing, such as only for the storage of medical
documents, etc.
Mr. Horn ung said his main concern was not with the VA Clinic project but with the
possibility that the VA might not select this site and that this proposed action
would change the land use of the property and give a lot of allowable rights to the
property that would impact the City for quite some time. He said in a normal
rezoning, an applicant would be coming forward with proposals to build roads, do
certain improvements, etc. He said he understood that if the VA did not select
this site, the City would be relieved of that [road-building] responsibility and it
would fall back onto the applicant, but many of the allowed uses that could come
in without the VA he believes staff and Commissioners would be spending a lot
more time studying it.
Mr. Hornung said he was also concerned about the 30% figure, primarily
because if the clinic did not happen, then there were a It of other uses that could
go there that the City might not be equipped for. If you look at the Comp Plan
and what we have been thinking of a mixed-use center, he said he agreed that
the VA Clinic would be a great use on the site and one that the City would like to
see in that location and could be an engine to maintain the City as a hub of our
region, but, without it, the City would have a “blank sheet of paper” and even with
the additional submissions (e.g., master plans) that were required, as Mr. Pates
had said, these would not come back before the Planning Commission.
Therefore, he said, he would like additional time to go through those other
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potential uses and potential impacts. He said one of the impacts that he was
concerned about was the Traffic Study. He said he believed the Traffic Study
was probably a “worst-case” study that took the entire acreage and multiplied it
by an FAR of 0.5, which was a pretty high density, and it came up with a very
large amount of traffic. It looked at two intersections and those intersections
showed that they were failing and he was very concerned not just with those
intersections but what the City would have to do in the future with the other
intersections on Route 3 and Cowan Boulevard, as Mr. Medved had stated. He
said he believed we needed to prepare ourselves that if the clinic does come,
[the traffic improvements] were not simply going to be limited to extending this
road. He said he thought there were going to be some off-site improvements that
the City was going to need to make in the future.
Mr. Hornung said he would like to see if the City could look into asking for an
increased buffer along the back side of the project next to Great Oaks
Subdivision. He said it appeared that there were some wetlands, some slopes
and stormwater management [facilities] and it would be good to know how much
of the area buffer in the Great Oaks Subdivision was actually developable. He
said the map showed a Type D buffer but beyond that it shows wetlands and a
stormwater facility, etc., so it would be helpful to know what the net impact would
be of all of the pond completion. He informed those present at the meeting that
the slides and further information were available in the Planning Department.
He also asked about another concern voiced by one of the speakers whether
the propose sidewalk would go straight across his property.
—

Mr. Craig said the sidewalk would be placed in the public right-of-way and would
not be placed on anyone’s property.
Mr. Hornung said he would like to see the total amount of land designated for
medical use increased because if the VA Clinic did not choose the site and
something else came in, that would be some added protection.
Mr. Pates said he agrees with the comments made by Mr. Hornung. He said all
the work done [on the proffers] and the thinking around them were based on the
VA Clinic. He asked why the VA Clinic itself was not proffered, because if you
don’t have the VA Clinic, then the project “becomes a whole new ball game” and
lots of other uses can go there under the proposed zoning. He said if the VA
Clinic did not go through, then he believed it would be helpful for the Planning
Commission and the City Council to take a fresh look at the project. Particularly
if the City was not building the road, then that changed a lot of other aspects. He
said he thought the vision for the VA Clinic was very appealing and he would like
to see it happen, but if it did not happen, he agreed with Mr. Hornung that it
would be good for the whole project to come back through the process.
Mr. Pates referenced the Traffic Study, page 6, where it stated that the City
would need to add an additional westbound thru-lane on Route 3 to
9

accommodate this project. He asked how this was going to happen and how
would these improvements be financed.
Mr. Freehling said he was not able to answer all the questions at this time but
that he could say that the improvements to Route 3 and the northbound ramp for
1-95 were all being considered as part of the overall project.
Mr. Pates said that the Planning Commission needed to be more involved and
would like consideration be given to the Commission being involved in the Master
Plan phase of the project, per the proffers.
Mr. Gantt said that based on the comments made by Mr. Hornung and Mr. Pates,
it appeared there also needed to be a “Plan B” because there were several
unanswered questions or aspects of the proposed project that have no definitive
decisions at this time.
Commissioners agreed that they would like to have a work session to discuss the
proposed project, address concerns raised this evening, and allow staff
additional time to address these concerns.
Mr. Slominski made a motion to hold a Planning Commission work session on
April 18, 2018, at 6:30 p.m., in City Council Chambers.
Motion carried by a vote of 7

—

0.

NEW BUSINESS
4.

UDO Procedures Manual: Transmittal of draft Procedures Manual
amendments.

Ms. Sherman informed Commissioners of specific updates made to the
Procedures Manual. She said that the Planning Commission was not required to
recommend approval by City Council, but that the Commission had taken a formal
vote when amendments were made to the Procedures Manual and had
recommended approval.
Mr. Pates suggested that staff consider inserting language on page 7 regarding
real estate taxes being paid prior to acceptance of a land-use application. He also
asked for clarification of the language on page 1 8 regarding advertising signs (A
Frame) located in the public right-of-way. Ms. Sherman said she thought these
suggestions could be accepted.
Mr. Beavers made a motion to recommend approval of the edits to the Procedures
Manual, and that it move forward to City Council for its consideration.
Mr. Slominski seconded the motion.
10

Motion carried by a vote of 7-0. (Mr. Rodriguez arrived at 8:30)
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT
5. A general public comment period is provided at each regular meeting for
comments by citizens regarding any matter related to Commission
business that is not listed on the Agenda for Public Hearing. The Chair
will request that speakers observe the three-minute time limit and yield the
floor when the Clerk indicates that their time has expired. No dialogue
between speakers will be permitted.
None!

OTHER BUSINESS
6. Planning Commissioner Comments
Mr. Pates referenced the Pathways Plan that had been included in their
Commission packets and asked what action needed to be taken.
Mr. Johnston said that Mr. Erik Nelson provided the document as a draft so that
Commissioners could have sufficient time to read and digest the information, and
were prepared to provide recommendations at the May 9, 2018 Planning
Commission meeting.
7. Planning Director Comments
Mr. Johnston updated Commissioners regarding the selection process for the
consultant for the next eight Small Area Plans.
Mr. Johnston updated Commissioners on recent City Council actions.
ADJOURNMENT
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Introduction:

Existing Conditions
Proposed Use
Potential Impacts and Mitigation
Comprehensive Plan Compliance
UDO Compliance
Staff Recommendation

1.

Existing Conditions

Generally vacant and wooded.

• Four existing parcels totaling 90.06 acres.
•

Zoned R-2 and Commercial Highway.

• Adjacent to commercial uses by Route 3,
Interstate 95 to the west, and the Great Oaks
neighborhood to the east.
•

• Adjacent to PD-C, Commercial Highway, R
8, and R-2 zoning districts.

Total of 1,960,000 square feet
of non-residential use.

—

•

Department of Veterans
Affairs RFP for 400,000 +/square foot medical clinic. If
not selected then a minimum
of 30% of the site (exclusive
of the public use site and
right-of-way) must be medical
uses.

Proposed Use

•

Residential use not permitted.

2.

•

Proposed Use

2.

Proposed Use

Overall Infrastructure
Masterplan required prior to
any on-site site plan or
subdivision plat with limited
exceptions. Masterplan
requires:
•

•
•
•
•

—

Traffic impact analysis
and conceptual street
alignment and design.
Utility routing and
capacity plan.
Updated Environmental
Impact Assessment.
Phase I archaeology
survey.
General storm water
plan.

Overall Infrastructure Masterplan

2.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

2.17 Acres
3.15 Acres
16.59 Acres
1.90 Acres
40.00 Acres
6.53 Acres
6.29 Acres

Proposed Use
Land Bay A
Land Bay B
Land Bay C
Land Bay D
Land Bay E
Land Bay F
Land Bay G

—

Land Bay Masterplans
required prior to site plan
approval within each land
bay. Masterplans include:
• Concept plan showing
location of lots,
buildings, structures,
access, and landscaping.
• Parking analysis.
• On-site stormwater
strategy.
• Any required Phase II /
Phase III archaeology
necessitated by the
Phase I.
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3. Potential Impacts and Proposed Mitigation
—

Transportation Proposal includes the dedication
of the right-of-way for Gateway Boulevard. Limited Traffic
Impact Analysis submitted with application. Updated Traffic
Impact Analysis will be required with Overall Infrastructure
Masterplan.
-

•
—

Buffer to neighborhoods the zoning district
requires a Type D buffer between the proposed center and
Great Oaks and a minimum 70 foot setback.
—

•

-

Viewsheds from 1-95 Proposal includes a 25
foot landscape area along 1-95 to be installed between large
parking areas and the right-of-way.

• Proposed Environmental Changes

Gateway Boulevard includes crossing of several Resource
Protection Areas and wetlands. Updated Environmental
Impact Assessment required as part of master planning phase.
-

•

Historic Resources Phase I required with
Overall Infrastructure Masterplan. Phase II and Phase III
required with Land Bay masterplan if necessitated by Phase I.
—

•

Public Facilities Proffer statement includes 2 acre site for future fire station. Site is currently stated to be in Land Bay Area G.
Feasibility of the site is under review by public facilities and its exact location is to be determined. Proffer 8 requires that the owner plan, design
and construct the utility and stormwater infrastructure for the site.
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TRcr Zo

Property Line

Open Space

BuildTo Line

Parking Access

KEY

Roadway Connection

11111111 Access Roadway

4. Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use Map
MAP 16

KEY

—

____

—

Commercial

Multi Family

Office/Workplace

Single Family Attached

4. Comprehensive Plan Compliance
Transect and Land Use Goals:

•
•

•

T-i, T-4, and T-5W transects. The T-5W transect envisions this site
becoming a regional workplace. The T-4 transect envisions a mix of
urban uses, including transitional residential towards the east.
“Maximize the highly visible and easily accessed, large property on I95 to attract a high-quality, office / institutional tenant or developer.”
“Create an integrated, walkable community with planned
relationships, connections, and open spaces to elevate the potential
neighborhood experience.”
“Maximize the development value of the property, while considering
and respecting its context, including the use and size of the neighbor
parcels.

—

specifically cites this tracts commercial

build Gateway Boulevard.

Transportation
—

•
Business Opportunities
potential.

•

—

•

Historic Preservation Historic Preservation Plan Goal 2
“establish controls to assure that archaeological sites and subsurface
materials are properly identified, evaluated and mititgated prior to
excavation projects throughout the City.
—

•

Balance these goals against Environmental Protection Goal 3 Natural
Functions of Rivers and Streams. Proposed Gateway Boulevard
must cross two Resource Protection Areas and some wetlands.

MAP 4

—

—

Left

FDrcDuKG Ro

—

— —-—

oo

ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

PROPOSED STREET SEC11ON

01ST TO

PROPOSED GATEWAY BOULEVARD

5. Compliance with the Unified Development Ordinance
—

—

90.06

acres

Existing Zoning
• R-2
85.13 acres
• C-H
4.93 acres
• Zoning equates to 59 single family homes and / or 150,000 square feet of commercial use along Route 3.
• This vision established by the Comprehensive Plan contemplates a level of intense developmellt that exceeds, in use
type and density, what may be built in the R2 zoning district and a type of focused workforce use that does not
conform to the purpose of the CH zoning district.

Proposed Zoning
• PD-MC
-

• Purpose “permit the development and growth of general and specialty hospitals to serve as the nuclei of medical
center complexes within the City. The principal land use objective of the district is to permit the location around a
general hospital of closely related medical uses, such as medical offices, diagnostic laboratories, pharmaceutical
centers, special patient care units and allied housing units, in order to provide for an improved, convenient and
efficient health care and delivery system for the City region.”

• The proposed zoning of the property will enable the site to develop as a regional workplace as envisioned by the
Comprehensive Plan.
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Good evening Chairman Hornung and
members of the Fredericksburg Planning
Commission. My name is Bill Freehling, and I
am representing Fredericksburg’s Economic
Development Authority, which is the
applicant for this rezoning.
Thank you for this opportunity to speak to
you again about this application. As I stated
last month at the joint City Council/Planning
Commission work session, the project driving
this rezoning application is a Department of
Veterans Affairs medical outpatient clinic that
could be among the largest in the nation. We
expect the VA to issue a request for proposals
for this project this summer. For the Hylton
Venture property to be considered, it must be
zoned correctly at that time. Rezoning the
property to PD-MC will accomplish that.
We believe this project is one of the best if not
the best economic development opportunity
that has come to our region for many years. It
has the potential to:

S

• Create hundreds of jobs
• Improve medical care for our Veterans
• Bring thousands of people to
Fredericksburg on a daily basis
• Create ample new tax revenue
• Open up one of our best remaining vacant
parcels for development
• Improve both pedestrian and vehicular
connectivity
• Support existing businesses and
institutions
• Improve the first impression people get of
Fredericksburg from Interstate 95
• Improve the City’s emergency response
services
For these reasons and more, we ask for your
support of this rezoning application. I am
happy to answer questions, as are the
landowner and its engineer and attorney,
who are all here tonight. Thank you for the
opportunity to speak.

Robin Martin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael J. Craig
Wednesday, April 11, 2018 1:25 PM
Robin Martin
FW: Hylton rezoning

Robin,
Please print out for the Planning Commission this evening.
Tha nks,
Mike Craig
From: Scott Powell [mailto:SPowelI@spotsylvania.va.us]
Sent: Wednesday, April 11, 2018 1:08 PM
To: Michael J. Craig
Cc: bpowell@cityschools.com

Subject: Hylton rezoning
Mike,
My house (1005 Oakwood Court) backs up to the Hylton Rezoning. I have a few questions that you can hopefully
answer. Not sure how the Planning Commission format works in the City for asking questions.
1) Has there been any discussion of extending the sidewalk down Hays Street to connect to Gateway
Boulevard? Can that be a proffer?
2) If the VA hospital goes away and leaves Land Bay E open does Proffer 3 (no residential component) still hold?
3) I back up to the existing farm pond, is there a possibility to proffer that it does not get removed. I’d really like it
not to become a dry SWM pond. I understand it’s a logical place for a SWM pond but if it has to be removed, I’m
hoping to have some say that it becomes something that is not an eyesore behind my house.
Thanks,
Scott
540-424-0167

i. Scott Powell, P.E.
Division Director, Capital Construction
Spotsylvania County Dept. of utilities/Public Works
600 Hudgins Road, Fredericksburg, VA. 22408
Office (540) 507-7300
Direct (540) 507-7330
spowellspotsylvania.va.us
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PLANNING COMMISSION
WORK SESSION
MINUTES
April 18, 2018
6:30 p.m.
City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street
Council Chambers
MEMBERS
Chris Hornung, Chair
Kenneth Gantt, Vice-Chair
Tom O’Toole, Secretary
Jim Beavers
Jim Pates
Steve Slominski
Rene Rodriguez

CITY STAFF
Chuck Johnston, Director of Planning
Mike Craig, Senior Planner
Bill Freehling, Director of Economic Dev.
Allyson Finchum, Zoning Administrator
Angela Freeman, Business Dev. Mgr.
Kathleen Dooley, City Attorney
APPLICANT REPRESENTATIVES
Mike Blair and Mark King

CALL TO ORDER

Mr. Hornung called the April 18, 2018 Planning Commission work session to order
at 6:30 p.m.
The following was the structure for the work-session discussion of the rezoning of
90.9 acres from R-2 and Commercial-Highway (C-H) to Planned DevelopmentMedical Center (PD-MC) (RZ2018-01). The topics were derived from notes taken
during the public hearing held on April 11 2018, and from a follow up e-mail from
Chris Hornung, Planning Commission Chairman.
The applicant had the opportunity to address each item at the start of discussion,
followed by Planning Commissioner comment and I or questions. Planning and
Economic Development Staff were available to provide technical information on
each issue as needed. In light of Planning Commission discussion, staff

indicated that the City would be willing to consider the following voluntary
revisions potentially offered by the applicant to its proffer statement and GDP:
1.

Percentage of the property dedicated to medical uses:

Proffer 3A: Increase the applicant’s commitment from 30% to 35% for medicalrelated uses and add additional committed uses: pharmacy (clarify), business
and professional services office; and hotel (by SUP). This would also address a
potential problem for administrative review: How can City staff be sure an office
will be a medical office and not a general office? What about Mary Washington
Hospital administrative offices? Would they be medical or general office uses?
2.

Permitted uses on site:

Proffer 3: Exclude warehouses. Exclude heliports, except as accessory to a
hospital/clinic use.
Proffer 3: Prohibition on residential uses:
Mr. Hornung had asked whether the applicant would permit “dwelling upper
story” uses, up to 72 units. The Planning Commission was of two minds on this
topic. Pates, Gantt, and Rodriguez indicated they were opposed to all residential
uses and supported Proffer 3 as written.
Commissioners Hornung, Beavers, and Slominski indicated that they would
support adding “dwelling upper story” residential uses looking for consistency
with Area 3 Small Area Plan (i.e., vertical mix of uses, with commercial
downstairs and residential upstairs). Commissioner Slominski would tie
residential uses to the construction/development of Gateway Boulevard. PC
would leave it up to the applicant to propose what works. Commissioners
acknowledged that the residential-uses issue was one that it had raised, not the
applicant.
-

3.

Buffering for adjacent uses and Interstate 95:

New Potential Proffers: Buffer for Great Oaks Subdivision Mr. Craig pointed
out that the building setback in the PD-MC Zoning District was 70 feet (plus 1/1
for building taller than 50 feet tall), but a parking lot could be built closer to
adjacent residential uses. Mike Craig also indicated that the “Type D” buffer
proffered by the applicant was the most opaque class of buffer in the City Code.
—

Mark King mentioned that the topography/grade of the Hylton site was about 30
feet higher than adjacent residential uses (i.e., Great Oaks Subdivision). This
grade would [naturally] buffer the view of the proposed project from adjacent
residential uses.

Commissioner Hornung stated that be believed the existing slope was probably
uneconomical to develop and could be proffered as a buffer, but Mr. King pointed
out that Hylton was trying to preserve as much buildable area as possible. A
larger buffer proffer would be too restrictive from the applicant’s perspective.
Commissioner Hornung reiterated that he would like to see a better buffer
between Hylton’s property and Great Oaks residences 50 feet undisturbed
seemed reasonable to him. Commission members expressed a desire to protect
adjacent residential uses from the commercial uses on the Hylton site and
indicated a willingness to go to Great Oaks for a site visit.
-

Commissioner Hornung also asked about preservation of the existing tree
growth. Mr. King responded that the City’s ordinance permits the developer to
preserve existing trees as part of its buffer.
Commissioner Pates asked how the proposed development would buffer
residential uses from light and noise pollution from 1-95. Mr. Blair mentioned that
there were existing pine trees along 1-95 and that the applicant would leave as
many as they could. Again, he said, the grade of the Hylton site would buffer the
residences from 1-95. The proposed Outpatient Clinic will be located between the
Central Park big red sign and the adjacent residences, so the residents’ view of
that sign would be obstructed.
Mr. Pates was interested in a potential proffer to preserve trees along 1-95, but
Mr. King felt that this was too restrictive at this point in time. The developer would
need flexibility and visibility along 1-95. Commissioner Hornung agreed that the
landowner would have to cut the slope down. The other Commissioners
expressed a greater interest in buffering the adjacent residential area from the
Hylton development than anything from 1-95 or Central Park.
4.

Transportation impacts! off-site sidewalks:

New Potential Proffer: Off-site Transportation Improvements Mark King
addressed a citizen’s question about the extension of a sidewalk along Gateway
Boulevard and shared with Commissioners an exhibit.
-

Transportation improvements: Planning Director Johnston acknowledged that
transportation improvements might include improvements to Route 3.
Commissioners remained interested in the fiscal commitment that the City would
be making by approving this rezoning. It could be more than $15 million.
Mr. King referenced VDOT’s “Star Study” of this area and the conservative [floor
area ratio] (worst case scenario) used for projecting traffic impacts of the Hylton
development. PC final word: be sure that City Council is informed that there will

be many more transportation improvements required in addition to Gateway
Boulevard —Route 3 impacts and costly off-site improvements.
Commissioner Rodriguez asked how long it would take for the City to recoup the
cost of constructing the road. Mr. Freehling replied that tax revenues were
estimated at $1 M annually, which is roughly the debt service on the road over
about 20 years. Commissioners generally have this concept, with Commissioner
Beavers adding that civic pride is also important and the VA clinic would be really
good.
5.

Dedication of ROW:

Proffer 7: Mr. Blair indicated that the applicant was concerned that the future
was unknown on the dedication of the Gateway Boulevard right-of-way and
wanted to keep flexibility.
Commissioner Hornung asked what future use of the property would not benefit
from Gateway Boulevard? It would add value to the property and any highpaying use would want to have this road.
Mr. Blair responded that a data center was looking at the entire 90 acres and
suggested that such a use would not need the road.
Commissioner Hornung noted, however, that a data center was not an allowed
use in the PD-MC district and would require a rezoning.
Commissioners Pates and Rodriguez commented that Gateway Boulevard is
envisioned as a major transportation improvement in the Comprehensive Plan.
Why would the City ever agree to let it go and not require its dedication with any
proposed use?
Width of Gateway Boulevard: Mr. Johnston commented that beyond Home
Depot, the road widens out to the 110’-width modern standard.
Mr. Blair proposed that, if Hylton applies for the vacation of the ROW, then it
would promise to re-dedicate the ROW when the City was prepared to construct.
6.

Master plan approvals

Proffer 4: Involvement of the Planning Commission in the Land Bay Master
Plans. Mr. Johnston commented that under a Plan B situation (i.e., if the VA
Outpatient Clinic did not materialize), Planning Department staff would support
the notion of the property owner returning to the Commission for advisory review
of the Infrastructure Master Plan and Land Bay Master Plans.

Mr. Pates indicated he would like for a public hearing to be included with such a
review process. Planning staff would support this approach if the VA Outpatient
Clinic did not come, then Infrastructure and Land Bay master plans would be
reviewed by the Commission, with a public hearing, but approved
administratively. Mr. Pates indicated that he did not favor administrative review
of such plans.
-

Mr. Blair said that he would need to discuss this with Mr. Payne. Mr. King favored
Planning Commission review in a work session, but not a public hearing.
Commissioner Hornung could go with either a work session or a public hearing.
Mr. Pates indicated that he favored the need for a public hearing.
Mr. King stated that Stafford and Spotsylvania have both promised expedited
review of the VA clinic proposal, which makes their sites attractive. The City staff
responded that Commission review of master plans would happen only in the
“Plan B” situation. Mr. King felt strongly that even a Plan B review should be in a
work session setting. Mr. Blair added that the work session setting has been
very productive and he would prefer advisory review in a work session meeting
because it resulted in more valuable dialogue and problem-solving.
Mr. Pates responded that if the VA clinic doesn’t come, then the whole project is
a bit of a “blank slate,” and the public would like to know what is going to happen.
Mr. Hornung indicated that he supported Mr. Pates’ position. This is for
landowner to review with its attorney.
Potential resolution: Just say it comes back to the Commission for advisory
review, and let the Commission decide what type of notice to post and
when/whether to hold a public hearing or just take comment. The Commission
can do whatever it wants with its meeting agenda. It may be better for staff to
hold an open house so there can be informal dialogue.
Conclusion:
Mr. Hornung thanked everyone for coming to meet with City staff and the
Commission. He indicated that the Commission was “rooting for you,” but
wanted to protect the citizens if the clinic didn’t come.
Mr. Blair agreed that this work session had been productive and appreciated
what City staff and the Planning Commission were doing.
Work Session Adjourned.

Chris Hornung,

PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
April 25, 2018
7:30 p.m.
City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street
Council Chambers
You may view and listen to the meeting in its entirety by going to the
Planning Commission page on the City’s website: fredericksburgva.gov
MEMBERS

CITY STAFF

Chris Hornung, Chair
Kenneth Gantt, Vice-Chair
Tom O’Toole, Secretary
Jim Beavers
Jim Pates, Absent
Steve Slominski, Absent
Rene Rodriguez

Chuck Johnston, Director of Planning
Mike Craig, Senior Planner
Kathleen Dooley, City Attorney
Erik Nelson, Transportation Admin

1. CALLTO ORDER
Mr. Hornung called the April 25, 2018, Planning Commission meeting to order at
7:30 p.m. Mr. Hornung explained meeting procedures for the public, as well as
expected decorum during public comment.
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
None.
OLD BUSINESS
4. Continuation of RZ2018-01 Fredericksburg Economic Development
Authority (owner’s agent) requests a zoning map amendment of 90.06
acres from R-2 Residential and Commercial-Highway, to Planned
Development Medical Center (PD-MC) with proffered conditions in order
-

—

1

to create a new medical campus centered on a 378,400 square foot
outpatient clinic and spin-off medical office and commercial uses.
Mr. Craig provided an update and PowerPoint presentation since the April 18,
2018 work session on this rezoning request. He reviewed answers to questions
that were raised at the April 11, 2018 public hearing by four members of the
public:
•
•
•
•

•

Whether or not the Central Park, or 1-95, would be visible from homes in
the Great Oaks Subdivision;
Whether or not “residential” uses would be included as part of the project;
The impacts of the project on both Great Oaks and the Preserve at Smith
Run;
The transportation connections both sidewalk and roadway to the overall
network and what impacts will the development have on adjacent
properties; and
A general comment that the proposed project and roadway will be an
overall benefit to the City.
—

Mr. Craig also noted that the applicant had presented a revised Proffer
Statement, which has been provided to Commissioners, and provided the key
components. The applicant resubmitted the Proffer Statement as a result of the
public hearing on April 11 and the work session on April 18. Revisions include:
-

-

-

-

-

Proffer 3 has been modified to permit up to 72 residential dwelling units in
vertically mixed-use buildings above non-residential uses.
Proffer 3 has been modified to prohibit warehouses and heliports (except
where accessory to hospital or clinic uses) on the Property.
Proffer 3(a) has been modified in three ways. The percentage of the
required medical use has been raised from 30% to 35%. The number of
uses included in this percentage has been increased to include business
or professional offices and hotels and motels.
Proffer 5(e) has been added to state that “In the event the Outpatient
Clinic Site is not selected for the Property, the Applicant agrees, after the
initial review and comments by the City’s administrative planning staff, in
accordance with the City’s Uniform Development Ordinance, to solicit
advisoiy comments, pursuant to a scheduled work session, from the City
Planning Commission prior to the final approval of a site plan or
subdivision plat for any Land Bay.”
Proffer 7(d) has been modified to state that “in the event the City does
vacate and convey back the right of way area described above under
Section 5(a), and thereafter desires to move forward with the construction
2

of the Future Gateway Blvd. and Future Gateway Blvd Extension, the
Owner agrees to then rededicate the right of way area (as may be
adjusted) required for the construction of the Future Gateway Blvd. and
“Future Gateway Blvd. Extension.
Mr. Gantt confirmed that there had been no change by the applicant to the
proposed buffer. He asked if this was because with the “protected areas,” an
increased buffer would not be needed.
Mr. Craig referred to the map and said that there were existing features that
provided for natural buffering the pond, Resource Protection Area (RPA); and a
deeded Homeowners Open Space. He said the applicants had provided (just
prior to the meeting this evening) a couple of photographs of what an Opaque
Buffer might look like, and he would allow the applicant to speak to that.
—

Mr. Charlie Payne, Attorney for the Property Owner with Hirschler Fleischer said
that the 25’ buffer that is currently proposed is consistent with the UDO. He
noted that Mr. Mark King, Bowman, was also present to answer additional
questions. He said that making any adjustment to the buffer would take away
from the medical building significantly.
Mr. Hornung asked what was the most intensive or restrictive buffer listed in the
UDO.
Mr. Craig said a Type D opaque buffer, which is what has been proposed for this
site. He explained what the Type D Buffer consists of.
Mr. Hornung asked if the evergreens make it an opaque buffer.
Mr. Craig said evergreens are not required.
Mr. Hornung asked Mr. Payne if the applicant would be willing to state that they
would use a certain amount of evergreens.
Mr. Payne said he believes that would be fine.
Mr. Hornung asked what the timing of the buffer would be.
Mr. Payne said that, according to Mr. King, it would go in as part of the initial
development clearing, infrastructure and buffer.
—

Mr. Gantt asked Mr. Payne what he believed would be feasible as an increase in
the buffer.
Mr. Payne explained, once again, that you would lose square footage in the
building because you would lose parking.
3

Mr. Mark King, civil engineer for Bowman Consulting said that as Mr. Payne
explained, this area is on a hill and sits approximately 60-70 feet above the
homes. He said they will have to cut some of the hill down to generate dirt and
balance the entire site. He explained what the work they would have to
accomplish if the VA picks this site for the new clinic. He said the maximum
buffer they could propose y be up to 30 feet.
Mr. Horn ung referenced the traffic study and asked what square footage [of
development] was considered in that study.
Mr. King said it was 1.96 million square feet. However, the proposed project was
a little less than half of that. He said they were still in line with the Star study that
VDOT conducted.
Mr. Hornung said one of his biggest concerns related to the traffic impact of this
project, especially along Route 3. He asked Mr. Freehling if he had heard
anything from the City Manager or City Council, related to support for those
improvements.
Mr. Freehling deferred the question to Mr. Erik Nelson, Transportation
Administrator.
Mr. Nelson said the City had worked very hard to bring this project together. The
overall project was approximately a $27 million project, which included the road
improvements a 4-lane divided road, sidewalk, trail, intersection improvements
at Route 3 (which is approximately 1 .7 million) as well as
improvements/reconfiguration to the Northbound 1-95 off ramp. The City is
working with numerous parties, including State agencies, the property owner,
and internal resources to make it work.
—

Mr. Hornung asked how much of that cost was in the City’s current
Transportation Plan, versus things that may be new and driven by the proposed
VA project and development of the property.
Mr. Nelson said this roadway plan has been in the City’s Comp Plan for
approximately 20 years and modeled many times with certain assumptions
newest thing being the 1-95 northbound ramp reconfiguration.
Mr. Rodriguez asked how much the City would pay of the $27 million.
Mr. Nelson said he thought it wouldn’t even come close to $10 million.
explained how the breakdown of funds could possibly go.
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He

—

the

Mr. Freehling reminded Commissioners that the City had conducted an analysis
of the tax revenue for this project and it was estimated at $1 .1 million dollars per
year, which would support the debt service for the City’s part of this project.
Mr. O’Toole made a motion to recommend approval of the rezoning request
(RZ2O1 8-01), to include a recommendation to increase the [width of the] buffer to
30 feet; and for the applicant to propose a minimum amount of evergreen trees
within the buffer.
Mr. Beavers seconded the motion.
Mr. Hornung said he continued to have concerns regarding the proposed buffer,
but also believed that the proposed VA Clinic was a good use of the property and
was consistent with the UDO.
Mr. Gantt thanked the applicant his team and staff for working so diligently to
come to the best possible scenario after taking into consideration the concerns of
City residents.
Motion carried unanimously by a vote of 5

—

0.

5. The Pathways Plan transmitted at the April 11 meeting.
Mr. Nelson distributed a map of the City showing current and proposed trails. He
also reminded Commissioners that he had given the draft Pathways Plan to
Commissioners at their April 11th meeting.
He said staff intended to bring the
Plan back to the Planning Commission for public hearing in June, with the hope
that the City Council may publicly hear it in July. He said staff has had several
neighborhood meetings to discuss the plan and will hold additional meetings as
people desire. The City has begun the creation of 10-foot-wide multi-use trails,
but that there is a need to link neighborhoods and areas of the City to that network.
He briefly went over what is contained in the draft plan.
Mr. Hornung noted that there were some paved trails and some unpaved trails.
Mr. Nelson said there are a lot of unpaved trails and that staff recognizes there are
some additional trails that need to accommodate bike and pedestrian traffic.
Mr. O’Toole asked about the funding aspects.
Mr. Nelson said it was a combination of Federal, State, and local funds.
Mr. Gantt noted asked if the Pathways Plan were linked with the VCR trail, as he
did not see the VCR trail noted on the large map.
Mr. Nelson noted that the VCR trail was on the map that he distributed and
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apologized that the faded color of the trail was very difficult to see.
would provide more vibrant and distinguishable maps in the future.

He said he

There were no additional Commissioner comments.
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT
5. A general public comment period is provided at each regular meeting for
comments by citizens regarding any matter related to Commission
business that is not listed on the Agenda for Public Hearing. The Chair
will request that speakers observe the three-minute time limit and yield
the floor when the Clerk indicates that their time has expired. No dialogue
between speakers will be permitted.
None.
OTHER BUSINESS
6. Planning Commissioner Comments
None
7. Planning Director Comments
Mr. Johnston provided an update of recent City Council actions. He said there
had been lengthy discussion about initiating a Comprehensive Plan Amendment
for property primarily occupied by a mobile home park off of U.S. Route 1. The
property owner had approached Council about initiating a Comp Plan Amendment
in order to permit a commercial rezoning. However, the way the State Code is
structured, only a governing body can initiate a Comprehensive Plan Amendment
outside of a Comprehensive Plan Development process. Several Council
members expressed concern about the affordable housing issue with the
elimination of the mobile home park and expressed concern about Commercial
development in this particular area. Therefore, they deferred any action until a
June meeting and it will probably move forward from there.
Mr. Hornung gently interrupted Mr. Johnston to announce that the subject property
to which Mr. Johnston was referring was his employer and that he would therefore
refrain/abstain from takingpart in any discussion on the subject. He also asked
that Commissioners not include him in any e-mails that may arise as this process
moves forward. He said he would pass the gavel on to Mr. Gantt when the issue
comes up.
Mr. Beavers asked how many people currently live in the mobile home park
community.
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Mr. Johnston said when this process started about a year ago, there were 28
mobile homes. Since then, a couple have moved out and a couple units have
become vacant. He said there were too many unanswered questions at this point
because the Silver Companies cannot give people a timeline until they know for
sure what the City intends to do with a Comp Plan Amendment. He said Silver
Companies has expressed a willingness to assist people in relocating/moving. He
explained the process.
Mr. Hornung said he was very uncomfortable remaining in the chair and said that
had he known this was going to be discussed, he would have recused himself. He
stepped down and turned the meeting over to Mr. Gantt in order for staff and
commissioners to continue their discussion.
Mr. Gantt referred to Mr. Johnston’s statement that the Property Owners were
willing to help residents find alternative housing. He asked how this was going to
be defined.
Mr. Johnston said there has been some discussion and some sort of commitment
made by the Silver Companies to make a financial contribution to the United Way
and then the United Way would in turn be a source of assistance to the property
owners. He gave a couple scenarios that had been discussed such as types of
zoning uses, etc.
Mr. Hornung resumed his position as Chair.
Mr. Johnston informed Commissioners that there is no business to bring forward
for a May 9, 2018 meeting and therefore would not schedule a meeting for that
date.
Mr. Johnston said that City staff intended to bring the Pathways Plan back to the
Planning Commission for a public hearing on June 13, 2018.
ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned.

Chris Hornu,vehair
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ITEM #10A

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Mayor Greenlaw and City Council
Tonya B. Lacey, Clerk of Council
July 3, 2018
Council Board and Commission Appointments

ISSUE
Council assignments to boards and commissions.
RECOMMENDATION
At the July 10 regular session, Council is requested to fill vacancies on the
following Boards and Commission.
COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS REQUIRED
•

Board of Social Services – one Council representative needed

•

Central Rappahannock Regional Library Board of Trustees – one Council
representative needed

•

Community Policy & Management Team for Youth & Family Services –
one Council representative needed

•

Fredericksburg Area Museum (FAM) – one Council representative needed

•

Fredericksburg Arts Commission - two Council representatives needed

•

Fredericksburg Clean
representative needed

•

Fredericksburg Regional Alliance – one Council representative and one
Council alternate needed

and

Green

Commission

–

one

Council

•

George Washington Regional Commission and Fredericksburg Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization – two Council representatives and
one alternate

•

Housing Advisory Committee – two Council representatives needed

•

Main Street – one Council representative needed

•

Potomac Rappahannock Transportation Commission - one Council
representative and one Council alternate needed

•

Rappahannock Area Agency on Aging Advisory Board (RAAA) Board of
Directors – one Council representative needed

•

Rappahannock Council
representative needed

•

Rappahannock Juvenile
representative needed

•

Rappahannock Regional Solid Waste Management Board (R-Board) – two
Council representatives

•

Rappahannock River Basin Commission – one Council representative
needed and one Council alternate needed

•

Recreation Commission – one Council representative needed

•

Regional Group Home Commission – one Council representative needed

•

Town and Gown Committee - two Council representatives needed

•

Virginia Railway Express Operations Board – one Council representative
and one Council alternate

•

Schools Working Group – two Council appointments and one Council
alternate

Against

sexual

Detention

Assault

–

one

Council

Commission

–

one

Council

ITEM #11A

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
Bill Freehling, Director, Economic Development and Tourism
Multi-Purpose Stadium Letter of Intent
July 3, 2018 (For July 10 City Council meeting)

ISSUE
Should City Council approve a Letter of Intent (LOI) with Potomac Baseball, LLC, for the
development of a multi-purpose outdoor recreational facility in Celebrate Virginia South?
RECOMMENDATION
Yes, City Council should approve the LOI.
BACKGROUND
For about a year, the City of Fredericksburg has been in talks with the owners of the Potomac Nationals
about relocating the Club to Fredericksburg. The Club, which is the Class A-Advanced Minor League
Baseball franchise of the Washington Nationals in the Carolina League, currently plays in a stadium
in Prince William County that no longer meets the minimum requirements of Minor League
Baseball. The Silber family for almost 30 years has owned the Club, whose business name is
Potomac Baseball, LLC.
The Club is interested in exploring privately designing, financing, and constructing a state-of the-art,
multi-purpose, 5,000-seat Minor League Baseball stadium in the City to serve as its new home. The
proposed location for the stadium is a site in Celebrate Virginia South, which was designed to handle
the type of traffic flow anticipated at the stadium. After many months of conversations and
negotiations, the City of Fredericksburg and Potomac Baseball, LLC, have settled on a proposed LOI
that follows this memo. City Council at its July 10 meeting will be asked to approve the LOI, which
would then kick off a 120-day study period that could culminate in definitive agreements between the
two sides.
The multi-purpose stadium, which is expected to cost about $35 million to build, would be privately
financed, maintained and operated, but the City of Fredericksburg would be required to pay $1.05
million annually to the Club for 30 years (which is the minimum amount of time that the Club must
remain in Fredericksburg). The payment would help facilitate private financing for the stadium, though
the family would still be responsible for the remaining debt service (about 60 percent) as well as all
operational costs. The City believes that it can generate sufficient revenue at the stadium to fully offset
the required payment, as further detailed below. The payment would be subject to appropriation, but
should a future Council fail to appropriate the money, the City would be required to make a
termination payment to the Club equal to the present value of the tax receipts that the City would be
expected to receive during the balance of the 30-year term.
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The remainder of this memo will cover the following three questions for the City:
•
•
•

Will the stadium generate sufficient revenue to cover the $1.05 million?
Why should the City pursue this project?
What comes next if the LOI is approved?

1. Will the project cover the City’s costs?
The construction and operation of the multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue would generate
substantial new local tax revenues. The City expects that the stadium will pay for itself based on
projections that have been done. This analysis does not take into consideration the various potential
fiscal benefits associated with a stadium (additional development on Celebrate Virginia South’s
roughly 150 acres of remaining land, hotel tax revenue from stadium users, etc.), though it’s reasonable
to believe these benefits will also accrue to the City. Below is a breakdown of where the City believes
the $1.05 million will come from at the stadium:
A. Tax revenue: $700,000 estimated
The City and its Economic Development Authority in 2013 hired well-known baseball consulting firm
Brailsford & Dunlavey (B&D) to perform two studies of the prospects for a team (then the
Hagerstown Suns, also a Class A affiliate of the Washington Nationals) relocating to Fredericksburg.
The studies (which are available at FredericksburgBaseball.com) determined that Fredericksburg was
a good market for Minor League Baseball. The analysis made the following estimates on annual
revenue (note that sales tax revenue has been lowered to reflect only the 1 percentage point the City
will collect from this tax, as there will be no “clawback” possible for a privately financed stadium):
Baseball Revenue:
Admissions Tax: $192,000
Sales Tax (Adjusted): $33,000
Meals Tax: $166,000
Non-Baseball Revenue
Admissions Tax: $32,000
Sales Tax (Adjusted): $3,000
Meals Tax: $14,000
BPOL Tax: $28,000
Total: $468,000
The B&D analysis was based on what was at the time a proposal for a publicly owned stadium that
would have been exempt from real estate taxes. Conversely, a privately held stadium would be fully
taxable. Assuming a $35 million valuation and not even including personal property taxes, the stadium
property would generate about $280,000 a year in incremental real estate tax revenue at current
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tax rates. It’s worth noting that while tax rates and valuations may well rise over the 30-year period,
and inflation may kick in, the City’s payment would remain constant at $1.05 million (See Section “D”
below).
Factoring in the $280,000, the total amount of annual tax revenue projected from the stadium
is $748,000. The City is rounding down to $700,000 to create some margin of safety.
The B&D projections are based on actual per-game average attendance of 3,440. The Potomac
Nationals have averaged paid attendance of 3,556 over the past five full seasons, according to the
Carolina League website. While Prince William County is a larger market population-wise, the P-Nats
play in a substandard stadium that has few of the amenities planned for the Fredericksburg project.
At this new venue, the P-Nats are projecting paid attendance of 4,100 people (a number validated by
B&D as a conservative estimate).
B. Use revenue: $250,000 estimated

Under the LOI, the City would have access to the stadium up to 183 days of the year. The City could
run an array of events at the stadium or contract with a third-party management company to do so.
This could include the Celebrate VA After Hours concerts, high school and college games, youth and
travel baseball, Parks & Recreation leagues, food and music festivals, various sports tournaments,
birthday parties, car shows, races, a holiday lights show, ice skating, fireworks, Scout campouts, movie
nights and more. The City would also have access to a suite at the stadium from which it could
entertain and meet with economic development prospects and visiting groups.
Alternatively, a promising structure that would be investigated during the study period is a revenueshare model in which the Club and City would work together to bring activity to the ballpark on nongame days, with the City receiving a percentage of the profits. This model is in place at the Jeff Rouse
Swim and Sport Center in Stafford County. With either model, the City believes the $250,000 estimate
is achievable, even without considering the effects of inflation (See Section “D” below). (It is worth
noting that the Celebrate VA After Hours concert series by itself currently produces about $100,000
in annual lease revenue).
C. Silver Companies commitment
The Silver Companies, which is the developer of Celebrate Virginia South and will lease the property
for the stadium complex to the Club, has pledged $100,000 a year toward the project. Details of this
commitment will be formalized during the study period. It’s possible that the $100,000 (fixed) payment
could go directly from Silver to the Club, which would reduce the City’s commitment to $950,000 a
year.
D. Impact of inflation
Renaissance Planning Group ran an analysis of the effect inflation could have on the City’s expected
revenue and expenses. The analysis follows this memo and uses an assumed annual inflation rate of
1.5 percent on the use and tax revenue. Making that assumption, revenue would be expected to slightly
outpace expenses (which would remain fixed for 30 years) by the second year of the agreement. By
Year 30, using that growth rate, revenues would surpass expenses by more than $500,000. Over a 30
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year period, revenue of $38.7 million and expenses of $31.5 million would be expected. That results
in a $7.2 million surplus to the City from the stadium over 30 years.
The City would not be required to issue any debt for this project. The City’s financial advisor has
reviewed the deal structure.
2. Why should the City pursue this agreement?
In addition to the aforementioned tax revenue and use benefits, the stadium would provide seasonal
(about 200) and full-time (about 20) employment opportunities for the people of Fredericksburg and
the region. For many local youth, the stadium could provide a first job opportunity. The Club has
committed to working with Fredericksburg City Schools and the University of Mary Washington to
recruit its seasonal workforce.
The multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue would also generate additional intangible benefits to
the community, including the sense of community that identification with a Minor League Baseball
team generates, the promotion of the City through the team’s activities, and the team’s contributions
to City residents through community-involvement activities. The Partnership Agreement that follows
this memo lays out the marketing value that the City would get from this venue – which includes the
team name, promotional displays and banner ads, and video ads at the ballpark.
The private development of an outdoor multi-use Minor League Baseball stadium and additional ball
fields is envisioned for the Celebrate Virginia South area of the City in its 2015 Comprehensive Plan
(Land Use Planning Area 1: Celebrate Virginia/Central Park). The development of a multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue is a City Council Priority for the 2018 – 2020 time period. The Joint City
and EDA Economic Strategic Plan -- in particular Goals 4, 7, and 8 -- support this development.
3. What are the next steps?

If City Council approves the LOI, a 120-day study period would ensue in which the Club would plan
the stadium, receive all approvals from Minor League Baseball and the Carolina League, secure
financing, obtain legislative approvals from City Council regarding land-use, and more. That time
period would include a special-purpose City Council public meeting to hear input on the proposal, as
well as drafting and negotiating a definitive agreement with the Club. The Club would then go through
the permitting process, construct the stadium and open it for play – ideally in time for Opening Day
in April 2020.
ATTACHMENTS
Renaissance Planning analysis
Resolution
Letter of Intent
Partnership Benefits

Fredericksburg Ballpark Net Present Value
Renaissance Planning prepared an assessment of the Net Present Value (NPV) to the city of the
proposed elements of the Multi-Purpose Stadium Letter of Intent described in the memorandum from
Bill Freehling to Timothy J. Baroody for the July 10, 2018 City Council Meeting. That memorandum
describes the key elements of the proposal over the proposed 30-year term, summarized below as
follows:
•
•
•
•

Annual City tax revenue of $700,000
Annual City user fee revenue of $250,000
Annual contribution to the City from the Silver Companies of $100,000
Annual payment from the City to Potomac Baseball, LLC, of $1,050,000

During the first year of the agreement, the three sources of revenue are equal to the one expense in the
list above. For each subsequent year, the first two sources of revenue are subject to inflation whereas
the third source of revenue and the annual payment are fixed, so the cash flow to the city will be
positive.
Figure 1 below shows the annual revenues and expenses in current dollars presuming a discount rate of
5.0% and an annual inflation value of 1.5%. By the end of the contract term, the annual revenue of
$1,562,960 will be $512,960 higher than the annual cost of $1,050,000. Beyond the contract term when
the City’s payments are completed, additional revenues would still be expected to accrue to the City.
The elements of Figure 1 are detailed in the accompanying table.

Figure 1. Annual City Revenues and Expenses
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MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-

SECOND:
RE:

Approving a Letter of Intent with Potomac Baseball, LLC for the Development of a
Multi-Purpose Outdoor Recreational Facility in Celebrate Virginia South

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

Potomac Baseball, LLC is the owner of a Class A-Advanced Minor League Baseball franchise in the
Carolina League; the Carolina League is a member of The National Association of Baseball Leagues,
Inc. The team is an affiliate of the Washington Nationals Major League Baseball Club. The team
currently plays in a stadium in Prince William County, Virginia, which no longer meets the minimum
requirements of Major League and Minor League Baseball.
The Club is interested in exploring privately designing, financing, and constructing a state-of the-art
multi-purpose Minor League Baseball stadium in the City to serve as the home of the team. The
proposed location for the stadium is a site in Celebrate Virginia South.
The construction and operation of the multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue would generate
substantial new local tax revenues and provide short-term and long-term employment opportunities
for the people of Fredericksburg and the Greater Fredericksburg Region.
The multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue would also generate additional intangible benefits to
the community, including the sense of community that identification with a Minor League Baseball
team generates, the promotion of the City through the team’s activities, and the team’s contributions
to City residents through community-involvement activities. In addition, the Club has proposed that
the City may use the multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue throughout the year for Parks &
Recreation and other public programming and events.
The private development of an outdoor multi-use Minor League Baseball stadium and additional ball
fields is envisioned for the Celebrate Virginia South area of the City in its 2015 Comprehensive Plan
(Land Use Planning Area 1: Celebrate Virginia/Central Park). The development of a multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue is a City Council Priority for the 2018 – 2020 time period. The Joint City

and EDA Economic Strategic Plan, in particular Goals 4, 7, and 8 support this development.
The Club proposed the terms of a potential partnership with the City and the Fredericksburg EDA
in a document entitled, “Proposed Partnership – Potomac Baseball, LLC and Fredericksburg
Economic Development Authority,” dated June 8, 2018. This proposal states the Club’s offer to
develop, finance and build a privately-owned multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue in the City,
together with the commitment to locate in the City a Minor League baseball team owned by the
Club, from which City will derive a variety of tangible, financial and intangible benefits. The City
Benefits are organized into the following categories: Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue,
Team, Community, Marketing, and Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue Use and are further
described in the Development Proposal.
The Club and City have reached a preliminary or conceptual agreement for the development of the
multi-purpose stadium and the relocation of the team to Fredericksburg. The letter of intent
establishes the steps each party must take in order to reach a final agreement. The letter of intent is
an indication of seriousness of purpose on both sides, but it does not guarantee that the parties will
reach a final agreement.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that:
•

The City Manager is authorized to execute, deliver, and carry out the letter of intent with
Potomac Baseball, LLC substantially the form in which submitted for approval;

•

The City Manager will schedule a special-purpose City Council public meeting for the
purpose of hearing input from the public on the proposal.

Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:

July 10, 2018
Resolution 18-__
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***************

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true copy of
Resolution No. 18- , adopted at a meeting of the City Council held Date, 2018, at which a quorum was present and
voted.

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

Letter of Intent
Between
City of Fredericksburg
and Potomac Baseball, LLC
This is a letter of intent between the City of Fredericksburg, a Virginia municipal corporation
(City); and Potomac Baseball, LLC, a Virginia limited liability company (Club).
Recitals
Club is the owner of a Class A-Advanced Minor League Baseball franchise in the Carolina
League; the Carolina League is a member of The National Association of Baseball Leagues, Inc. (also
known as “Minor League Baseball” or “MiLB”). The Team is an affiliate of the Washington Nationals
Major League Baseball Club. The Team currently plays in a stadium in Prince William County,
Virginia, which no longer meets the minimum requirements of Major League and Minor League
Baseball.
The Club is interested in exploring privately designing, financing, and constructing a state-of
the-art multi-purpose Minor League Baseball stadium in the City to serve as the home of the Team.
The proposed location for the stadium is a site in Celebrate Virginia South (the Site).
The construction and operation of the multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue on the Site
would generate substantial new local tax revenues and provide short-term and long-term employment
opportunities for the people of Fredericksburg and the Greater Fredericksburg Region.
The multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue would also generate additional intangible
benefits to the community, including the sense of community that identification with a Minor League
Baseball team generates, the promotion of the City through the Team’s activities, and the Team’s
contributions to City residents through community-involvement activities. In addition, the Club has
proposed that the City may use the multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue throughout the year for
Parks & Recreation and other public programming and events.
The private development of an outdoor multi-use Minor League Baseball stadium and
additional ball fields is envisioned for the Celebrate Virginia South area of the City in its 2015
Comprehensive Plan (Land Use Planning Area 1: Celebrate Virginia/Central Park). The development
of a multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue is a City Council Priority for the 2018 – 2020 time
1

period. The Joint City and EDA Economic Strategic Plan, in particular Goals 4, 7, and 8 support this
development.
The City is authorized by Code of Virginia §15.2-1806 to establish parks, recreation facilities
and playgrounds, and to set apart for such uses any land or buildings owned or leased by it; and to
acquire land, buildings and other facilities for these purposes.
The Club proposed the terms of a potential partnership with the City in a document entitled,
“Proposed Partnership – Potomac Baseball, LLC and City of Fredericksburg,” dated June 28, 2018
(the “Development Proposal”). This proposal states the Club’s offer to develop, finance and build a
privately-owned multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue in the City, together with the commitment
to locate in the City a Minor League baseball team owned by the Club, from which City will derive a
variety of tangible, financial and intangible benefits (collectively, “City Benefits”). The City Benefits
are organized into the following categories: Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue, Team,
Community, Marketing, and Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue Use and are further described
in the Development Proposal.
By letter dated April 26, 2018, the Silver Companies have committed annual support for the
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue in the form of a $100,000 cash contribution and the
relocation of the Celebrate Virginia After Hours concert series, with its associated lease revenue, to
the multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue (the “Silver Contribution”). City acknowledges and
agrees that Club is not a party to the Silver Contribution, will not be reimbursing Silver Companies or
any other entity for any portion thereof, and that the receipt or non-receipt of any proceeds shall not
alter or effect the payment by City and/or EDA to Club of the funds described in section 3.7 below
during the term of the Development Agreement.
The Club and City propose to prepare, negotiate and enter into a Development Agreement
under which the Club would acquire the Site by lease or purchase, and design, build and operate the
multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue. The Club would be contractually committed to its
undertakings, obligations and commitments that are set forth in the Development Agreement, such
that the City will derive some or all of the City Benefits during the term thereof.
Agreement.
The parties therefore agree as follows:

2

1. Definitions.
1.1. C-PACE: financing available for clean energy improvements to existing properties and new
construction, authorized by Code of Virginia §15.2-958.3.
1.2. City Funding Commitment: the annual payment by the EDA to the Club, as described in
sections 2 and 3, especially section 3.7.
1.3. Definitive Agreements: This term refers collectively to the Development Agreement between
the EDA and the Club, and any other agreements that are deemed necessary to accomplish
the proposed transaction outcomes described in section 2.
1.4. Development Proposal: the document entitled, “Proposed Partnership – Potomac Nationals
and City of Fredericksburg,” dated June 28, 2018.
1.5. EDA: the Economic Development Authority of Fredericksburg, Virginia.
1.6. League: the National Association of Baseball Leagues, Inc. (also known as “Minor League
Baseball” or “MiLB”).
1.7. Legislative approvals: the adoption of ordinances, resolutions, and motions by the
Fredericksburg City Council, approving or adopting any Comprehensive Plan amendments,
zoning (special use permit) approvals, right of way vacations, Tourism Gap Financing plans,
C-PACE ordinances, Definitive Agreements, and any other legislative matters that are required
to authorize the construction of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue under state or
local laws.
1.8. Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue : a state-of the-art multi-purpose Minor League
Baseball stadium, with a seating capacity of approximately 5,000, and associated surface
parking, which is designed to be suitable for multiple uses, including outdoor concerts; other
sporting events (such as high school and college baseball tournaments); festivals; community
events (such as community walks and runs and Memorial Day or Veterans Day celebrations
or commemorations); and family-friendly events, in addition to Minor League Baseball. The
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue is located at the Site.
1.9. Silver Companies’ Commitment: the commitment of support for the Multi-purpose outdoor
recreational venue by the Silver Companies, as outlined in their letter of April 26, 2018 to
Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager.
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1.10.
Site: the proposed location of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue. Unless
otherwise agreed by the Club and City, the Site shall be located within the Celebrate
Virginia/Central Park Tourism Zone.
1.11.
Tax Receipts: the tangible personal property, admissions, meals, business license and
incremental real property taxes; and the non-designated local portion of the sales tax,
excluding penalties and interest) levied and collected by or on behalf of the City within the
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue during the Term. The baseline for calculating
incremental real estate taxes is proposed to be the assessment of the Site effective July 1,
2018.
1.12.
Team: a Minor League baseball team owned by the Club, presently known as the
Potomac Nationals or P-Nats, the Class A (Advanced) affiliate of the Washington Nationals
Major League Baseball Club.
1.13.
Term: the 30-year period commencing on the first day of the month during which the
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue is substantially complete, has received all necessary
use and occupancy permits to open to the public for Minor League Baseball games by the
Team, and has in fact opened to the public for this purpose.
1.14.
Termination Payment: a payment equal to the present value of the Tax Receipts that
the City is expected to receive during the remaining balance of the Term. The Termination
Payment is calculated based on the average of annual Tax Receipts received by the City during
the prior three fiscal years, discounted at an annual rate of 4%. The aggregate amount of the
Termination Payment shall not exceed the aggregate sum of the remaining City Funding
Commitments discounted at an annual rate of 4%.
1.15.
Tourism Development Financing Program: an economic development program of the
Commonwealth of Virginia, established under Code of Virginia §58-3851.1, under which a
tourism project which has been certified by the State Comptroller qualifies for a state grant
in an amount equal to the revenues generated by a one percent state sales and use tax on
transactions taking place on the premises of the authorized tourism project. The state
revenues are matched by the owner of the project and by local funding equal to the revenues
generated by at least a one percent local sales and use tax. This is also known as Tourism
Gap Financing. It is understood and agreed by Club that unless otherwise agreed by City in
writing, the utilization of this program shall not result in City incurring additional costs or
obligations or in receiving less revenue.
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2. Proposed transaction outcomes. The proposed outcomes of this letter of intent (the “Proposed
Transactions”) are:
2.1. The development of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue, which will serve as the
home of the Minor League baseball team owned by the Club, (which is presently known as
the “Potomac Nationals” or “P-Nats”), the Class A (Advanced) affiliate of the Washington
Nationals Major League Baseball Club. The Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue will
be owned, designed, financed, constructed, operated, and maintained by the Club at its sole
cost and expense.
2.2. The Development Agreement will reference, specify or further describe the City Benefits in
the areas of Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue, Team, Community, Marketing, and
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue Use.
2.3. The Club and the City will explore the feasibility and availability of other incentives for the
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue, including C-PACE financing, Tourism
Development Financing Program, and other potential sources of grant funding or Multipurpose outdoor recreational venue financing. Unless otherwise agreed by City in writing,
the utilization of the Tourism Development Financing Program shall not result in the City
incurring additional costs or obligations or in receiving less revenue.
2.4. A commitment by the City to provide the City Funding Commitment in the amount of
$1.05M per year for 30 years, subject to appropriation by City Council.
3. Definitive Agreements. Upon execution of this letter of intent, the parties will enter into
negotiations to attempt to produce one or more mutually acceptable binding agreements to
effectuate the Proposed Transactions. The Development Agreement is the primary Definitive
Agreement. It is proposed to reference, describe or specify the City Benefits, details of the City
Funding Commitment and the mutual undertakings of the Parties as follows.
3.1. The Club will be responsible for site acquisition, design, financing, construction, operation,
and maintenance of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue on the Site at its sole
expense. It is the intention of the parties that the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue
be completed prior to the 2020 Carolina League Minor League Baseball season, beginning in
April, 2020. The total investment by the Club in the various capital costs of the Multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue is anticipated to be approximately $35 million.
3.2. The Team name shall begin with “Fredericksburg,” or such other name as the parties shall
mutually agree upon. The Club shall not permit the relocation of the Team, nor permit the
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Team’s home games under the Club’s control to be played in any location other than the
Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue, for at least 30 years following its opening. The
Team may temporarily relocate games of the Team in the event the Multi-purpose outdoor
recreational venue is damaged or unusable. The Club shall take all necessary and appropriate
action to maintain the franchise of the Team with the League in good standing.
3.3. The Club shall undertake the activities listed in the Development Proposal under the
“Community” category.
3.4. The Club shall provide the City the services, products, and opportunities listed in the
Development Proposal under the “Marketing” category.
3.5. The Club will grant City the right to exclusive use of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational
venue and appurtenant facilities for 183 days each calendar year, and use on additional days
if it does not interfere with Team activities. The City will have use of the Multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue for community activities, concerts, high school, college and
amateur athletics, major events, tours, meetings with economic development prospects, and
other uses, consistent with the sound operation of a professional Minor League venue. The
Development Agreement will include a booking policy providing for fair allocation of dates
between the City and Club. More details of the use-related City Benefits are included in the
Development Proposal under the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue Use category.
3.6. In the alternative, the Club and the City may agree to cooperatively hire a single suitable and
experienced firm or individual (which may be the Club or an employee of the Club) to
promote and manage the use of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue on days when
it is not in use by the Team. Under this alternative, the Development Agreement would
include an agreed division between the Club and the City of revenues realized through these
marketing and management efforts.
3.7. In recognition of the City Benefits derived by the City from the location of the Multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue and the Team in the City, the City Funding Commitment will be
an annual amount of $1.05M for 30 years, subject to annual appropriation by the City Council,
due and payable by the City through the EDA to the Club.
3.7.1. Any or all of such payments may be assigned by Club to Club’s lender.
3.7.2. The Definitive Agreements will include provisions including, without limitation, (a) a
requirement that the City Manager include a request to appropriate the City Funding
Commitment in each annual recommended budget, and (b) should the City Council fail
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to make an annual appropriation, (i) Club shall have the right to terminate the Definitive
Agreements following notice to City and a reasonable cure period, (ii) upon termination
City shall assign the Silver Commitment to Club, and (iii) upon termination, the Club
shall receive the Termination Payment.
3.8. The Development Agreement will establish reporting protocols for the Club of reasonable
categories of information so as to enable the City to ascertain City Benefits, including as to
the amount of capital investment by the Club within the City.
3.9. The Definitive Agreements will include provisions to protect the City in the event of material
default by Club, including, without limitation, all remedies available to City in law or in equity,
right to obtain injunctive and/or temporary restraining order relief, specific performance,
refund, and certain rights to terminate the Definitive Agreements.
4. Term of the letter of intent; exclusivity. If the Definitive Agreements are not entered into by
the parties within 120 days following execution of this letter of intent, then the letter of intent
shall terminate, unless the term is extended by written agreement of the parties. The Club shall
negotiate exclusively with the EDA and City, and the EDA and City shall negotiate exclusively
with the Club for the duration of the term of this letter of intent, with respect to the construction
of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue and the relocation of the Team.
5. Club responsibilities. The Club shall proceed to:
5.1. Apply for and obtain, if feasible, satisfactory evidence (including title commitments) that the
Club has secured the rights to control the Site for the duration of the Term, through purchase
agreements, ground leases, leases, the assignment of leases, right of way vacation, or
otherwise, to effectuate the Proposed Transactions.
5.2. Apply for and obtain all approvals required by the Carolina League, Minor League Baseball,
and Major League Baseball necessary to effectuate the Proposed Transactions.
5.3. Select suitable and experienced design and/or construction professionals (the “Design
Team”) to provide a preliminary design for the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue.
The Club will keep the City informed as to the identity of the members of the Design Team.
5.4. Cause the Design Team to prepare preliminary plans and specifications for the Multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue for review by the parties. The Club agrees to use commercially
reasonable efforts to cooperate with the City to maximize the use of the Multi-purpose
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outdoor recreational venue to accomplish the City’s public purposes in entering into this letter
of intent and the Definitive Agreements.
5.5. Prepare a preliminary budget and schedule for the construction of the Multi-purpose outdoor
recreational venue and provide it to the EDA and City for review.
5.6. Seek to obtain a binding loan commitment letter from an institutional lender in an amount
and on terms satisfactory to the Club and the City;
5.7. Seek to obtain a Phase I environmental assessment and such other testing and reports as may
be reasonably required by the City during the permit review process to assess the physical and
financial feasibility of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue, or recommended in the
Phase I report;
5.8. Seek to obtain evidence of the suitability of the Site for the Club’s intended use, through
satisfactory geotechnical and site studies;
5.9. Seek to obtain a survey and subdivision plat of the Site;
5.10.
Seek to obtain evidence satisfactory to the Club and City that the Site is properly zoned
for the Club’s intended use and that any and all required variances or special use permits have
been or can be obtained.
6. City and EDA responsibilities. The Cityshall proceed to:
6.1. Initiate a Comprehensive Plan amendment authorizing the establishment of a new public
recreational facility at the Site, and any necessary amendments to the Capital Improvements
Plan or FY2019 City budget.
6.2. Review any required zoning approvals or right of way vacation through the appropriate
statutory procedure;
6.3. Consider any other Legislative Approval required for the development of the Definitive
Agreements;
6.4. Promptly review and comment on the documents produced by the Club in the course of its
due diligence responsibilities;
6.5. Work with the EDA to develop its role and obtain EDA approval as may be necessary for
the Definitive Agreements.
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6.6. Secure the Silver Companies’ Commitment;
6.7. Explore the feasibility of C-Pace and Tourism Development Financing Program incentives;
6.8. Engage the public and solicit public comment through such meetings, hearings, presentations,
surveys, and comment forums as it may determine to be reasonable and necessary to
determine the level of public support for the City Funding Commitment.
6.9. To the greatest extent permitted by law, City shall expedite required Stadium construction
permits.
7. Mutual responsibilities and representations.
7.1. The parties will cooperate and negotiate in good faith with each other to develop the
Definitive Agreements on terms acceptable to all parties. The letter of intent does not bind
the parties to signing the Definitive Agreements unless all factors, including public support,
are satisfactory to each party.
7.2. Each party shall bear and pay all costs and expenses (such as fees and expenses of consultants,
legal advisors, brokers and investment bankers) incurred by it in connection with this letter
of intent regardless of whether the Definitive Agreements are executed or the Proposed
Transactions are consummated.
7.3. Each party represents, as to itself, that this letter of intent (i) has been validly executed and
delivered, (ii) has been duly authorized by all municipal, agency, corporate, company,
partnership, or other action, as applicable, and (iii) constitutes a valid agreement of that party,
enforceable in accordance with its terms.
7.4. This letter of intent constitutes the entire agreement of the parties relating to the transactions
addressed by it, and supersedes all prior contracts, agreements or understandings with respect
to those matters, whether oral or written.
7.5. No party shall directly or indirectly assign all or any part of this letter of intent, or any of its
rights, interests, or obligations without first obtaining the prior written consent of every other
party.
7.6. This letter of intent shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the
laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. The sole venue for any judicial proceeding arising
out of this letter of intent shall be the Fredericksburg General District or Circuit Court.
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7.7. The parties may execute this letter of intent in multiple counterparts, each of which is deemed
an original and all of which constitute only one letter of intent.
8. Notices. All notices required to be given under this letter of intent shall be given in writing and
shall be effective when actually delivered if hand delivered or when deposited with a nationally
recognized overnight courier or deposited as certified or registered mail in the United States mail,
first class, postage prepaid, addressed to the party to whom the notice is to be given at the address
shown below. Any party may change its address for notices under this agreement by giving formal
written notice to the other parties, specifying that the purpose of the notice is to change the party’s
address.

City:
Timothy Baroody, City Manager
City of Fredericksburg
715 Princess Anne Street
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401
Club:
Lani Weiss, President
Potomac Baseball, LLC
7 County Complex Ct.
Woodbridge, VA 22192

[SIGNATURES APPEAR ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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Each party is signing this agreement on the date stated opposite that party’s signature.
CITY OF FREDERICKSBURG

By:_________________________________
_________________
Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
date
As authorized by City Council Resolution 18-__, [date]

POTOMAC BASEBALL, LLC
By:__________________________________
Lani Silber Weiss, President

______________
date
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Proposed Partnership – Potomac Nationals and Fredericksburg
Economic Development Authority June 8, 2018

The following outlines Benefits proposed to City/EDA by Club in addition to
Tax Revenues, and other indirect benefits as set forth in separate studies
and reports. Club and City/EDA will work together each season to keep the
programs fresh and relevant to the community.
BENEFIT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATED
ANNUAL
VALUE

Multi-purpose Outdoor Recreational Venue (Stadium)
Club to privately design, finance, construct, own, and maintain a state-of
the-art multi-purpose Minor League Baseball stadium, with a seating
capacity of approximately 5,000, and associated surface parking, which is
designed to be suitable for multiple uses, including outdoor concerts;
other sporting events (such as high school and college baseball
tournaments); festivals; community events (such as community walks and
runs and Memorial Day or Veterans Day celebrations or
commemorations); and family-friendly events, in addition to Minor League
Baseball.

$35 million
private
investment

City Use

The Club will grant City the right to exclusive use of the Multi-purpose
outdoor recreational venue and appurtenant facilities for up to 183 days
each calendar year, and use on additional days if it does not interfere with
Team activities. The City will have use of the Multi-purpose outdoor
recreational venue for community activities, concerts, high school, college
and amateur athletics, major events, tours, meetings with economic
development prospects, and other uses, consistent with the sound
operation of a professional Minor League venue. The Development
Agreement will include a booking policy providing for fair allocation of
dates between the City and Club. 3.6. In the alternative, the Club and the
City may agree that the Development Agreement may specify
cooperatively hiring a single suitable and experienced firm or individual
(which may be the Club or an employee of the Club) to promote and
manage the use of the Multi-purpose outdoor recreational venue on days
when it is not in use by the Team. Under this alternative, the
Development Agreement would include an agreed division between the
Club and the City of revenues realized through these marketing and
management efforts.

$250,000

Economic
Development
Stadium Use

Use of Stadium facilities for conferences, meetings, job fairs, encouraging
business relocations, guest tours, and similar.

$25,000

Stadium

Stadium Use

Use of a Stadium Suite for all Team home games to entertain businesses
considering relocating to Fredericksburg, and rewarding those who have
relocated

$40,000

Team Name

"FREDERICKSBURG" to be included in the name of the Minor League
Team. Team will wear "Fredericksburg" jerseys when visiting other
communities

$250,000

Non-relocation

Team must remain in Fredericksburg for a minimum of 30 years

$50,000

Fredericksburg
Displays

Club will work with City, EDA, and community organizations to create
promotional displays in the Stadium at all Team games

$10,000

Non-Profit
Organizations

Club will develop fundraising programs in conjunction with non-profit and
charitable organizations to use the Stadium and Team for fundraising.

$100,000

Fredericksburg
Food Stands

Create opportunities to highlight local foods and craft beers at the Stadium
through programs such as "Fredericksburg Eats" stand

$25,000

EDA Business
Leader of the
Week

EDA will have the opportunity to select weekly key business leaders to be
recognized at the Stadium before and during a game

$5,000

City/EDA Game
Presenting
Sponsor

Celebration of Fredericksburg at the Stadium during one game each
season. Special promotional activities, media, pre-game recognitions,
special commemorative tickets

$25,000

Regional Ball &
Bat
Tournaments

Team and City/EDA to collaborate to bring regional youth tournaments to
the Stadium such as American Legion World Series, College Tournaments,
Etc, to encourage tourism. Free and/or discounted game tickets made
available to youth participants

$20,000

Special Advance
Tickets

Develop programs to allow Fredericksburg residents to have advance
purchase opportunities for non-baseball events

n/c

School Initiatives

Team to use best efforts to create year-round programs with
Fredericksburg Public Schools such as: Teacher Hall of Fame, "Friday Night
Lights" HS baseball games (ticket proceeds to schools), Fundraising
programs such as beneficiary of Hot Stove Banquet, jersey auctions, and
similar, Reading Programs, Teacher Appreciation Nights, Special Day Game
learning programs with free or discounted tickets

$90,000

Team controlled
media

Fredericksburg mentions in all media controlled by Team (radio, tv, press,
social media). Team will also use best efforts to have Fredericksburg
mentions on Washington Nationals radio and tv broadcasts

$300,000

Outfield
Billboard

Fredericksburg 8' x 16' outfield banner at no charge (City responsible for
production cost of future replacements)

$20,000

EDA Suite
Team

Community

Marketing

Program Ad

City/EDA to have a full page program ad each season

$15,000

Website Banner

ROS rotational banner made available to Fredericksburg on Team website

$10,000

Press Releases,
Digital Media

Fredericksburg referenced as originating source on all releases and game
wraps

$35,000

Press Box Logo

Fredericksburg Logo on Pressbox - referenced every game broadcast

$50,000

Custom Video
Message

60 second spot made available to City/EDA on HD Video Board each game

$10,000

ITEM #11B

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
Deidre G. Jett, Budget Manager
Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Budget Amendment in the Social Services Fund Related to
Medicaid Expansion
July 3, 2018 (for the July 10, 2018 meeting)

ISSUE
Shall the City Council approve an additional appropriation of $97,783 in the Social Services Fund
(Fund 201) related to Medicaid expansion.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of this resolution which requires only one reading.
BACKGROUND
On May 8, 2019 the City adopted the Fiscal Year 2019 Budget (FY19 Budget). The FY19 Budget
included an appropriation of $6,126,905 for the Social Services Fund (Fund 201). It also included a
General Fund appropriation of $940,000 to support the Department of Social Service operating
activities.
On May 30th, the Virginia General Assembly passed a FY 2019-2020 biennium budget that included
Medicaid expansion. Additional administrative funding to assist with the increased volume of
Medicaid applications was provided for new local benefit programs specialist positions.
The City was allocated $97,783 for FY 2019. The City wishes to hire a benefits specialist and increase
overtime to process the anticipated increase in applications. In addition to staffing, the additional
funds may be used for any activity related to Medicaid expansion. The Department of Social Services
will use a portion of the funds to support outreach.
FISCAL IMPACT
No local match is required in FY 2019. Medicaid expansion funding will become part of base budget
beginning in FY 2020 and will require a 15.5 percent local match. The required local match related to
Medicaid expansion is estimated to be approximately $15,200 in FY 2020.
Attachments: Resolution
Memo dated June 8, 208 from the Commonwealth of Virginia
cc:

Mark Whitley, Assistant City Manager
Christen Gallik, Director of Social Services
David MacIndoe, Department of Finance

MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-xx

SECOND:
RE:

Approving a Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Budget Amendment Appropriating Funds
in the Social Services Fund Related to Medicaid Expansion

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

On May 8, 2018 the City adopted the Fiscal Year 2019 Budget (FY19 Budget). The FY19 Budget
included an appropriation of $6,126,905 for the Social Services Fund (Fund 201).
The FY19 Budget also included a General Fund appropriation of $940,000 to support the Department
of Social Service operating activities.
On May 30, the Virginia General Assembly passed a FY 2019-2020 biennium budget that included
Medicaid expansion. Additional administrative funding to assist with the increased volume of
Medicaid applications was provided for new local benefit programs specialist positions.
The City was allocated $97,783 for FY 2019. In addition to staffing, the additional funds may be used
for any activity related to Medicaid expansion.
The City wishes to hire a benefits specialist and increase overtime to process the anticipated increase
in Medicaid applications, as well as support outreach related to the expansion.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that the FY 2019 Budget be amended to include the
following appropriations and authorizes the following expenditures in the Social Services Fund:
Department of Social Services
Source
WELFARE
3-201-024010-0002
Department Total:
Total Source:

Public Assistance

$
$

97,783
97,783

$

97,783
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Use
WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
4-201-053110-1101
4-201-053110-1201
4-201-053110-2100
4-201-053110-2210
4-201-053110-2310
4-201-053110-2330
4-201-053110-2400
4-201-053110-2710
4-201-053110-3500
4-201-053110-3600
4-201-053110-5210
4-201-053110-6001
Department Total:

Salary & Wages - Regular
Overtime Pay
FICA Benefits
Retirement V.R.S.
Hospital/Medical Plan
Dental Insurance
Group Life
Worker’s Compensation
Printing & Binding
Advertising
Postage and Postal Service
Office Supplies

Total Use:

$

$
$

43,500
24,200
5,180
5,381
12,100
275
570
100
1,500
1,500
500
2,977
97,783

$

97,783

Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting
************

Clerk’s Certificate
I, the undersigned, certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is
a true copy of Resolution No. 18- duly adopted the City Council meeting held July 10, 2018 at which a quorum
was present and voted.
________________________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

MEMO
To:

Local Department of Social Services

From: Michael Gump, Chief Financial Officer
Ida Witherspoon, Budget Director
Re:

Additional Allocations for Local Staff and Operations

Date: June 8, 2018
On May 30, the Virginia General Assembly passed a FY 2019-2020 biennium budget that
included Medicaid expansion. Additional administrative funding to assist with the
increased volume of Medicaid applications was provided for the equivalent of
approximately 300 new local benefit programs specialist positions. With local match, the
total to be allocated is approximately $21.5M.
Local allocations were determined using three equal factors:




Distribution of current funding versus current workload for benefit programs
specialists
Projected increase in workload due to Medicaid expansion (minimum allocation
of $45,000)
Historical staff and operations (budget lines 855 and 858) spending

Fredericksburg City’s FY 2019 share of the total to be allocated is $97,783.
In FY 2019, Medicaid expansion funding will be available in budget line 849, Local
Staff and Operations – No Local Match, when LASER opens for June on July 18,
2018. As stated in the guidance memo dated May 2, 2018, this funding will not require
a local match for FY 2019 only.
These funds are to be used for any activity related to Medicaid expansion such as hiring
staff, procuring office space and furniture, training, etc. that would otherwise be
reimbursable under budget line 855. This will allow localities time to increase staffing
where needed prior to the implementation of Medicaid expansion and to request funding
801 East Main Street · Richmond VA · 23219-2901
http://www.dss.virginia.gov · 804-726-7000 · TDD 800-828-1120

for local match from their local boards for FY 2020. Medicaid expansion funding will
become part of base budget line 855 allocations beginning in FY 2020 and will require a
15.5 percent local match.
If you have any questions, please contact Budget Analysts Kim Conner at
kim.conner@dss.virginia.gov or 804-726-7262 or LaTonya Williams at
latonya.williams@dss.virginia.gov or 804-726-7260.

801 East Main Street · Richmond VA · 23219-2901
http://www.dss.virginia.gov · 804-726-7000 · TDD 800-828-1120

ITEM #11C-D

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
Doug Fawcett, Director of Public Works
July 5, 2018 (for July 10 Council Meeting)
Regulating Garbage Bins, Storage Units and Portable Toilets Placed in the Public
Rights of Way

UPDATE: At the June 26 City Council meeting, during the discussion of this matter prior to first
reading of the ordinance, concern was expressed about a provision in the fee resolution requiring
that, if a debris container, storage unit or portable toilet is placed in a parking space for which a
parking fee is charged, the responsibility party would be required to pay the parking fee in addition
to the permit fee.
In response to this concern, staff has deleted that provision and recommends that the matter be
revisited if/when a fee for parking on City streets is imposed in the future.
ISSUE
Shall the City Council adopt the attached ordinance regulating the placement of mobile
garbage/trash/construction debris bins, storage units and portable toilets on the streets and
sidewalks of the City as well as the related resolution establishing fees for placement of these units?
RECOMMENDATION
Yes. Staff recommends the adoption of the ordinance as well as the companion resolution
establishing fees to obtain permits to place these items in the public rights of way.
The ordinance requires two readings; the resolution, a single reading. Staff recommends that the
Council adopt the ordinance on first reading after the public hearing on June 26 and then consider
second reading and the adoption of the fee resolution at Council’s July 12 meeting. The proposed
effective date of the ordinance and the associated fees is September 1, 2018.
BACKGROUND
On a fairly regular basis, residents of the City, as well as businesses and contractors, need to
temporarily place large garbage/trash/construction debris bins (i..e., dumpsters), storage units
(“Pods”, etc.) and/or portable toilets in the parking lanes of City streets or on City sidewalks. The
period of time that these units remain in the public rights of way can vary from just a few days (e.g.,
a storage unit associated with a resident moving into or out of a residence) to several months (in the
case of large construction or renovation projects.) During the periods these units are in place, a
portion of the public right of way is being used for a private purpose and is thus not available for
general public use during this period.

Regulating Placement of Garbage Bins, Storage Units and Portable Toilets Placed in the Right of Way
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While the placement of large garbage/trash/construction debris containers has been administratively
regulated for some time, the frequency at which staff is approached for permission to place large
storage units on the street or sidewalk (or these units simply appear on the street without prior
permission) has increased significantly in recent years. The placement of portable toilets in the rights
of way is a less frequent need, but the need still arises occasionally.
The adoption of the attached ordinance will formalize the regulation of the use of public rights of
way for these private purposes and will help City staff to better manage the placement, maintenance
and eventual removal of these units. The adoption of the fee resolution will generate revenue to
offset some, if not all, of the costs to the City associated with the presence of these units on City
streets/sidewalks. The City incurs costs for issuance of the permits, inspection of the units once
placed to assure that they are out of the flow of traffic and are not presenting a hazard to motorists
or pedestrians, responding to citizen complaints about units that have not been properly serviced,
etc. Imposition of fees will also encourage those who place these units on City streets/sidewalks to
remove them in a timely manner.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact to the City of the imposition of the proposed fees is difficult to project. A best
current estimate is $6,000-$10,000 annually. As stated above, the fee is being proposed to partially, if
not fully, offset the cost to the City of managing the placement of these units, not to generate
revenues to be used for other purposes.
Attachments: Ordinance
Resolution
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MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Ordinance No. 18-12

SECOND:
RE:

Regulating the placement of mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units, and
portable toilets encroaching on City streets and sidewalks.

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

FIRST READ:

June 26, 2018

SECOND READ:____________________

Sec. I Introduction.
Mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units, and portable toilets are increasingly occupying spaces on
City streets and sidewalks that are primarily meant for motor vehicle parking or pedestrian traffic flow.
The City Code currently regulates encroachments on streets and sidewalks, but does not specifically
address these particular encroachments. The City wishes to preserve these spaces primarily for
vehicular parking and pedestrian traffic flow, while allowing for legitimate and time-limited
encroachments by mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units, and portable toilets.
Sec. II.

City Code Amendment

City Code Chapter 66, § 66-10 is hereby amended as follows:
§ 66-10. Encroachments on street or sidewalk.
A. It shall be unlawful for any person to construct or cause to be placed any temporary or
permanent encroachment, such as entry steps, stoops, or other structures, upon any public
street, alley, sidewalk or other public way without the prior written approval of the City
Manager. Such an encroachment may be allowed by the City Manager, provided:
(1) It does not unduly impede pedestrian or vehicular traffic;
(2) The permittee assumes all responsibility for maintenance of such structure;
(3) The City reserves the right to require relocation or removal of the encroachment at any
time; and
(4) The permittee assumes all liability for any losses, damages, expenses, or claims suffered by the
City as a result of such encroachment; and
(5) Dumpsters and similar mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units such as PODS, and portable toilets such as
Porta Potties encroaching on a street or sidewalk comply with subsection E.
B. If the permittee fails to remove such encroachment promptly or otherwise fails to satisfy any
condition of a permit or license granted therefor by the City Council or City Manager, the City
Manager shall have the authority to remove the encroachment and charge the cost thereof to
the owner or occupant of the property so encroaching, and collect the costs thereof in the
manner provided by law for the collection of state or local taxes. The City Manager may further
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require the owner or occupant of the property so encroaching, pending such removal, to pay
the City as compensation for the use of such portion of the public street, alley, sidewalk or
other public way the equivalent of what would be the tax upon the land so occupied if it were
owned by the owner of the property so obstructing or encroaching. If such removal shall not
be made within the time ordered, the City Manager by regulation may impose penalties for
each and every day that such obstruction or encroachment is allowed to continue thereafter.
C. Notwithstanding any other provision of law or agreement to the contrary, any person, owner,
or occupant obstructing or encroaching upon a public street, sidewalk, alley, or right-of-way
shall be liable for his negligent acts or omissions arising out of such encroachment.
D. The City Attorney shall be authorized to institute and prosecute suits or actions in ejectment
or other appropriate proceedings to recover possession of any such public way or place or any
other property of the City unlawfully occupied or encroached upon.
E. No encroachment described in Section 66-10(A)(5) may be placed within a street or sidewalk without a permit
from the Department of Public Works.
(1) The fees for permits under this subsection 66-10(E) shall be established by City Council, by resolution. No
permit under this section shall be issued until all prescribed fees have been paid, and a permit may be revoked
if any fee due after the encroachment is in place is not timely paid.
(2) The City Manager or his designee may promulgate additional permit terms which are not inconsistent with the
City Code. A permit may be revoked for violation of those terms.
(3) Permits issued under this subsection shall be posted on the encroachment permitted, in a way that the permit is
visible from the street.
(4) No permit issued under this subsection 66-10(E) shall permit the placement or storage of hazardous materials
on public property.
(5) This subsection 66-10(E) does not apply to encroachments authorized by a special event permit under Article
II of Chapter 66 or Article IV of Chapter 22 of the City Code.
Sec. III.

Effective date.

This ordinance becomes effective on September 1, 2018.
Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:
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Approved as to form:

___________________________
Kathleen Dooley, City Attorney

***************

Clerk’s Certificate

I, the undersigned, certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is
a true copy of Ordinance No. 18- duly adopted at a meeting of the City Council meeting held July 10, 2018 at
which a quorum was present and voted.
____________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

ITEM #11C-D

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
Doug Fawcett, Director of Public Works
July 5, 2018 (for July 10 Council Meeting)
Regulating Garbage Bins, Storage Units and Portable Toilets Placed in the Public
Rights of Way

UPDATE: At the June 26 City Council meeting, during the discussion of this matter prior to first
reading of the ordinance, concern was expressed about a provision in the fee resolution requiring
that, if a debris container, storage unit or portable toilet is placed in a parking space for which a
parking fee is charged, the responsibility party would be required to pay the parking fee in addition
to the permit fee.
In response to this concern, staff has deleted that provision and recommends that the matter be
revisited if/when a fee for parking on City streets is imposed in the future.
ISSUE
Shall the City Council adopt the attached ordinance regulating the placement of mobile
garbage/trash/construction debris bins, storage units and portable toilets on the streets and
sidewalks of the City as well as the related resolution establishing fees for placement of these units?
RECOMMENDATION
Yes. Staff recommends the adoption of the ordinance as well as the companion resolution
establishing fees to obtain permits to place these items in the public rights of way.
The ordinance requires two readings; the resolution, a single reading. Staff recommends that the
Council adopt the ordinance on first reading after the public hearing on June 26 and then consider
second reading and the adoption of the fee resolution at Council’s July 12 meeting. The proposed
effective date of the ordinance and the associated fees is September 1, 2018.
BACKGROUND
On a fairly regular basis, residents of the City, as well as businesses and contractors, need to
temporarily place large garbage/trash/construction debris bins (i..e., dumpsters), storage units
(“Pods”, etc.) and/or portable toilets in the parking lanes of City streets or on City sidewalks. The
period of time that these units remain in the public rights of way can vary from just a few days (e.g.,
a storage unit associated with a resident moving into or out of a residence) to several months (in the
case of large construction or renovation projects.) During the periods these units are in place, a
portion of the public right of way is being used for a private purpose and is thus not available for
general public use during this period.
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While the placement of large garbage/trash/construction debris containers has been administratively
regulated for some time, the frequency at which staff is approached for permission to place large
storage units on the street or sidewalk (or these units simply appear on the street without prior
permission) has increased significantly in recent years. The placement of portable toilets in the rights
of way is a less frequent need, but the need still arises occasionally.
The adoption of the attached ordinance will formalize the regulation of the use of public rights of
way for these private purposes and will help City staff to better manage the placement, maintenance
and eventual removal of these units. The adoption of the fee resolution will generate revenue to
offset some, if not all, of the costs to the City associated with the presence of these units on City
streets/sidewalks. The City incurs costs for issuance of the permits, inspection of the units once
placed to assure that they are out of the flow of traffic and are not presenting a hazard to motorists
or pedestrians, responding to citizen complaints about units that have not been properly serviced,
etc. Imposition of fees will also encourage those who place these units on City streets/sidewalks to
remove them in a timely manner.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact to the City of the imposition of the proposed fees is difficult to project. A best
current estimate is $6,000-$10,000 annually. As stated above, the fee is being proposed to partially, if
not fully, offset the cost to the City of managing the placement of these units, not to generate
revenues to be used for other purposes.
Attachments: Ordinance
Resolution
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MOTION:

Date
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-

SECOND:
RE:
ACTION:

Establishing fees for encroachment of mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units,
and portable toilets on City streets and sidewalks.
APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

The City Council has adopted amendments to City Code § 66-10, providing regulations on encroachments
on City streets and sidewalks by mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units, and portable toilets. Subsection
66-10(E)(3) of that ordinance states that fees for such encroachments be established by City Council.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that the fees for encroachments on City streets and sidewalks
by mobile garbage bins, mobile storage units, and portable toilets are as follows:
Placement Category
Fee
Portable storage container ("PODS")
Up to 7 days, $20. Each additional day, $_5__.
Mobile garbage bins ("Dumpsters")
$100 per month or portion thereof.
Portable toilets ("Porta Potties")
$25 for each week or portion thereof.
Fine for encroachment without an approved $100, to be paid before permit application is
permit
processed.

Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:

Date
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***************

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true copy
of Resolution No. 18- , adopted at a meeting of the City Council held Date, 2018, at which a quorum was present and
voted.

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

ITEM #11E

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Mayor Greenlaw and Members of City Council
Erik F. Nelson, Transportation Administrator
July 3, 2018 (for July 10 Council Meeting)
Authorizing Submittal of BUILD Program Application for Gateway Boulevard

ISSUE
The City of Fredericksburg has an opportunity to submit a funding application to the Federal
BUILD program for construction of Gateway Boulevard, extended.
RECOMMENDATION
That the City Council adopt the attached resolution authorizing the City Manager to submit an
application for a Federal BUILD Transportation grant, for the Gateway Boulevard, extended,
project.
BACKGROUND
Through its Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2018, the federal government has promulgated a
Notice of Funding Opportunity for a new program called Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage
Development (BUILD). This program is meant to encourage projects that will have a significant
regional benefit and applications are due by July 19, 2018. Applications must be for projects that do
not cost more than $26.5 million.
FISCAL IMPACT
The overall project cost is $26.5 million. There are $3 million committed to this project through the
Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, and another $5 million proffered through
donation of the right-of-way. The remaining $18.5 million is the subject of this application. The
BUILD program requires 20 percent in matching funds. The committed funds and donated right-ofway account for 30 percent of the total cost, so no additional local funds are required.
Attachments:
Resolution

MOTION:

Date: July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-__

SECOND:
RE:

Resolution authorizing submittal of a BUILD program application

ACTION:

APPROVED; Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

The Federal government has developed the BUILD Transportation program to provide for National
Infrastructure Investments.
The Gateway Boulevard (extended) project, with an estimated cost of $26.5 million, is an eligible
project for these funds, and the City seeks $18.5 million of this amount from the BUILD program.
The BUILD program requires a 20 percent match and the City has 30 percent of the project cost
committed through the Fredericksburg Area Metropolitan Planning Organization ($3 million) and
through right-of-way donation ($5 million value).
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that it authorizes the City Manager to submit an
application for Federal BUILD program funds, for construction of Gateway Boulevard, extended.
Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:
**********

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true
copy of Resolution No. 18- adopted at a meeting of the City Council held July 10, 2018 at which a
quorum was present and voted.
___________________________________

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

MEMORANDUM
TO:

City Council

FROM:

Kathleen Dooley, City Attorney Kathleen

DATE:

June 29, 2018

RE:

Legal representation – opioid addiction crisis

Dooley

Issue:
Shall City Council retain legal representation to investigate and, if authorized by the Council,
pursue a civil legal against entities involved in the manufacture, marketing, sale, and
distribution of prescription opioid products?
Recommendation:
I recommend that City Council retain the law firms Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP and
Kaufman & Canoles, P.C. for this purpose.
Council members have expressed their concern with the individual, social, and fiscal costs of
the opioid addiction crisis – declared a Public Health Emergency by the Virginia State
Health Commissioner – on numerous occasions. This group of attorneys has been retained
by over a dozen Virginia localities with the same concerns. They are highly qualified for this
work, and the Virginia Attorney General’s filing of civil litigation against Purdue
Pharmaceuticals makes this legal representation particularly timely.
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Background:
The attorneys propose to provide legal services to the City in two phases. The first step
involves the investigation of the City’s claims against prescription opioid manufacturers,
distributors, and benefits managers. These monetary claims would likely include the direct
costs to taxpayers of responding to the opioid addiction crisis – costs associated with law
enforcement, emergency medical services, incarceration, adjudication, foster care, and child
protective services. This work is provided to the City at no cost and with no obligation to
pursue any claim further.
If, upon review of the results of the first step investigation, City Council were to direct the
filing of a civil lawsuit against appropriate defendants, then it would agree to retain the
attorneys for this purpose, pay attorneys’ fees in the amount of 25% of the City’s recovery
through settlement or judgment, and to be responsible for litigation costs – either through
sums owed under a settlement or judgment, or at the City’s expense if it did not prevail in its
lawsuit.
Council members have expressed an interest in cost recovery as a potential source of
additional funding for the many community-based responses to this public health
emergency. They have also expressed an interest in potential injunctive relief – court orders
against the defendants to cease harmful practices and to participate in the public health
response to opioid addiction. These laudable goals will be explored further as the work
proceeds.
Fiscal Impact:
There is no immediate fiscal impact of retaining the law firms, as stated above. The City
Council will be able to assess the potential cost/benefit of pursuing civil litigation at the
conclusion of the first step services.
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MOTION:

July 10, 2018
Regular Meeting
Resolution 18-

SECOND:
RE:

Retaining the Kaufman & Canoles Litigation Team to Represent the City in the
Investigation and Any Subsequent Civil Suit in Connection with the Manufacture,
Marketing, Sale, and Distribution of Prescription Opioid Products

ACTION:

APPROVED: Ayes: 0; Nays: 0

City Council identified the Virginia opioid addiction crisis – a Public Health Emergency declared by
the Virginia State Health Commissioner on November 21, 2016 – as one of its top legislative
priorities for the 2018 Virginia General Assembly session. City Council is concerned not only with
the fiscal impact of government response to this public health emergency, but also to the damage to
families and social systems that has been caused by addiction to prescription and non-prescription
opioid products. This public health emergency has adversely impacted the delivery of law
enforcement services, emergency medical services, child protective services, and foster care services.
The local costs include the incarceration of individuals in the regional jail, and the effective removal
of addicted individuals from productive lives. City Council is particularly concerned with the social
costs to Fredericksburg individuals, families, neighborhoods, institutions, and social systems.
The law firm of Kaufman & Canoles, P.C. has assembled a litigation team that includes Sanford
Heisler Sharp, LLP and The Cicala Law Firm, PLLC (collectively, “Attorneys”) for purposes of
investigating and prosecuting civil legal actions on behalf of Virginia local governments against
Purdue Pharma, L.P.; Purdue Pharma, Inc.; the Purdue Frederick Company, Inc.,; Mallinckrodt pls;
Endo Health Solutions, Inc.; Endo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; McKesson Corporation; Cardinal Health,
Inc.; AmerisourceBergen Drug Corporation; CVS Health; Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc; Pharmacy
Benefit Managers; and, any other relevant defendants (collectively, “Defendants”) in connection
with their manufacture, marketing, sale, and distribution of prescription opioid products and the
harm created by them to Virginia local governments.
The Attorneys have offered legal services to the City of Fredericksburg. The scope of services
includes a First Step investigation involving the investigation of the City’s claims against Defendants,
including an analysis of the damages sustained by the City as a result of the opioid epidemic. The

Second Step, if appropriate after consultation and authorization by City Council, would involve the
prosecution of a civil lawsuit and determination of the City’s share of any award or settlement in all
related proceeding.
The City Council would not be obligated to pursue a lawsuit; however, if City Council agrees to
pursue a lawsuit at the conclusion of the First Step, then the City will use the Attorneys for this
purpose. The First Step legal services are offered at no cost to the City. If City Council authorizes
the Second Step litigation, then the City agrees to pay Attorneys a contingent fee representing a
percentage of the lawsuit’s settlement or judgment equal to 25% of the City’s recovery. The Retainer
includes additional provisions for all out-of-pocket costs and expenses associated with the
engagement.
On June 27, 2018 at 8:20am the Virginia Attorney General filed a suit in Tazewell County, VA
against Purdue Pharmaceuticals and their subsidiaries. The complaint asks for relief in the form of
injunctive relief – preventing Purdue from violating Virginia Code § 59.1-203 and from continuing
to be a nuisance to the State. It also asks for up to $2,500 for every violation of Virginia Code §
59.1-206(A) and up to $1,000 per violation of Virginia Code § 59.1-206(C). All damages awarded
would go to the Commonwealth, not to individual localities.
Therefore, the City Council hereby resolves that:
•

The City Attorney is authorized to execute a Retainer Agreement with Kaufman &
Canoles, P.C. and Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP in substantially the form submitted for
approval;

•

The City Attorney and City Manager are authorized to carry out the Client’s obligations
under the Retainer Agreement.

Votes:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent from Vote:
Absent from Meeting:

***************

Clerk’s Certificate
I certify that I am Clerk of Council of the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and that the foregoing is a true
copy of Resolution No. 18- , adopted at a meeting of the City Council held July 10, 2018, at which a quorum was
present and voted.

Tonya B. Lacey, CMC
Clerk of Council

RETAINER AGREEMENT
This Retainer Agreement (“Agreement”) represents the understanding between
______________________ (“Client”) and Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP and Kaufman & Canoles,
P.C. (collectively, “Attorneys”) (“the Parties”). Attorneys’ status is that of an independent
contractor; Attorneys shall not be considered an employee of Client for any purpose.
Retention of Attorneys
1.
Client hereby retains Attorneys as lead counsel to represent Client in the
investigation and prosecution of any legal action against Purdue Pharma, L.P.; Purdue Pharma,
Inc.; the Purdue Frederick Company, Inc.; Mallinckrodt plc; Endo Health Solutions, Inc.; Endo
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; McKesson Corporation; Cardinal Health, Inc.; AmerisourceBergen Drug
Corporation; CVS Health; Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc.; Pharmacy Benefit Managers; and, any
other relevant defendants (collectively, “Defendants”), in connection with Defendants’
manufacture, marketing, sale, and distribution of prescription opioid products and the harm created
therefrom to Client. Collectively, these matters will be referred to herein as the “Lawsuit.”
2.
Attorneys intend to enter into a co-counsel agreement with The Cicala Law Firm
PLLC in the Lawsuit. Attorneys are further authorized to associate or consult in this representation
with other counsel upon consultation with Client and with Client’s consent. Notwithstanding any
such association of other counsel, and unless such authority is expressly delegated by Attorneys to
other counsel with Client’s consent, Attorneys shall at all times retain the full authority and
responsibility as Client’s counsel in the investigation and prosecution of the Lawsuit.
Fee Sharing Agreement Between Attorneys
3.
Sanford Heisler Sharp, LLP and Kaufman & Canoles, P.C. have agreed to share
fees on a two-thirds/one-third basis generally, with potential adjustments according to their
lodestar contribution of hours spent in pursuit of the Lawsuit.
Scope of Employment
4.
Client authorizes Attorneys to investigate and, if appropriate after consultation with
and authorization by Client, prosecute Client’s claims for opioid-related cost recovery involving
violations of the Virginia Consumer Protection Act, public nuisance, fraud, unjust enrichment,
negligence/gross negligence/negligence per se, among other claims. Attorneys’ representation of
Client is limited to matters necessary to investigate and litigate the Lawsuit and to bring it to a
conclusion. The representation will include a First Step, involving the investigation of Client’s
claims against Defendants including specifically an analysis of the damages sustained by Client as
a result of the opioid epidemic, followed by a Second Step, if appropriate after consultation and
authorization by Client, involving prosecution of Client’s Lawsuit, if any, and determination of
Client’s share of any award or settlement in all related proceedings. Client is not hereby obligated
to pursue the Lawsuit; however, Client hereby agrees that if it chooses to pursue the Lawsuit,
Client will utilize Attorneys to do so pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
5.
Attorneys do not represent Client in connection with the negotiation of the terms of
this Agreement. Rather, Attorneys are acting on their own behalf. Client understands that the
CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
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provisions of this Agreement, including the compensation arrangements set forth below, are not
prescribed by law but are determined by negotiation and mutual agreement.
The Parties’ Obligations
6.
As part of Client’s representation, Attorneys shall work closely with Client and its
representatives in investigating potential claims and keep Client informed about the status of the
Lawsuit, if any, shall provide advice and explanations necessary to permit Client to make informed
decisions regarding their representation, and shall comply with Client’s reasonable requests for
information.
7.
Client shall promptly provide any and all information reasonably requested by
Attorneys and shall assist fully in the investigation and prosecution of the Lawsuit, including, but
not limited to, gathering and sharing facts and evidence in support of the Lawsuit’s allegations;
attending scheduled hearings and meetings; preserving all documents and tangible things,
including electronically stored information, relevant to the Lawsuit; answering truthfully any
interrogatories propounded to Client by opposing parties; appearing for and testifying at
depositions; and, cooperatively participating in any judicial or other proceeding as may arise
during the course of the Lawsuit.
8.
In this matter, Client will have certain important document preservation
responsibilities. In particular, Client must ensure that any and all information that might potentially
relate to the claims asserted in the Lawsuit is properly preserved. Such information might include
communications about or with a party, research materials, and product-related materials.
Division of the Award
9.
In consideration of the legal services and counsel to be rendered by Attorneys,
Client agrees to pay Attorneys a contingent fee representing a percentage of the Lawsuit’s
settlement or judgment (“Award”) which shall be calculated before reimbursement of costs and
expenses pursuant to Paragraph 12 of this Agreement. Attorneys’ contingent fee percentage shall
be twenty-five percent (25%) of Client’s recovery.
10.
In the event that Defendants pay Client in a structured settlement or under any other
arrangement that results in Defendants’ payment being made in installments rather than in a single
lump sum, the division of the Award according to the provisions of Paragraph 9 shall be applied
to each payment received by Client.
Award of Costs and Expenses
11.
Sanford Heisler Sharp agrees to advance all out-of-pocket costs and expenses
associated with this engagement. Reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses that are incurred
or advanced by Attorneys shall be reimbursed from the Award after deduction of Attorney’s
contingent fee and before distribution of the Award.
12.
To the extent that any costs and expenses advanced or incurred by Attorneys are
later awarded to Client by the Court or recovered by Client through settlement, Client hereby
assigns to Attorneys 100% of the proceeds of any such costs and expenses award or settlement.
CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
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13.
Client authorizes Attorneys to advance costs and expenses while prosecuting the
Lawsuit, if any. Attorneys may on Client’s behalf advance monies for expenses, costs, charges,
and disbursements, including, but not limited to, filing fees; court costs and fees; fees for service
of process; copying charges; transcription expenses; printing costs; computerized legal research;
investigative, expert and deposition costs; trial costs; exhibit preparation expenses; printing costs;
copying charges; witness fees; and, travel costs and expenses which in Attorneys’ judgment are
necessary to incur in the prosecution and enforcement of the Lawsuit. Attorneys agree to keep
detailed records of their costs and expenses paid and/or incurred during the course of their
representation. In the event Client receives no recovery, Client shall be ultimately responsible for
any out of pocket disbursements or expenses incurred by Attorneys on Client’s behalf. In the likely
event that the Lawsuit is pursued as a collective action in which Client is one of multiple similarly
situated plaintiffs represented by Attorneys, Client shall be responsible for only a percentage of
the total out of pocket disbursements or expenses Attorneys incurred while prosecuting the Lawsuit
on behalf of Client and other similarly situated plaintiffs. The specific percentage of the total costs
for which Client shall be responsible in the event that Client is one of multiple similarly situated
plaintiffs in a collective action shall be that portion of the aggregate damages Client’s damage
claim represents in relation to the aggregate damage claim of all similarly situated plaintiffs.
Common Representation and Potential Conflicts
14.
Client is aware that Attorneys contemplate entering into the same arrangement as
that set forth in this Engagement Letter with other counties and municipalities in Virginia.
Attorneys believe that the goals of Client are aligned with those of other counties and
municipalities regarding the Lawsuit. Attorneys do not believe that to achieve the goals of the
Lawsuit, either Client or another county or municipality must take a position that is adverse to the
interests of the other. However, to the extent any issue may arise in this matter about which Client
disagrees with another county or municipality and one of you wishes to pursue a course that
benefits one but is detrimental to the interest of the other, we cannot advise Client or assist Client
or any other county or municipality in pursuing such a course. Because Client’s interests and those
of other counties and municipalities are aligned, Attorneys are confident that their representation
of Client will not be limited in this matter by representation of any other county or municipality,
but Client should consider these consequences of joint representation in deciding whether to waive
this conflict. By signing this Retainer Agreement, Client acknowledges and agrees to the abovedescribed representation.
15.
In addition to the above, one of the consequences of joint representation of multiple
clients by a law firm is the sharing of confidential information concerning the subject matter of the
joint representation. Client acknowledges and agrees that communications between Attorneys and
other counties or municipalities relating to the Lawsuit will be treated as confidential and will not
be disclosed outside your group without your Attorneys’ informed consent. Client also
acknowledges and agrees that any information that we receive concerning this matter, including
communications from Client, may be disclosed to the other jointly represented clients during the
course of the joint representation. Client further acknowledges that if a dispute arises between or
among one or more of you, and Attorneys no longer represent Client in this matter, as the result of
a conflict of interest or otherwise, Attorneys may nevertheless use any confidential information
Attorneys have concerning this matter to the advantage of those we continue to represent in any
subsequent action relating to this matter.
CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED
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Termination of Representation
16.
Client may discharge Attorneys at any time by providing Attorneys 30 days’ written
notice of Client’s intent to discharge.
17.
In addition, if Attorneys determine at any time that it is no longer feasible or
appropriate to pursue the Lawsuit, Attorneys may, by providing 30 days written notice to Client,
withdraw from further representation. Under such circumstances, Attorneys will take steps, to the
extent it is reasonably practicable, to protect Client’s interests in a manner consistent with all rules
governing professional conduct.
18.
Compensation of Attorneys after discharge or termination of representation
discussed in Paragraphs 16-17 will be governed by Paragraph 19 of this Agreement.
19.
If Attorneys withdraw or are discharged and Client proceeds with the Lawsuit with
or without substitute counsel and Client or Client’s substitute counsel receives by settlement or
judgement an Award or an award of costs and expenses related to the Lawsuit, Client shall pay
separately to Attorneys a portion of the Award and/or award of costs and expenses as follows:
a.

Attorneys’ contingent fee percentage of the Award calculated as if
Attorneys had not been discharged multiplied by the fraction calculated by
dividing the number of hours expended by the discharged Attorneys on the
Lawsuit as of the date of discharge by the total number of hours expended
by all Attorneys who have worked on the Lawsuit on behalf of Client and,
if any, substitute counsel; and

b.

the value of any Award of Costs and Expenses equal to the costs and
expenses incurred by Attorneys in connection with the Lawsuit.

c.

Subparagraph b. may be satisfied by providing a good faith opportunity for
Attorneys to obtain reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys’ fees from the
Court or as part of any settlement agreement.

Alternative Dispute Resolution Including Waiver of Jury Trial Rights
20.
Should any unresolvable dispute arise between the parties regarding fees, costs, or
any other matter that relates to this agreement, the Lawsuit or the engagement of the attorneys,
including, but not limited to, the quality of the services rendered, the parties agree to submit the
dispute to binding arbitration before a mutually agreed-upon arbitrator, or if the parties are unable
to agree upon an arbitrator and procedures, then pursuant to the then-applicable rules and
procedures for commercial disputes of the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) and by
arbitrator(s) selected by and through AAA. The parties agree that the arbitrator and the arbitration
shall be located in Norfolk, Virginia and that Virginia law will apply. The parties further agree that
all reasonable costs of the arbitration, including the prevailing party’s attorneys’ reasonable
attorneys’ fees, shall be borne by the unsuccessful party or non-prevailing party. Nothing in this
paragraph shall prevent the parties from agreeing to submit any dispute to mediation.
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Miscellaneous
21.
Attorneys hereby agree that they will not negotiate or seek to resolve any claim to
attorneys’ fees, costs, or expenses until an agreement in principle has been reached or a judgment
has been entered on the Lawsuit’s substantive allegations.
22.
Attorneys shall provide upon request a certificate of Attorneys’ professional
liability insurance in an aggregate amount of not less than $10,000,000.
23.
The entire Agreement between Client and Attorneys is contained herein. This
Agreement supersedes any prior oral or written agreement concerning this representation. No other
promises, inducements, or considerations have been offered, accepted, or given either by Client or
Attorneys. Client also agrees not to enter into any future agreements concerning the subject matter
of this Agreement without prior notice to Attorneys.
24.
This Agreement is governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia and may
not be modified, changed, altered, or amended in any way except in a writing signed by all parties.
The parties expressly agree that no oral modification of this Agreement shall be effective,
notwithstanding any provisions of the governing law that may allow for oral modification.
25.
The parties expressly agree that if any term of provision of this Agreement is held
invalid or unenforceable, every other term and provision remaining in the Agreement shall be valid
and shall be enforced to the fullest extent permitted by law.
26.
The parties hereby acknowledge that they have read and understand the foregoing,
that they have had the opportunity to consult with independent counsel, and that they agree to the
representation on the terms set forth in this Agreement.
27.
This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which constitutes an
original and all of which constitute one and the same agreement.
28.
Facsimile signatures or electronic copies thereof shall be as effective as original
signatures for purposes of this Agreement.
29.

This Agreement is effective as of the last date below executed.
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SANFORD HEISLER SHARP, LLP

Date:
Kevin H. Sharp
KAUFMAN & CANOLES, P.C.

___________________________________
W. Edgar Spivey

Date:

___________________

[CLIENT]

By: __________________________________

Date:

________________

Its: ___________________________________
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ITEM #11G

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Mayor Greenlaw and Members of City Council
Timothy J. Baroody, City Manager
July 5, 2018 (for July 10 Council meeting)
City Manager’s Update

Highlights of major activities and other notable developments:
Oath of Office Ceremony Held – On Monday, July 2 newly elected Member of Council Jason Graham
was sworn into office along with re-elected Members of Council Billy Withers, Chuck Frye and Tim Duffy.
Councilor Withers received a unanimous vote to serve as Vice-Mayor again. The ceremony was held at the
Fredericksburg Area Museum on the floor where the Common Council met back in 1820 when the building
was the Town Hall.

Potomac Nationals Announce Potential Partnership with City – At the June
26 Council Meeting the Potomac Nationals and the City announced a
partnership that could lead to the team relocating and building a 5,000 seat
multi–purpose stadium in Celebrate Virginia South. A letter of intent (LOI) is
now before Council and if approved, a formal 120 day study period would begin.
A public input session will be scheduled soon pending the LOI approval.

Summer Curbside Bulk Pickup – City crews will make a special collection of refuse beginning on July 9
and ending on July 13. Various types of refuse will be taken in small quantities only and articles larger than
16 cubic feet and heavier than 75 pounds will not be collected. All loose trash must be bagged, boxed, or
tied for easy handling. All refuse must be placed at the curb no later than 7:30 am, Monday, July 9, 2018.
Subscription to the City’s regular trash service is not required for this special collection and there is no charge
for this service. Items that will not be collected include: household garbage, paints, brush piles, hazardous
materials, and building materials. If you have any questions, please call 372-1023.
Hurkamp Park Bathrooms Open – The Parks,
Recreation and Events Department, with the
assistance of Public Works and the Building
Development Services departments has installed a
public restroom at Hurkmap Park. The facility will be
open to the public from 6 a.m. – 8 p.m. daily. After
planning and procurement, Smith Midland was
selected as the provider for the pre-cast concrete
building that will replace the porta potties. Farmers
Market vendors and shoppers as well as other park
event organizers are excited about the new facility.

Community Discussions Continue – Discussions continue on the topic of the slave auction block and
how Fredericksburg is doing on telling the complete history of our city. The International Coalition of Sites
of Conscience has completed Phase 1 of the process in auditing how we are currently telling our story. Phase
2 will focus on the signage and design elements of the slave auction block and will include more community
engagement meetings. The Phase 2 meetings will take place on August 23 from 6:30- 8:30 p.m. and August
24 from noon – 2 p.m. and 6:30 – 8:30 p.m. with all meetings taking place at the Walker-Grant Center at
210 Ferdinand Street. A mailer has been sent to all households in the city inviting them to participate in
these important discussions. Phase 3 will focus on efforts to tell a more complete history of our city and
will continue with community discussions later in the year.
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Community Survey on Events – The City and
Fredericksburg Main Street want to hear from you. As the
region’s leader for community events that continue to grow
in number and variety we are asking “What’s next for events
in Fredericksburg?” The answers you provide will help us
shape future events held throughout the city. This survey is
being conducted by the National Main Street Center and
your responses will not be attributed to any individual and
will only be used in cumulative totals. Surveys may be
completed anonymously. Or participants may submit their
contact information to be eligible to win $100 Downtown
gift cards. Do you have questions about this survey? Please contact spwise@fredericksburgva.gov or 540372-1086 ext. 215 with any questions. The survey should take no more than 5 to 10 minutes to complete.
Tickets Now on Sale for Slide FXBG – On September 1, a 1,000 foot water slide will be temporarily
installed on Hanover Street between Jepson Alumni Executive Center and the Sunken Well Tavern. This
event is being organized by the University of Mary Washington, and the Fredericksburg Economic
Development Authority. See the Slide FXBG website for more details. Thanks to our sponsors who are
making this possible: Cary Street Partners, Coldwell Banker Elite, Hilldrup, Lifecycle
Construction, Rappahannock Development Group, Rappahannock Orthodontics, Shifflett's Waste Services,
Union Bank & Trust and Wack General Contractor.
Midnight Madness Continues – This year’s Midnight Madness Program promises to be a big hit again
this year, with more than 85 children attending the program the first couple of weeks. Midnight Madness a
joint program with the Police Department and the City Schools began on June 22nd and will continue
through August 13th. The free program offered to City youth ages 11 – 17 includes pick-up basketball
games, air hockey, video games, food and other fun activities. Free transportation is provided along
established bus routes for those who pre-register.
Library Parking Lot Expansion Complete – Paving of the downtown library expansion lot was
completed on June 29. The project adds 23 new parking spaces to the parking lot, improves ADA
accessibility to the rear entrance of the library, and includes new LED parking lot lights. The parking lot is
available for daily use while final tasks are being completed, including the construction of an enclosure
around the dumpster container and site landscaping.
Route 1 Paving – The summer paving program continues with Route 1 scheduled for July 15 – 27 with
paving of the northbound lanes from Learning Lane to Idlewild Boulevard. Paving work will be completed
at night time, to reduce impacts on traffic.
Urban Forest Newsletter – The Green Committee has published their first quarterly issue of the “Urban
Forest News” to update the community on the on the research and other findings available regarding the
values of urban trees/forests and their proper management. Categories you can expect to see discussed will
be economic development/including retail benefits, aesthetics, emotional and physical health benefits,
environmental and stormwater benefits and wildlife and habitat value. The newsletter will also keep readers
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up to date on current events regarding the City’s Urban Forest program, such as tree planting locations,
dates, tree species added to/removed from City lists, education programs and initiatives, general “you should
know” types of things. We hope you enjoy the inaugural issue attached. Look for the next one in September.
FPD Participates in Annual Torch Run
for Special Olympics – On June 8th,
several members of the Police
Department participated in the annual
Law Enforcement Torch Run for Special
Olympics Virginia. Our officers received
the torch from the Stafford County
Sheriff's Office at the Falmouth Bridge
and carried it to the Spotsylvania County
line where it was passed to the
Spotsylvania County Sheriff's Office. The
torch continued to Richmond to kick off
the Special Olympics Virginia Summer
Games.
Fire Staff Will Cool It This Summer with New Uniform Option – Fire Department staff will now have
the option of wearing shorts on duty, an increasingly common practice in the fire service. Physiological
studies show shorts help relieve stress on firefighter’s bodies. The timely announcement was made by Chief
Allen as the hot days of summer approached. Staff will still be required to wear personal protective gear
when appropriate and safety toe shows with the department-issued shorts but expect to see many fire and
medic staffers sporting the new attire.
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Urban Forest news

A new stormwater management tool that finally recognizes the use of trees as
green infrastructure is available at TreesAndStormwater.org. The tool was developed by Ohio Kentucky
Indiana Regional Council of
Governments (OKI), the US
Forest Service & other national partners. It includes a
plethora of information including case studies, videos,
BMPs, calculators and more.

Trees planted in utility strips
are City owned, but citizens
can help take care of them
properly by following the
guidelines provided by the
City Arborist.
Over-mulching is a common
mistake that will kill a tree in
several years, causing the
trunk to rot and the tree to
fail.
Additional utility strip disturbance, including planting,
is also detrimental to trees.
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Street Tree/Utility Strip Care
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Urban Forestry & Stormwater
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Heritage Tree Program Launched
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Fall Planting List Reviewed
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*Article published in
Washington Post
07/09/2015
Chris Mooney

In a new paper, a team of researchers present a
compelling case for why urban neighborhoods filled
with trees are better for your physical health. The
research appeared in the open access journal Scientific Reports.

Street tree/utility
strip care

Living with Trees Good for You

The large study builds on a body of prior research
showing the cognitive and psychological benefits of
nature scenery — but also goes farther in actually
beginning to quantify just how much an addition of
trees in a neighborhood enhances health outcomes.
The researchers, led by psychologist Omid Kardan of
the University of Chicago, were able to do so because they were working with a vast dataset of public, urban trees kept by the city of Toronto — some
530,000 of them, categorized by species, location,
and tree diameter — supplemented by satellite
measurements of non-public green space (for instance, trees in a person’s back yard).
They also had the health records for over 30,000
Toronto residents, reporting not only individual selfperceptions of health but also heart conditions, prevalence of cancer, diabetes, mental health problems
and much more.

“Controlling for income, age and education, we found
a significant independent effect of trees on the street
on health,” said Marc Berman, a co-author of the
study and also a psychologist at the University of
Chicago. “It seemed like the effect was strongest for
the public [trees]. Not to say the other trees don’t
have an impact, but we found stronger effects for the
trees on the street.”
Indeed, given the large size of the study, the researchers were able to compare the beneficial effect
of trees in a neighborhood to other well-known demographic factors that are related to improved
health, such as age and wealth. Thus, they found that
“having 10 more trees in a city block, on average,
improves health perception in ways comparable to an
increase in annual personal income of $10,000 and
moving to a neighborhood with $10,000 higher median income or being 7 years younger.” (Berman notes
that self-perception of health is admittedly subjective,
but adds that it “correlates
pretty strongly with the objective health measures” the
study considered.)

Publication of the Fredericksburg Green Committee

Heritage tree program launched!
Fredericksburg now has a way to identify and
honor those exemplary trees on both City and
private property. The Heritage Tree program
is designed to bring attention to the fact that
trees are an integral part of the
community and should be
cared for properly.
Be on the lookout for the
Heritage Tree
Program brochure and
nomination
form on the
Public Works
website soon!

Surveys to identify fall planting zones
The fall tree planting list is being reviewed
and will soon be posted on the Public Works
Urban Forest website.
Planting sites are determined by gathering
suggestions from citizens, committee members and staff. The City Arborist then reviews
the list and field tests the recommendations.
From there, the list is shared with the folks at
Tree Fredericksburg, who have an MOU with
the City to provide volunteers/manage the
plantings each season.
Usually, plantings are done in the spring and
fall. Anyone can offer to volunteer to help.

Fredericksburg Green Committee
Department of Public Works
715 Princess Anne Street
PO Box 7447
Fredericksburg, VA 22404
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Living Near Trees (cont. from pg 1)
Indeed, the finding wasn’t limited to self-perceived health. For cardio-metabolic conditions — a category that includes not only heart disease but stroke, diabetes, obesity and
more — the study similarly found that an increase of 11 trees per city block
was “comparable to an increase in annual personal income of $20,000 and moving to a
neighborhood with $20,000 higher median income or being 1.4 years younger.”
The results are powerful because of the size of the study, however, because they are
“correlational,” as scientists put it, they cannot definitively identify the precise mechanism by which trees seem to improve health. However, there are some obvious possibilities, including one explanation that seems likely to at least partly account for the results.
This is that trees are known to improve urban air quality by pulling ozone, particulates,
and other pollutants into their leaves and out of the air, and thus, partly protecting people from them.
But that’s not the only possible explanation. Others, says Berman, include stress reduction that comes from being around greenery — a mental effect that translates into physical benefits — or the possibility that being around trees somehow increases one’s propensity to exercise. He also suggests that air quality improvement alone may not be able
to explain why people subjectively perceive their health to be better when they live
around more trees, in addition to the improvements seen in other health measures —
implying a possible psychological factor.
“People have sort of neglected the psychological benefits of the environment,”
said Berman. “And I think that’s sort of gotten reinvigorated now, with these kinds of
studies.” Particularly beneficial to the research has been the availability of satellite techniques to precisely quantify the amount of green space in a given residential area, he
said – and the ability to combine that kind of data with large health databases.
It’s important to note that while the research was conducted based on data from the
city of Toronto — which being in Canada, its citizens have universal health care — that is
not necessarily a problem, as health disparities still exist in Toronto. “Canadians with
lower incomes and fewer years of schooling visit specialists at a lower rate than those
with moderate or high incomes and higher levels of education despite the existence of
universal health care,” the study notes.
One interesting finding — that street trees seemed to have a more beneficial effect than
private or backyard trees — may be explained by the fact that they are “more accessible
to all residents in a given neighborhood,” the paper notes.
The researchers are not shy about using these results to make policy prescriptions —
they think it would be well worth the cost to plant more urban trees. “Ten more trees in
every block is about [a] 4% increase in street tree density in a dissemination area in Toronto, which seems to be logistically feasible,” the study notes.
“I’d feel pretty confident to say to a municipality, increase the number of trees by 10″
per block, said Berman.
See the study here: http://www.nature.com/articles/srep11610

ITEM #11H
CITY COUNCIL
MEETINGS & EVENTS CALENDAR
City Hall Council Chambers, 715 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, VA 22401
7/10/18

5:30 p.m.

Work Session
• Housing Action Plan for Proposal
(RFP)
•

7:30 p.m.
7/24/18

Suite, Room 218

Discussion on Small Area Plan 6 (Route
1/Princess Anne/Fall Hill
neighborhoods north of canal)

Regular Session

Chambers

Summer Break – No Meeting

8/14/18

7:30 p.m.

Regular Session

Chambers

8/28/18

7:30 p.m.

Regular Session

Chambers

Future Work Session Topics: Economic Development Incentives

Boards & Commission
Board of Social Services
Central Rappahnnock Regional Library
Chamber Military Affairs Council
Community Policy Management Team
Fredericksburg Arts Commission
Fredericksburg Area Museum
Fredericksburg Clean & Green Comm.
Fredericksburg Regional Alliance
GWRC/FAMPO
Main Street Board
Housing Advisory Committee
PRTC
Rappahannock Area Agency on Aging
Rappahannock Council Against Sexual Assault
Rappahannock Juvenile Detention
Rappahannock Regional Solid Waste
Rappahannock River Basin
Recreation Commission
Regional Group Home Commission
Town & Gown
Virginia Railway Express Operations Board

Meeting Dates/Time

Actual Date of Meeting

Members Appointed

Contact Person

bi-monthly 2nd Thursday/4 p.m.
Quarterly 2nd Monday/5:00 p.m.
Every other 3rd Thursday/3:30 p.m.
Thursday after 3rd Tuesday/2:00 p.m.
3rd Wednesday/6:30 p.m.
4th Tuesday/8:30 a.m.
1st Monday/6:30 p.m.
Quarterly 3rd Monday/5:00 p.m.
3rd Monday/6:00 p.m.
3rd Thursday/8:30 a.m.
As needed
1st Thursday/7:00 p.m.
1st Wednesday/4:00 p.m.
2nd Thursday/5:30 p.m.
bi-monthly last Monday/12 noon
bi-monthly 3rd Wednesday/8:30 a.m.
Quarterly/1:00 p.m.
3rd Thursday/6:30 p.m.
2nd Thursday/2:30 p.m.
Quarterly/3:30 p.m.
3rd Friday/9:00 a.m.

September 6 at 4 p.m.
August 13 at 4 p.m.
August 16 at 3:30 p.m.
TBD
July 18 at 6:30 p.m.
TBD
July 2 at 6:30 p.m.
July 16 at 5 p.m.
July 16 at 6 p.m.
July 19 at 8:30 a.m.
TBD
July 5 at 7 p.m.
TBD
July 12 at 5:30 p.m.
July 30 at 12 noon
July 18 at 8:30 a.m.
September 26 - Rappahannock County
July 19 at 6:30 p.m.
July 12 at 2:30 p.m.
TBD
July 20 at 9 a.m.

Duffy
Devine
Ellis
Greenlaw
Greenlaw, Devine
Kelly
Devine
Greenlaw, Duffy
Kelly, Withers, Ellis - Alt.
Ellis
Ellis, Frye
Kelly, Withers - Alt.
Vacancy
Ellis
Frye - Alt.
Kelly, Withers
Withers
Duffy
Duffy, Whitley
Withers, Duffy
Kelly, Withers -Alt.

Christen Gallik
Martha Hutzel
Susan Spears
Rosemary Grant
Sonja Wise
Sara Poore
Robert Courtnage
Curry Roberts
Tim Ware
Ann Glave
Susanna Finn
Gina Altis
Leigh Wade
Bobby Anderson
Carla White
Keith Dayton
Eldon James
Jane Shelhorse
Ben Nagle
Paula Zero
Richard Dalton

